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I arrived in Leningrad an early spring had already brought
V/HEN
YY
the ffrst flowers to its many parks and gardens and to the lime
trees along

its superb boulevards and sleepy canals fresh,

scented

Ieaves. But brighter than the leaves and fowers were the May Day
banners still draped frorn the cornices and wound about the columns
of the public buildings in the classic style that gives the city its unique
character.
For the week that followed the lengthening "white nights" were
as unblemished by fog or rain as were the days that po:ured golden
sunlight over the poets and phflosophers dreaming in marble and
bronze among the trees and flowers of the great comrnemoradve
squares.

Along the city's perimeter there are no "outskirts," shabby, cluttered, unplanned. At onc\e the city begins at its legal boundary- oulevards, circles, squares spring into existence as soon as the boundary
is crossed. The city is announced as you approach by high-rising
apartments carefully placed among green ffelds and woods. The free
space surounding the city is a prelude to the free space so rigorously
guarded in the city itself by the wide, handsome streets, the generously proportioned circles and squares andl the careful relafion between

tower, spire and dome that deffne the serene skyline.
As the city opens before you it is very.difficult to bring to mind
the terrible "900 Days" during which its citizens were held in siege
by the Nazis and almost a million of thern perished from starvation,
not to speak of the countless others killed by the ceaseless aerial and
artillery bombardments. Hardly rnore than twenty-ffve years ago!
But the people of Leningrad remember those years and cherish tfiat
dreadful memory proudly as part of the passionate love they bear
for their heroic and beautiful city.
It was to be my good fortune to have as freguent guide and
companion a young woman whose childhood had been profoundly
scarred. in the ravaged and desolate city of the siege b'ui who had
come tluough the ordeal to face the world with intelligence, humor,
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and a radiant conff.dence in the future. Her sensitive recollections of
those years, recalled for me as we walked or drove through the streets
still rnarred here and there by the monstrous bombardment, added
immeasurably to my sense of the historic city.

of the great European cities-foundud by Peter the
YOUNGEST
r Great in 1703-it seemed again to my Americar eyes as ordered
as an architectural drawing by Piranesi. Remembered with delight
from an earlier visit, as we drove from the airport, was the exquisite
needle of the Admiralty spire, the golden dome of St. Isaais Cathedral, and from across the Neva the slender spire of &e Church of
Sts. Peter and PauI glinting in the clear air. And remembered too
was the charming 1912 'modernisrn' of the Hotel Astoria where, I
was happy to learn as we approachedl its entrance, I was once more

to

stay.

Since Leningrad is relatively so young a city it is probably not
suqprising that only two plans for its development have ever been
projected: Peter's plan of 1703 and the present plan completed in
1965. This second plan runs to 1985 when the actual living space of
each inhabitant (it is hoped to keep the population around three and
a half million) is expected to be rnore or less doubled. This will mean
ftfteen square meters per person as against tJre present eight square
meters.

The magniffcent baroque heart of the city is to rernain as it now
is, the buildings gutted and rnade into rnodern apartments or office
buildings, with their exteriors resolutely untouched. The rehabilitation
of this key area has just begun and the 200,000 who still live in the
cellars and garrets will in two years all be rnoved into new buildings
or rehoused in the buildings in which they presently live.
In the past ten years some 900,000 people-almost a third of its
inhabitants-have been moved into new apartments in the city itself
or in such new districts as that along the Baltic, sorne half-hour from
the center, where you see the tall, black and white buildings rising
beside the intense blue waters of this northern sea.
In both Moscow and Leningrad the height of the new buildings
will vary according to the all-over plan, which, of course, will change
from time to time. The majority of the aparhnent buildings will beas they now are-in the ffve- to nine-story range, others rising to at
least twenty stories.
One of the secrets of the rapidity with which these new buildings
are rising in both cities was revealed by a visit to a fully automated
plant in Leningrad for the rnanufacture of the prefabricated units of
a,

LENINGNAD-MOSCOW

which these b,uildings are cornposed. Almost as in a dream the few
necessary workers touched here and there a button, pulled a lever,
smoothed deftly a rough spot on a panel as &e units under construction moved on conveyors to their appointed places. When the harsh
industrial noises that still accompany the dream-like progression are
inevitably silenced in the future, surely the reading of poetry or the
music of string quartettes will give the even fewer workers relief
from the rnonotony of their not very stringent labors. That is William
Morris' ghost srniling there from a cloud!

nN CAREFULLY selected sites throughout Leningrad and with inV
creasing frequency at the city's perimeter the high-rising build-

ings are poised. on Le Corbusier's beloved "pilotis" (columns, stilts)
that allow the surrounding space with its ffelds, trees, or in the city
the parks and gardens, to flow uninterruptedy through and around the
buildings, giving to the whole ambiance a sense of airiness, and to
the buildings themselves a feeling of effortless levitation above the
lovely greenness, the exuberant flowers and the magical play of fountains.

It was a special pleasure for me to ffnd these coltrmn-supported
buildings so frequently and so boldly being used in Moscow, proclaiming their origin in the important building Le Corbusier designed
forty years ago, in 1928, and which since its completion in 1934 on
Moscow's Kirov Street has served as the Soviet Ministry of Light Industry. It is a huge complex housing some 3,000 office workers which
Peter Blake in his book on Le Corbusier calls the most self-assured
I think this iudgment remains true for all the
building in the
"ity.
new buildings for
which it has served as a model.
The boldest use in Moscow of such buildings is a striking grouP
in I(alinin Street where glass and steel structures in serrated order
on both sides of the impressively wide boulevard open a perspective
on to one of the most grandiose of fie Stalinesque postwar buildings
-the multi-spired Ulraine Hotel. Viewed through this new perspective of austere and weightless-seeming build[ngs the hotel has a kind
of rich extravagance where formerly it seemed merely over-decorated
and arrogant above its surrounding low-lying neighbors.
Moscow's newest hotel, the Rossiya, surrounded by six little sixteenth and seventeenth century churches in faded pastel colors, like
ancient chicks around a youthful, "with it" mother, rises twelve glittering stories between St. Basil's Cathedral and the Moscow River. From
its roof there is a breathtaking sweep of Red Square, its cotrbled surface centered by the handsome cubist mausoleum, to the rich maze
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from sixteen centuries that make up the

LENINGRAD-MOSCOW

astonishing

complex of the Kremlin.

The newest addition to the intricate but harmonious collection
of architecture in the Kremlin is the Palace of Congresses that stands
near the great Trinity Gate and whose somewhat disturbing simplicity
seemed at last justiffed when I ascended by swift escalator to the vast
restaurant on its top and with some 6,000 other people was served,
without hurry,, pressure or queues, food and drink in the brief interval
of a ballet perfornance. Refreshed ;by the food and drink and stimuIated by the agreeable exchange of opinions about the dancing or
gossip about other members of the audience, we could look in every
direction across the huge, history-laden city whose heart is outlined
by the Krernlin s rose-colored crenelated walls.
As agreeable as travelers may have found the unexpected "modernisrrf' of the Hotel Astoria in Leningrad, it could never match the
new hotel now in the process of being built in that city. It is cited
across the Neva from the city's center at approximately the point
from which the battleshi,p Arnora ffred on the Winter Palace from the
river the evening of November 7, 19L7. The steel and concrete structure will offer through its largely glass-clad walls a superb view of
the Winter Palace, the Admiralty and the "ships, towers, d.omes, theaters and temples" that lie, as Wordsworth wrote about another great
European city, "open unto the ffelds and to the sky." This new hotel,
of course, bears the battleship:5 historic name.
WARMISH afternoon in Leningrad we climbed the stairs
1[.)NE
v of one of the old baroque buildings in a street just behind the
Kazan Cathedral to the studio of a leading younger Soviet artist,
Eugene Maltsev. His studio was much like'such living-work rooms
anywhere: low couches, ffnished and unftnished pictures stacked
against the wall, "found objects" scattered about-icons, bits of
peasant embroidery primitive carvings, decorated household articles
frorn the villages. A painted guitar given to Maltsev when he visited
Cuba leaned nostalgically in a corner.
His pictures seemed to me to be painted with that authority typical
Soviet work I saw which comes from the thorough training
Soviet art students absorb in the art schools. Maltsev's pictures were
a little too representational for my taste but they were, all the same,
bold in concept and haunting in subject. Fratricide-in a picture
about the Civil War period, mourning in a peasant family, a village
celebration, a huge fresco depicting man's age-long struggle for justice
and truth: subjects far frorn the limits set by socialist realism, but

of all

4

subjects that placed his troubled pictures in an older tradition of
European painting. "The great rituals of man's life," Maltsev said
through the interpreter with dleep fee1ing, "his birth, his building
of relationships with others, his death, we must paint in terms of our
own times as men painted such ritual moments in the past."
Attempting to talk on this level through even the best of interpreters is far from satisfactory. So with a gesture of hopelessness
Maltsev put a record on his recorder. As the magniffcent male voices
fflled the studio with the hlpnotic chant of Slavonic Church rnusic,
I listened intently, staring through the great studio window into the
warm spring sunlight gilding with its yellow glow the ordered roofs of
the city.
Later in Moscow I was to visit the studios of other young artists
who shared Maltsev's determination to discover the forms, dremes,
subjects, style that grew from the living substance of their country
rather than from any abstract model. AII of them are intensely in-

terested in ancient Russian architecture, painting, craftsmanship,
music. And all of them appeared to have the traditional concern of the
Russian intelligentsia with the need to ffnd philosophic meaning
behind the phenomena they choose to paint.

My interpreter in Moscow was a younger iournalist widely acquainted with this generation of painters and writers. Like him, many
of these younger painters and writers had been born in backward
villages, and only through the swift changes and the great educational
ups;urge following the war had become probing and searching intellectuals, passionately concerned about art and id'eas. To any readers and
adrnirers of the great Russian 19th century novels these post-Stalin
intellectuals could only seem very familiar and full of the greatest
promise for the future.
This concern with philosophy was especially true of Ernest
Neizvestny whose sculpture with its complex relations of forms, its
intense expression of man's attempt to realize himself as a unique
being, has brought the artist international fame and the ffrst prize in
a competition for a monument to comrnemorate the High Aswan
Dam in Egypt.
I found in the paintings of Victor Popkov with their deeply observed studies of the peasant life from which he came as well as the
studies of his present urbanized Moscow existence a similar search
for fundamentals. His dramatically styled, urgently painted pictures
seemed to be attempting to find clues and explanations in all manifestations of life. This was true even of such a picture that appeared on
the surface to be mere caprice-Popkov himself sunbathing on the roof
5
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of his stud[o building the bright Moscow air shrill with the wings of
pigeons, the rhythmic pattern of tiled roofs and the sudden punstuation of belfries.
SEEMED to me that this search of the past, this determination
*fT to ffnd fresh and original forms was most perfectly expressed in
a nevl ballet that had just opened in Leningrad at the Kirov Opera
and Ballet Theater. Goryanka, as the ballet it titled, is the story of
a young girl in the Caucasus mountains who is sold. in marriage. But
having heard of the new life in the valley below, she runs away to
become a student in the university she ffnds there. Her intended
husbandt, stung to fury by what he regards as an insult to his "manhood," follows, pleads for her return, is again repulsed, and so to
"avenge" his insulted "manhood," stabs the girl.
Hardly sounds new, does it? Indeed the simple tale of a life redeerned by socialism has been endlessly repeated. But what makes
the ballet a revelation is the way in which all its elements have been
deeply felt and the startling new forms that have been found to express the prirnitive life of the rnountains, the baseness of ancient,
degrading sustoms, and the joyous exhilaration of a new and more
human life now ofiered to the peoples of Central Asia.
The choreography by a young rnan, Oleg Vinogradov, in his late
twenties, sets the pace for this remarkable work. Ahvays strictly classical, as he reminded me when we talked of what he had achieved,
it is nevertheless full of endless invention, exciting, original, and
ffnally, in the great death dance he has devised for the girl, profoundly
moving.

The coshrmes and seis, based on local designs, were brilliantly
inventive and the music by Murad, Kazhlayev recalled the marvelous
throb and beat of Stravinsky's Ri,tes of Spring, which the composer
was pleased that I mentioned when we talked. I hoped to see another
ballet by Vinogradlov currently at the Bolshoy about truck drivers
in Siberia. Enttiledl Ansel, it has been much praised but unfortunately
it was not performed during my visit.
Goryanka is based upon a poern by Razul Gamzatov who is by
nationality an Avar and writes in that language. Murad Kazhlayev,
the composer of the music, is a Laki, and the conductor of the orchestra, Jemal Dalgat, is a Dargin. Both the designer of the sets and
costumes and the choreographer spent long periods familiarizing themselves with the customs of the small mountainous country of Daghestan in which all these-and many more national groups-live, each
with their own language, customs and art traditions.
6
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This splendid ballet is testirnony to one of the great achiwements
of the Soviet regime-the bringing of literacy and culture to the nonRussian peoples of Central Asia. In the past decade more and more
astonishing work in many artistic ffelds has co ne from this area. In
writing there has been the striking Poetry of Gamzatov, the !$orous
novels of Chinghiz Aitmatov, a Kirghiz, and the remarkable short
stories of the youngEazil Iskander, who is an Abl(haz. We will in the
future present in translation examptres of the work of these exciting
writers in Nera Woild, Reoiew.

KARL MARX: 7878'7968
'THE 15OTH ANNMRSARY of the birth of Karl Marx (May 5, 1968)
may well turn out to be a more genuinely universal commernoration lhan
tha:t of any other great ffgure of the past. Marx has succeeded to an unusual
degree il breaking through the geographical, cultural, professional and
wJn ideological barriers which norrnall;' conffne human reputations' Thoso
who are most passionatelv. and iustlv, venerated in one part of the world
may elsewhere^enioy little-more lt^" tt formal superlatives of intellectual
"
Those whose reputation is
courtesy, like Dante, Pushkin or Goethe.
genuinely universal, such as mathematicians and nafural scientists, are
normally appreciated at their full worth *ny by the resbicted circle of
their professional successors.

"The most carefully compiled Pantheorx of cosmopolitan greatness
reflect, like Auguste Cornte's, the knowledge and.preconceptions of a cartain period, culture, country. What is more, our gesfure as we tip our hats
to many of their inmates is inclined to be more polite than heartfelt.

"Marxt situation today is thus quite exceptional. He forms Part d
the living universe both of intellectuals and, through the medium of the
movements and governments inspired by his ideas and those impelled by
the belief in their iniqurty, of vast sectors of the world s population who
have barely heard the name of any other philosopher or social scientist.
"His reputation is at present genuinely global. From Senegal to New
Zea)and, from Argentina to Canada, there is probably no country in which
at this moment someone is not discussing"or'Marxist' ideas. His intellectual
reluctance-rarely with indifstature is recognized, with enthusiasm
feretce-wher"',r1r th"ie aro people capable of reading books.'He is one of
the rare nineteenth-cenfury thinkers who are part of our present and not
part of our history. Perhap's, with Charles Darwln, with whdm he cumpared
himself, he is the only one."

The Tim.es Li,terary Supplernent, London, May 9, 1968

VIETNAM
Geneoa Corference
none existed.

D.

entanglement in Vietnam has become the greatest fiasco in
f)UR
v our entire'history. This is because the whole advenh:re has been

of false assumpti,ons, and unless they are clearly and
strongly understood we may go on into a national and world disaster.
Fortunatd President Johruort's deciision not to stand for reelectioa and to move toward peace gives us a chance really to change
course. Until he made this desision we appeared to be set to ride
the escalation train on into the ffery furnace. Now, as we p'trll back
from this prospect, it is imperative to understand the mirages of the
past which our leaders have been pursuing. T}re Wall Street lownal
ditd not speak a moment too soon when it warned on February 23,
1968 that "the whole Viehnam effort may be doomed" and that "no
battle and no war is worth any price, no matter how ruinous."
The main illusions that have carried us to the point of facing the
worst trauma in,our national life are:
L. That Sufih Vietrwrn is a prize strategic spot.
This was a powerful idea in Washington in 1954 and there is some
truth in it, if we are to assurne the role of wodd policeman. But the
day when coaling stations (or air bases) alound the world can oontrol
it is gone forever. After the collapse of the old empires, aided by the
mighf yeast of our own doctrine of self-determination, the former
oolonial peoples will never again submit to white control.
2. The Dull.es ilhnion that ue cou.ld negate the d,ecision of tlrc
basod on a series

Vanderbilt

Ilryy"_rlly. He is the author of the two-volume The Cold. Wat and, tts OriW,
1917-1960, now on its fffth printing by Unwin in London and Doubleday in New

York. Tho same publishers riill issrle br. Fleming's new book on The Okgins and,
!-e_gacies o1 Vyor_td I in Nwember. Two of hi early books are being" republished currently by Russell and Russell: The tlnited,-States anil the Leagrie of
Nadlans, 7918-1920 an;d The United, States anil the Woild Court, 1920-1966.
A tlird, The United. States anil World Organizotdon, L92O-1998 is being reissued
by the AMS Press.
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in SouthYietnam, wherc

French.

The Crashing Dominoes

Frt*rNc is Emeritus Professor of International Relatioru at

1954 and, create a state

His motive was anti-communist but the living bod.y of Vietrram was
cut in two, and nationalis,m is far stronger than communism. Indeed
communism has become the vehicle for nationalism in Vieha,m.
3. The illusion that ue coulil defeat communism in SouthVietnam
by propping u.p a vnall comupt landloril class tlmt hail alreod'g been
l.argely ousted by Ho Chi Minh's flrst war of ind,ependence agai,nst tlw

T. FI,,EMING

Yietnam:

iJ.

of

This effort guaranteed rebellion against our tyrant Diem which
the Nor,th Vietnamese tardily supported. After feudalistic misrule has
been ended in China andl North Vietnarn it cannot be preserved in

the South.
4. That u)e il)ere containimg an aggressine Chinese dragon,
This is a primeval assumption, but where is the evidence? The
Chinese have asserted their long-recognized sovereignty over Tibet
and rectiffed a strange border with India, after provocation. They have
made reasonable border settlernents with Burma and Thailand and
helped North Korea and North Viebnam. Moreover, Vietnamese na:
tionalism, especially in a united Vietnam, is a better bulwark thai
Ameriean oceupation, veiledl or otherwise.
Our vast armed encirclernent of China-in North Korea, |apan,
the Philippines, Okinawa, Taiwan, South Vietnam and Thailand, plus

our mighty Seventh Fleet-is the rnost astonishing and quixotic adventure in our history. Unless the policy and state of mind behind
it are changed, we rnust expect to find ourselves eventually either in
a great "limited" war we cannot win or in the final nuclear war. As
the new China grows stronger no other expeotation is even semiprudent. We need only to ask ourselves what we would do if the
Chinese treated us the same way.
5. The illusionthat ow bombers could enforce un will.
It is hardly believable that Presidbnt ]ohnson and his advisers,
military and political, should decide that iust the right amount of
bombing would put things in order in Vietnam. They had all lived
through the Korean War and wibressed the inability of all the bombing we could do to win, and they had also seen the Korean ordeal
oust the Denaocrats from power. Yet they shut their eyes tightly and
took that dlolorous road again, expecting the Vietnamese to "get the
message" in about tfrree months.
So the North Vietnamese were attacked for helping, a liftle, their
hard-p,ressed brothers in the South, and their aid to the rebellion in
the South promptly becarne important and grew in strength dturing
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more than tlhree years after we began the bombing on Februxy 7,
1965. llhe people of the North, few as they are, rose in rnighty resolu.
tion not to be bombed into submission and the daily evidence of out
bombing defeated in rnent minds around the world our constant asser'tions that we were not doing anything aggressive. It was the North
Vietnamese who were "the aggressors"l
6. That the failure of all guemilla uars uould, be d,emanstrated.
This was the faith that sustained our leaders. It appeared to justify
in their minds the "conventionaf' bornbing of whole regions, the
dreaded anti-persormel bombs, the dreadful use of napalm by the
shipload, the dropping of pihosphorus bombs that are even worse,
the use of chemicals to kill crops and forests which also killed people,
the killing of whole villages, the spraying of wide areas with mac.hine
gun bullets at night, the heavy use of helicopters, tanks, artillery and
naval guns-all to prove that our immense arsenals of "sophisticated"
weapons could put idbwn an/ guerrilla revolt.
7, The ilhnion that the d,omino theory uorlt work in reoerse.
From Truman to MacArthur to Johnson we have been taught incessantly that if one little country "goes"-Greece, (orea or Vietnamthe standing non-communist dominoes will fall against each other,
crashing all around the world, even across the oceans to our own
shores. We have been taught oonstantly that if we dont defeat "them"'
over there "they" will soon be over here, and many a ffne boy has
died in Viebnam believing it, years after inexorable evolution destroyed
the whole notion of a huge red monolith working to destroy us. Yet
our leaders acted on the assumption that a red domino could, be attacked by us with impunity, on the other side of the earth.
8. That ue coulil, puloerize an ancient, aiable cioilizati,on in Yietnam and eroct a gleoming new capitalist democracy there.
None of our assumptions is more deeply disturbing than this. The
horrors of this process, the corruption and degadation of millions of
lives, including so many of our own, the millions of piteous refugees
there and the growing t*'rreat that our democratic liberties will be suppressed at home-all militated against success. Yet our own national
life is already warped by the attempt, enough to warn us that we shall
lose here what we try to impose on others.
We lay ourselvesl op", i.lro to the growing belief that what is
really at stake is preservation and expansion of our economic empire.
9. Thnt ow yrestige demnnds aictory.
This is said to be a life and death matter. We are the greatest power
on earth and we cannot confess failure. This is because *e have
"oommiEnents" to forty nations. They are all looking to us for protectr0

VIETNAM

tion and if we fail one ,of our clients all will lose faith in us. Surely
this involves our sacred honor and ,our self preservation.

Boornerang Do'mirwes

to be illusi,ons. It is
have dernolisheid
world
wars
lat* in the Twentieth Century. Two
man's
feet
of clay. Our
the empire business and exposed. the white
,the
world and it cannot
own doctrine of self-determination has won
be frustrated abroad under the guise of an anti-cornmunist crusade.
Even in the communist areas of the earth neither the Soviet Union nor
China can suppress the constant evolution of all states in their spheres
of interest toward greater and greater freedom. The law of clrange is
inexorable and the power of nationalisnr, will not be denied, as the

nA

LL of these

assumptions have been proved

Czechoslovak liberalization crisis demonstrates.
Neither can our worst engines of death prevail over the hurnan

mind, body and spirit, when all three are united to defend national
independence or to escape from intolerable privation and rnisrule at
home. Nothing short of genocide can oonquer PeoPle who are determined to be rnen. It is the saddest thing in our national record, too,
that we have been destroying the Vietnamese people wholesalo in
order to "save" them for our purposes.
For three years we bombed everything in North Vietnam that migfut
conceivably have military value, except perhaps the main Haiphong
docks; destroyed villages in the So,uth and their inhabitants at will;
and ffnally largely destroyed the Southern cities "to save them." Yet
oru opponents becam,e stronger than ever and all our efforts to pacify
the people forcibly failed.
From the stand.point of maintaining the underdevelopedl world as
a safe place for our own econo nic exparxion, it would have been ffne
if we could have proved in Vietnam that the bravest guerrilla warriors could not sucoeed, but the contrary has been demonstrated. No
people that feetrs put upon by a great power, or is desperate frorn deprivation, will ever forget what the Viebramese people have done
against odds that seemed to be absotrutely overwhelming.
Likewise, our goal of gaining one rnore ,outpost in Southeast Asia
for the containment of China and cornmunism has backfired. ls The
Wall Street lournal put it, "the Communists are getting away with it;
thcy are putting the mighty U.S. through a wringer, and they may be
encouraged to try more of it."
This is because our leaders blindly failed to put themselves in the
shoes of their opponents. It never seems to have occurred to them that
tlre domino doctrine could work both ways. Accordingly, they con-
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ffdently attacked North Vietram, thereby outraging commr:nists of
eve,ry known variety, and they were all expected. to stand by while we
coerced North Vietnam endlessly, year after year, as much as we felt
necessary. Though China had thrown 'us back frorn her Korean border

only a few years ago, she was expected to acquiesce in anything we
did to North Vietnam.
When China and Russia and Eastern Europe did feel obliged to
aid North Vietnam, we relied on them not to help her enough to
defeat our therapeutic assaults on her. We trusted them all to be wise
and mature enough not to fear that if they let us get away with the
coercion of North Vietram one of thern would be next. Dominoes
were a strictly American game. Nobody else would. play it.
Yet the comrnunist governrnents ard peoples fid play it. At every
stage they have given Hanoi what was needed to maintain and increase her resistance. Gradually the North Vietnamese were trained
to use larger and larger weapons. These were supplied., and before
Washington began de-escalation at the end of March 1g68, Hanoi was
reportedly assured of longer-range rockets and nuclear weapons, if we
should begin nuclear war, as was strongly hinted.
Of oourse all of this aid was very small indeed when oompared
to the air and sea feets which continually poured every kind of Arner-

ican rnunitions into South Vietnam, but it was sufficient to bring us
to the point of disaster. Moroover, in early 1968 Laos was inffltrated
by North Vietnamese troops, from end to end, and Chinese troops
were reported to be coming into rCambodia and Thailand. North Korea
was keyed for an effont to unify Korea by force, one which we would
have great dlmgrlry in countering, especially if the ,attempt were
supported by China and/or Russia. The reverse dominoes were poised
for falling against us, even at Berlin, wlrere the restrictions on travel
were tightened.

The Domirwes of Rejection
orthodox d,omino th*ry worked in reverse, under the constant
thunder of our bornbing of North Viebram, but it worked also in
equally ominous ways not anticipated by our leaders.
For years the dorninoes of disapproval of our actions clattered
lyay from Vielarn ,throughout Asia, by the hundred millions. They
fell also throughout the underdeveloped world, as even the rnost
illiterate p*pl? watched the unending spectacle of the big white
man constantly belaboring the small oolored man, and as the educated
oontemplated the calamity of being saved from social revolution by
American destnrotion.

T*HE
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Worse still, the dominoes of rejection have fallen against us
througtrout the whole of Europe, East andlWest. Our best friends and
kinsm-en have been so horriffed by what we were doing that no government in West Europe dared to make any move to help us in VietnErrr), even if it had wfihed to do so. The youth of Europe, as I found
on a visit last sumrner, are deeply hurt by the cutting disillusionment
of what they see us doing, and they will not soon forgive,us. Even
the youth oi tt Soviet Union say: '\Me did not betrieve the things
"said about yor:, but now we }rrow they were true"'
orr gol
"**ent
iLe dominoes of disapproval have crashed all around the wortrd,
across land and sea. Insiead of defending our prestige our leaders
have accomplished the opp,osite, It cannot be too often remembered
that doing uthat is unong destroys prasti,ge and, iloing ultat is right
creates it. Science and invention have made all mankind one faneily
and nothing, short of the ftnal blasts of ffre, can undo the ability o{
all men toludge what we do. Nothing, either, could stir the wrath
of the world rnore quickly than for us to Iosort again to the use of
atomic weapons against Asians.

time for us to realize, incredible as it is, that the
of
the people would already have reason in our recent
great maiority
conduct for oombining against us. In the Neu lork Times for February n Frofessor Thomas H. Greer, co-author 'of the official sevenvolume Armg Nr Forces of World. War II, asked the question: "Is it
any wonder that millions of people abroad are beginning to view our
nation as a monster to be stoPPed?"
The question is paralyzing, but it should gaJvanize us into action
to reverse the monster irnage we are building up.

It is already

The Dominoes of DesPair

LL the while, too, another kind of deadly domino has been falling
against us. The tragedy in Vietnam has divided- our people as
they have not been in a century and it has throttled down the Great
Society which had given hope to t}e one-quarter of us whg live in
rrr.ban or rural slums. In the oities the demands of Vietnam have all
but killed hope in the great ghettos which harbor the Negro-Americans, not ont/ by drawing firnds away from rehabilitation but taking
attention away frorn the dying centers of our cities, until the tragic

A

death of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and its violent aftermath forced
us to see again this mortal threat to our entire future.
A great federal oomrnission had already warned ,!*t qo*hg "ivil
war a[ home might come with each sumrner. To really eliminate the

ghettos would require sums that we have not even imagined

yet-
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of dollars, says Gunnar Myrd,al-and a vast mobilization

of
national energies, imagination and good will, all drained away to the
fruitless Vietnam struggle.
Before President Johnsont historic decision to de-escalate in Vietnarn and retire from the Presidential race the prospect was that the
dominoes of despair would continue to fall in many rnillions of Amertri%ions

ican hearts and that we would choose to bomb and blast our own
cities 'to save them." This is the deadly nernesis which gr,ows directly
out of the doctrine that our goverrlment has the right to use any
weapon to enforce its will upon troubleso,me people abroad.

The Fall of Lynd,on lohnson

!f!HE fruits of this belief

were registered in the President's address
in which he became the greatest of the falling
dominoes in reverse, rnaking decisions that would have been utterly
inconcrivable in early 1965.
Gone was the proud day of April 7, 1965, when he proclaimed that
"We will not be defeated. We will use our power with wisdom and
restraint. But we will use itt" He had used it, and he had been defeated-by the tenacity of the Viebnamese, South and North, and ffnally
by their stunning T6t offensive early in 1968; by steadily rising world
opposition; by constantly deepening division at home; by the disintegration of our world position financially, powered by mounting Vietnarn deffcits piled on top of never-ending cold war ones; and ffnally
by the looming evidenqe that he would be defeated for re-election,
either in the Democrtic National Convention or in November.
So a haggard President announced a suspension of the bombing
of rnost of North Vietnam-that bornbing he had begun with such
total oonffdence on February 7, 1965-and the cessation of which the
world had demanded with rising insistence ever sinae. Three years
of escalation having palpably failed, he began de-escalation: claiming
that the T6t ofiensive had not really succeeded; calling on the Soviet
Union, Britain and Ho Chi Minh to help him get peace; pleading
with the Congess to r:aise taxes to help stop the world run on the
dollar; admitting that "there is divisiveness among us all tonight"; and
declaring that "I shall not seek and will not accept" nomination Ior
another term as Presid"ent.
It was clear that he still hoped to save the client state which we
have created in South Vietnarn. The glaring ,ornission of any mention
of the National Liberation Front, which governs rnost of South Vietnam, andl other parts of the address betrayed &at, but his ofier to go
back to "the Geneva accords of 1954, under political oonditions that

!
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permit the South Vietnamese-all the South Vietnamese-to chart their
iorrru free of any outside dornination or interference, from us or from
anyone else," opened the door to genuine self-determination by the
South Vietnamese, at last.
Needless to say, our opponents in Vietnarn would never agree to
an election managed by the current regime in Saigon. They could not
countenance that sink of corupUon or deal with the SouP of military
officers who have fought with the foreign invadrers, both French and
Arnerican.
This means the continuance of hostilities

until our Saigon facade

disintegrates or until we remove it and help create an acceptable
transitional government. A-fter that sorne rnutually acceptable plan
will have to be worked out to insure the freest elections possible.

The Future

THE weeks since March 81 we have engaged in bombing of
fN
r unprecedented destructiveness in the lower part of North Vietnam,
where the lines of communication run south, as deadlock in the negotiations with Hanoi persists in Paris over its demand for abandonment
of the bombing. In this same period, too, the bitter loss of Senator
Robert F. Kennedy by assassination has restored the prospect that we
shall again have to choose in November between two men who cannot
be trusted to make peace-between Nixon the tough hawk and Hnmphrey the unstable one. This would again drive great nurnbers of our
young people, and others, into despair of our dernocratic system.
Yet if we are determined enough, the will of the American people
to stop trpng to police the world can be made lcnown to any president.
Using many new means of pressure, we did topple the proud, deter-

mined Johnson and our will can be rnade efiective through a lesser
reflection of either Goldwater or Johnson. A large segment of our people is deeply stirred by what has happened, ready to react strongly
and promptly to any new attempt to crack down,forcibly on social dissenters, abroad or at home. They can rnake themselves heard, even to a
stern lawgiver president Nixon, and certainly to their representatives
in Congress.
For the p esent the essential is a clear understanding of the principles of making peace in the Far East. In addition to a bona ffde
self-determination for all the people of South Vietnam, these include
the sane proposals of majority leader Senator Mike Mansffeld for
peace with China in his recent lecture at the University of Montana.
He rightly stressed that the new China has come to stay; that Taiwan
is a part of it and must be so regarded; that Peking has not demon15
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to use force against its neighbors, even in the
of India; and that "there is an imrnense Potential danger in
china, but there is also an_imrnense potential danger in every-other
powerful nation in the world which has not yet learned to maintain
strated-any,eagerness

GEORGE WIIEELER

case

civilized su,ryival in a nuclear age, except at the razor,s edge.',
W-ith gyery plo:pgrt_ of
preseninuclear China soo-n becoming
_the
armed with "a f,Il-fedged intercontinental baflistic missile force,;
Mansffeld does not see any reassurance in our giant and. tremendousfy
costly
_armed encirclement o china, all the way from south Korea
around to Thailand. To escape from this perfect prescription for world
disaster, he urges that we make it "crystal crear-that tfris government
does not a-ntlcipaje, much less does it seek, the overthrow"of the government of the chinese mainland," that we abandon our efiort to afply
a trade blockade to 'china, that we evince our readiness to restore
havel mutually between us, and that we make it "unequivocal t-hat
lve ar-g prepared at all times to meet with chinese repiesentativesformally or informally-in order to consider difiereices between
china and the united states over vietnam or any other question of
common concern." He urges us to look at china "not through-the fog of
u. o_19 and stagnant hostility, but in the light of endurin[ interesti of
the United States in the Western Pacific."
This is a mature view of what is necessary for us to live as a
neighbor o{ the chinese quarter of humanity in the nuclear age. It
is doubtful that either Humphrey or Nixon are rnature
to
grasp and act on this necessity, but the one who is our next"rrrrr[h
presldent
must be educated to the extreme urgency of returning to ihe good
neighbor policy
_in our relations with the worrd. Noiling less will
turn our national energies away from killing the Americari dream in
the hearts of all foreigners and towald ravirrg, it here, where it is
also desperately irnperilled.
will really make the American way varid at home, the peopres
--rf-*:
will
look to us with
not Lecause of the devistaiing
-respect _again,
power of our geat military-industrial complex, with its vast economically sterile expenditures, but because of what we are.

r

BELIEVE FIRmLy th.at an mouseil america wil4 eee that what we
in Yietnam is a ileeply wickeil thine . . .
Ve noeil to inake clear in this election y1rr, to Congreeemen on
both siiles ol the aisle anil to the preciilent o! tire llnitei ii;;;;:r;;;
are d.oing

we

will no longer tolerate,

to_

see

ailoancing the goals
Asia.

will no tonger

lor ,^"" ;h"-;;;r;;;;
the lt'illing ol vietnmnese and americ,uts ae the beat
-r,
we

ol tred.om

ond serr-determ,ination

The Rev. Dr. Marrin Luther
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Socialism in
Czechoslovakia:

A

Nlew Stage

We ore sure oul read.qrs uill apprecia.te this thoughtful, uell-infomed,
account of the-backgrowd of rccenl eoents in Czechoslooakia, We ate glad.
to announce thnt George Wh"eeler is ioining hk uife Eleanor Wheeler -as a
regular cutesponderrt ol Nnw Wonr-o Rnrrrw. Ttw Wlpelers hatse lioed, tn
Pragtrc for the pa* tuent7 gearc. George Wheeler is a Conesponding Member of the Czechoslumk Academy of Sciences, attacheil td its Econonic

Irrstitute. On his sirtieth birthdny, May 22 this year, he uas auarileil a
mednl by the Acad.em.y for his seroices to sciettce onil, tlw ecotwmg of
Cz,echosloaakia. El.eanor tells us he ako receioed a aafln, personal btter on
the occasia?-fron_t. Otg. Sl,k, head_of tlry Egonornic Institute'and, now Deputg
Prem.ior, telling him. huo much he oalrcd his u;ork.

(-TZECHOSLOVAKIA is a small country, in area and population only
v about the size of the state of New York, yet it has been the subiect
of intense discussion all around the world. Certainly these are arnong
the rnost important and least understood" events in modern times. A
large part of the capitalist press hailed the eoonomic and political
changes as a retu-rn to capitalism. S,ome Communists, such as Luigi
Longo of Italy who has been here, also welcome the new policies, but
see it as a new stage in socialist development. Others have a great
fear that anything that Wall Street writes favorably about m;ust be
bad for socialism. As an American eoonomist who has livedl in Czechoslovakia for more than twenty years, it is a p,rivilege to help set the
record shaight, and at the same time frustrating to attempt to cover
such broad and complex developments in less than a book.l Often the
most signiffcant and enlightening fact occurs in some detail, a bit of
data or a fragment of a conversation with a worker.
lFor a brief explanaHon in English of the background trends see my article,
"The New Systerq of Management and Socialist Democracy," Politic;l Affoi.rs,
March 1966. The best dissussion of both the economic development in Czechoslovakia and the thooretical implications is in the book by Aca-derrnician Ota Sik,
Pkm and, Morket Und.er Socialism, P11g. 1.9_67. Englisli edition distributed by
Inte.rnational Arts and Sciences Press, White Plains, New York. Sik, born in lgl0
ln Pilsen and interned in Mauthausen ooncenhation camp during World War II,
ls the leailing economist in Czechoslovakia, a member of the Central Committee
of the Comnr-unist Party and now a Deputy Premier of t"he new government.
L7
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To an outsider the eoonomic and political changes in Czechoslovakia
appear to be abrupt, and it must be said that in some respects, suoh
as the decisive changes in personnel, they carne as a weloorne sulprise
even to those most active in pushing for them. This is a characteristic
of all revolutions and it must not mislead us into thinking that the
dramatic developments do not have deep roots. In fact, many of the
forces, such as the amazing Progress in science and in new technology,
are oornmon to all developed countries; otlers are coulmon to most
sooialist countries; and some are unique to Czechoslovakia. These
forces are both political and econornic and in some cases can be traced

back two decades, in others only a few years.

Sociolist Gains a:nd, Deoeloping Problems
qINCE tl-rose who advocate change must stress the defects of old
)J methods and ideas, a disproportionate emphasis aPPears on the
shortcomings of the past periodr. Realizing this, aII of the leaders of
the new government and of the Comrmrnist Party such as Alexander
Dubiek,2 Oldrich eernik,s and Ota Sik, have repeatedly stressed the
fact that in the postwar period Czechoslovakia under socialism has
rnade great gains and that the present programs are building upon
this ffrm socialist base. Let us mention a few points: AII of industry,
agriculture and distribution was peacefully converted frorn private
to social ownership and a new system of centrally planned management was introduced. Un'der that system from 1948 to 1966 the social
product increased 3.4 times and consumer production 2'4 times. Unemployment was oompletely eliminated and productivity of labor in 1966
was nearly three times as high as in 1948. In agriculture the establishment of oooperative and state farms made possible the introduction
of Iarge scale farming (previously &e ffelds had averaged less than
an acre in size! ) and, with mechanization, Iess than half the prewar
number of farm workers now produce more food than in 1986. Medical care and medicines are free and social security generally ranks
among the best in the world, with such features as 22 weeks of paid

-

,Al"*urrd", Dub6ek, First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Cornmunist ParU since January 1968,_was born in_Slovakia-in 192-1. His father was one
of the shlled w&kers who volunteered to h+ in the early years of the Soviet
there. and
ffshtins with
ffghting
rTninn. Young
Yorrno Alexander
Ale.xander received his early
earlv education there,
an<i aftcr fight
Union.
n a factory,
factorv. then returning
returnins to
to the Sothe forces liberating Slovakia he worked in
leted his studies, graduating Cum Lande.
viot Union he comp-leted
aOldrich eernill,, Prime Minister since April 1968, was born in Ostrava,
Ostrav Mora"
via in 1921. After working as a machinist in the Vitkovice Steel works he became
a secretary in the regional Communist Party apparatus. From 1960-63 he was
Minister oT Fuels and-Energy, and frorn 1963-68 was head of the Planning Cornmission He is a graduate of'the Ostrava School of Mining and Steel Engineering.
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maternity leave. The list oould be rnuch extended, but the puq)ose
now is only to indicate why, despite the sharp criticisrn of some
methods of the past, there is such strong support arnong the workers
for socialism.
At the same time there have been serious proiblerns of both an
econornic and political nature. Sorne of these, particularly the violations of socialist legality during the Slinski' trial period, occurred
rnainly in the early post-1948 years. Others, including sorne econondc
contradfctions, became more acute as time passed. This is true of
such problems as the use of science and technology in industry and
agriculturg the increasingly b,ureaucratic and inefficient rnethods of
management and planning and questions of incentives for efficiency,
the lack of relation of prices to socially necessary oosts and the increasingly chaotic situation in regard to exports and" imports.
A few facts can bring home how seri,ous the economic situati,on
had becorne. In 1948 Czechoslovak wholesale prices (and. costs) were
generally at about the level of world prices. By 1966 they were about
double the world level. The efficiency of investments declined so that
inoeasing volume of investrnent was needed to maintain the same
rate of growth of national income. In 1950 only 1.33 crowns of investment were required to add one crown to national income; by 1963
it took 18.22 crowns of investrnent to produce the same result. In that
year and in 19M no appreciable gains were made in social incorne or
real wages, despite enorrnous investments. This was an intolerable
situation for any advanced socialist society, particularly one with
an in-forrned wonking population in daily contact with tourists from
capitalist countries.
How oould a system of managing the economy decline so in efficiency instead of improving with experience? If I may be permitte
to oversimplify, it would be that for twenty years it was operating
on an essentially "cost plus" basis. Since the central planning agency
rnade decisions as to where to invest and what to produce, it was
rrccessarily responsible to the extent of practically guaranteeing a
rnarket for what the enterprise made. The goals of the plan were
sr:t in quantity terrns, not quality, and the fulfilment, measured in
(lrowns of output, was easier to meet if costs were high and rising.
Ilxtcnsive production, low quality and high prices satisffed the plan,
nntl bonuses and economic incentives were tied to p,lan fulfflment.
Iloarding of labor, materials and inventories of ftnished products
wus the safe thing to do. Unfinished conskuction and under-utilized
t:npacity increased-yet even so, total real product increased. until a
point was reached when all available resources were exhausted. Then

l9
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the slowdown reached a point of stagnation. The situation became
rnore acute because self-criticism had become alnaost non-existen! and
serious criticism was cut ofi by censorship and by direct threats to the
critics. We will return to tllis political side of the problem shortly.

The 6(Nqo System ol Management"

,THE

ESSENCE of the new system of rnanagement as proposed
in Czechoslovakia is that instead of economic incentives and entorprise incomes being tied to plan fulffhnent they will be tiedi to sales
made in the market. Fewer speciffc directives will be given to the
enterprises as to what to produce; this will open the way to redtrction
of subsidies. It is intended that oompetition, if necessary oompetition
from imports, will force the enterprises to bning their prices rnore
in,line with world prices. There will be incentives to reduce costs, and
to irnprove quality in o,rder to extend their sales. Instead of extensive
investments, an emphasis will be placed on new technology, on new
products and upon the savings of materials and labor power. Instead
of eoonomic incentives that discourage efficiency, the new system,will
allow the enterprises to retain rnore of their net income from sales
and to use part of this inco,me to increase wages and to pay bonuses.
Some differentiation of incomes will be needed to allow higher incomes

r

to managors who are successful in producing goods that sell at a profft,
and to make it worth-while to have an advanced education-now a
skilled worker may get more than his foreman or even than a scientist
or section manager.
All of this is perfectly compatible with socialism, and in one form
or another all of the advanced socialist countries are adopting 'hew
systems of management." Let us take only two examples. Writing on
"Sorriet Economic Reform" inNelu.;, Thmes, May L4, 1968, V. Rutgaizer
repo,rts: "Above all, it is clear that the new system is unquestionably
superior to the old. The object of the reform is to increase returns from
social produgtion and to accelerate improvement in the living standard. And this cannot bo achieved without overooming the discrepancies that developed in the past years between planning methods,
the systern of incentives, and the cardinal requirements of the national
economy. . . . Reorganizatton of management rnethods is a cardinal
task. . . . The functioning of the higher economic management bodies
mu{ !9 guided by essentially the same principles of self-s'upporting,
profftable operation as the enterprises."
Giinter Mittag in an article "Building an Integrated socialist Eoonomic System in the German Dernocratic Republic," World, Ma.rxist
Reoieu, J*.r"ry 1968, quotes First Secretary of the Sociatist Unity
20
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Party of the GDR Walter Ulbricht as saying: "Profft in a developed
socialist eoonomic system assumes cardinal importance from the standpoint of eoonomie accountability, orienting the enterprises on increasing their economic effectiveness." Mittag adds: "The orientation on
profft based on high-standard planning is the logical sequel to the
reoognition that socialist production implies production of commodities" (p. g).
In the Sta1in era such statements would have been regarded as
the worst kind of heresy. As recently as 1966 Professor Sik thouglrt
it absolutely essential to show why, deqp,ite the passing comrnent ot
M,arx and the dicta of Stalin, cornmodities do exist under socialisrn.
Around the world we still ffnd conservative Marxists who regard SilCs
arguments as dangerous revisionisrn. Yet in practice, and increasingly
in theoretical arguments, one socialist counky a,fter another is recognizing the importance of commodity production with values testod
in the market. The necessities of the econorny, the need for pressures
of competition to force the adoption o new methods of managemnt
and new technology in order to inorease quality and productivity, are
forcing more realistic concepts into socialist economic theory.
Clearly, neither ,the econo,rnic programs nor the economic th"ory
of Czechoslovakia are so new and unique as to excite the special interest that tho world has shown in its current devetropments. This
interest has been rotrsed by the politieal and legal measures taken and
proposed. Let us examine thern, together with the closely related eco.
nomic measures, to see whether in fact they endanger or protect
socialism.

The Political Dettalopmetrta
,EW SOCIAL and economic systems, great advances in human

'a'

thought and human relations, even inherently peaceful religions
such as Christianity, have seldom been able to establish themselves
without violence. Such a sweeping eoonomic, political and social ad'
vance as that from capitalisrn to socialism has been no exception. No
socialist systern has been able to establish itself without a period of
ncute class struggle in r,vhich the capitalists atternpt to protect their
property rights and p,rivileges by all means in their Power, legal and
illegal. It is established. comrnunist theory, supported by rnuch experionce, that after the initial success in coming to power, a period knovm
ns the 'ldictatorship of the proletariat" must ensue in which the entire
npparatus of eapitalist state power must be destroyed and class resistnnce to the new form of society must be liquidated. New laws, new
consHtutions, even a new ethic and rnorality must oome into existence
2L
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-and that rneans that inevitably in the transition period som€ rneas.
ures which are "illegal" by standards of the old society must be taken.
This much is accepted here as being beyond debate. The questions
arise: What measures of force are essential, and how long rnust the
period of dictatorship last?Itrow can the dictatorship, a necessary instrurnent of class warfarg be liquidated after, as in czechosrovlkia,

the capitalist class has been elinrinated? The answers must difier
with each country and with the character of the resistance of the
obsolete classes. The czechoslovaks do not regard their solution as
an export item.
Here in czechoslovakia the transition from capitalisrn to socialism
took place in-two phases. In the ffrst, German monopory capitarism
in the form of fascisrn was defeated in bloody battles, maidf by the
military power,of the Soviet Union. At Ko5ice, Slovakia in-lgi5 aU
of the anti-fascist czechoslovak parties agreed to a National Front,
to socialization of heavy industry and ffnancial institutions, and to the
conffscation:{
9" property of collaborators with the Nazis. This pftrase
lasted until 1948, when a struggle for power ,occurred betweenlhose
who wanted to go on to full socialism and those who favored retaining
(or even restoring) large elernents of capitalisrn. using their parlial
p"*qy majority, the Cornmunist and Social Democratio p-arties,
bry.k{ by a strong thow of force by the trade unions and ftople's
rnilitia, succeeded in forming a new government comrnitted to-u ripla
advance to socialisrn.
- It is at thls point that it may be said that the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat began. The force and methods used in this
transi,tion to working-class control of the state were certainly correct.
B'r.rt ,once socialist power is ffrrnly established, how much and what
kind of $orce is necessary agains't small private producers and service
workers? In looking back and passing judgment we must remember
that this was a time of worldwide escalation of the cold war, culminating in the I(orean war and the "McCarthy peri,od', in the United
States.

In czechoslovakia (in conhast to the German Democratic Republic) the drive for oomplete soqialization extended to small shopkeepers

an$ all private services, including such small-scale operations^ as individual shoe or watch repair. There were press,res io bring all agricultural land into either state farms or ooop-eratives. It was e"stablished
Marxist theory that force should not be ,rred to make small and middle
peasants join co,operatives. But in the Ig50 drive for socialized, agriculture the honors went to those local officials who oould ,roo.r.r"" thr.t
their area was "100 per cent" socialist. rfre result was that even farmers
22
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with only a few hectares of land (subsistence farms by uS -standards)
were classed as "kulaks" and class enemies, and forced by various
means to ioin the oooperatives. This resulted in much resentment and
indifierence to proper care of livestock and crops. only in the last
few years have farmers generally come to realize that small scale
priva,te farming is obsolete and that modern technology requires in
Czechoslovakia either cooperative or state farming.
There are no such economies of scale in regard to repairs and
some ot}er types of seryice. (Medical care, transT)ort and many other
types of service are, of course, not incltlded.) Experience has_shorm
that adrnirristrative costs outweighed the adVantaggs of socialization
and consolidation of some seryices because there was a serious decline
in promptness and quality at the same time that oosts rose abruptly.
Now the question is being asked: Und,er Czechoslooak conditions was
it necessary to classify all such small entelprisers as class enemies and
so lose their skill and diligence? Should some of them be permitted

now on an individual basis?
The use of dictatorship methods, and the violations of socialist
legality, reached their peak in 1952 in the "Sl6nslcf triaf in which
Rudotrf Sl6nsky, First Secretary of the Communist Party of Czecho'
slovaha and a dozen othor officials, rnainly top Cornmunist leaders,
were charged with treason, Zionism and other anti-state activities,
convicted and executed. Others were imprisoned and thousands lost
their jobs. It is his'tory that Stalin's theories (particularly that as
socialism advances class antagonisms sharpen) and Beria's men had
a leading role in these events. A part of the 'lotrd guard," particularly
Karol Bacilek, who was then Minister of Security, have tried to shift
all the blame to the Soviet Union. In contrast, the new leadership has
emphasized the responsibility of Czech and Slovak officials. On May
30, 1968 the Cenbal Committee of the Communist Party announced
that "the deformations of socialist justice at the time of the Sl6nsky
trial were t:lre work of a small, exclusive group of leading officials."
Pending full investigation it suspended the membership in the Communist Party of seven men: Ilarol Bacilek, Antonin Novotnf, Viliam
Srokf (one-time Premier), Jiri Urv6lek (then Chief Prosecutor) and
three otlers. But this is letting one part of the complex story get
rrhead of the main developments.

Tlw Communist Pmty Regenerates ltsetl
FULL regrdiation rof the violations of socialist legality was an
f,A essential step in restoring the conffdence of the people in the
Pnrty itself, and ia its ability to play a leading rotre in society. Be2,9
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cause the comrmrnist Farty hadr over the years since 1g4g assumed
increasing powers of decision and had beoome rnore and more in-

volved in detailed administration, it was inevitable that a large part
of the resentnent for_the acts of illegality was turned agaiist-the
P"rty. The Party cor:ld not claim credit, as it did, for the irany eco_

nomic successos, without at the same time sharing the blame fon the
failures and frustrations. other voluntary organiiations such as the
trade unions and the youth organization were also discredited by their
h"l.-{ independent activity. rt was necessary that czechosrovak political life be regenerated,ald this could only be done if the most powerful org_anization started the process by ,'cleaning its shield.,,
_ Orrly tha fact tlw the Com,manist party itielf recognized, these
dntgers, and. initiated, the steps to correct tlwm, has saoei sociari,yn dn
C ze choslooakia from
full-s cale disaster,
Th9 Palty's reexamination of its methods and policies began here
a.fter the death of stalin in lg58 and was acceler-ated by thI revelations at the 20th congress of the communist party of the soviet
union in-February 1956. But no fundamental changes, such as took
place in the Soviet Union, resulted.
q" congress of the czechosrovak comrnunist party in Decem-berAj1962
there had been open criticism of many
shortcomings and a stong rank-and-ffle dernand for rnore""orro-i"
information, more
democracy generally and in the Party itself. In his report to the congress Antonln Novotnya exclaimed: "co,mrades! one o] the basic tasks
in the building and development of soeialism is the more and more
broad and consistent practical rearization that the people, who are
the creators and owners of all values of society, administer'and manage
this state." Yet, and this was typical of the old readership, when-it
came to speciffc action he prescribed quite difierent mediiine: ,.The
management of agricultural pr.oduction should be concentrated. in
one center under the direc-t leadership of the party. . . . The Agricultural comrnission of the Party central committee will become the
center for the daily
_manary"Tt of agriculturd' (emphasis added).
This wa-s an imlrcssible task for the party and it led to stih interference
in the daily activity of the cooperatives that the members could no
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longer oall the cooperatives their own, they were $"""l"{flom the
UnE, ttreir initiative was killed, and production lagged' Much the
same was true in industry.
By tho time of the 13th Party congess in mid-1966 the eoononeic
probiems had beoome moro comple* ura difncult and the demands
ior action on both the political and economic fronts more insistent.
ih" Corrg."ss adopod a^series of broad resolutions, one of which read
that it ni* ,r""tirry: "To completg and intro&t'ce, from the next
year on, the improoed. system of ptn"rea ryamg:m'lnt -in the :nhola
'economy" (ernphasis in originAl. On the political side the resolutions
:'Th" di"trtorship oI th" proletariat has ful"fflled its main hisstated:
toric rnission in our oourtty. . . . the development of our society-is
closely connected with an Lxtension of socialist democracy, with the
active participation of the working PeoPIe in administuation and man,g"*,"it. . . . fU" development of democtacy must go hand in hand
#th strengthening of a scientiffc and professional approach to social
rnanagernent."

ensuing period a tug-of-war developed _over the carrying
out of these resolutions, with Novobri' and the old guard resisting
change, while the prrogressive wing, mainly youlg-er party members,
were supportd E such important
werJpressing fo,r action. Tt
"y
in Prague of more than 300
meeting
outsid,i dern6nstrations as a
led to further and larger
which
prewax cornrnunist Party members
reforms.
meetings-all demanding dernocratic
Novotny and those in his gr'oup did not take such opposition passively. They arbitrarily transferred protesters to positions where they
could be less efiective, as when they took Miroslav GaluSkab in 1958
from head of the press section of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
sent him as Arnbassadlor to Great Britain. Similarly, Cestrnir Cisar,6
increasingly influenual ,as head of the Cornmission on Ideology and
Culture in the Central Committee, was removed from that Post in
1963 and made Minister of Education. He becamo so pop,:lar with the
rrniversity students that he was sent in 1965 as Ambassador to Rom,ania. Others, such as Ota Sik, were forbidden to speak at Party meet-

frithe

lngs.

-The

Novobnf, born near prague in 1g04, was a machinist bv kade. Earrv
l6,9,q
in
life he became active in tho trade unions and Co*m""isi p;#. il i#-ha
was impris_oned in Mauthausgl by the Nazis. A-fter
prague

L

the war hu r"toir"d
where he became ffrst district secretary and then First secretary or ine cenbal
presidtnt
committee. upon the death of
Antonin- zrpotod.r; r6si,-r.ro"otrry
became presidint of the Repubri", *t rt"
iru f,rj;"frt
ri*'sii."rr1,.
S,Tr,*ly of tlie National Front-a iixmidab'le'am*"i
"i
po** ,ria
1.
::_:P load of duHes to oombine in one man.
an eno[nous
"f

*tJffi

2/L

ln May

highhanded method of dealing with the opposition was shown
1967 when Jiri Hendrycftr, representing the Presidium of the

-nMirorl"r,

GaluIka, born

in Prague in 1922, is now Minister o'f Culturo anil

Irrformation,
oCestmir Cisar, bonr in 1920 in West Bohemia, is now back as head of the
Commission on Ideolosv and Culture. In the 1968 elections he was the students'
cnn<tdate for Presideil of the Republic, but told them that he preferred his
prosont post-an indication of tho prestige he're of Party work.

?fi
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cenbal comrnittee, attempted to tell the writers at their

congress

how they should do their work. He was booed and the result was-that
the writers lost control of their journal, Literary Neros, and three of
the leading critics lost their Party membership. Even though many
peo,ple had previously thought that ,the writeis had often 6een too
self-centered (for example, seldom mentioning Vietnam) they did
not approve of adrninistrative measures as a means of settling cultural
arguments. The usb of police force to break up a student demonstration in Ootober added-to the rnounting resentment of the p,ublic against
the dictatorial methods Novohf waJusing. popular indignauon-(the
incident was so small that it would not have rated a headrine in the
usA) forced the resignation of the police chief and within a few days
all of the immediate demands of the students were met. But the students had tasted the fruits of victory and b,roadened their demands.
They added their voices to those of factory workers who in increasing
numbers were insisting that Novotn]i and his government resign.
By the December 1967 rneeting of the central committee Irlovotnf
had lost control of the rnajority. It was a tense time, with one mysterious ,order rno;bilizing part of the army. Novotn,f denied knowing
anything about the rnobilization. The Minister ,of Defense, Genera-l
Bohumir Lomsky, told an unbelieving television audience that no such
alert had taken place. The tension, and fear of a miritary coup, was
much relieved when on ]anuary o, 1968 it was announced that Novotry
had resigned as First secretary and that the central comrnittee had
r_eplaced him with Alexander Dubiek. But Novotny was still president, and, as such, the Commander-in-Chief of the army.
The now uncensored press and radio began to ask for investigao{ many_speciftc abuses. One of these was the charge that Mdor
{ons
Geler{
Jan Sejna, ,a pnoteg6 of Novotnf and his politi"cal representative in the arrny, had sold to cooperatives seed *t i"h he wis supqosed to have distributed without charge. His take was several hu-ndred thousand crowns. on Feb,ruary 2fseina fled to the arms of the
cIA. He went'on a diplomatic passport u"d i, one of the two foreiggmade cars own_ed by Novotnf's:sorr. Novotnf increased the credibiilty
gaq by pretending that he hardly knew sejna. This shattered his remaining_Trestige. He-could no longer resist the dernands that he give
:p Pu Presidency. On March 22 Le resigned and on March g0 the
Parliament elected General Ludvik SvoboJa,? one of the heroes of the
Ludvik
a farmer's son born in rgg5, deserted the Austro--?Gurr"ralArmy arrdsvoboda,
crossed over to ffghr with the Russians a*i"e WLia W*
Ir1nqd?"
I. Later he tausht in a militarV academv in Morawia, and when the N"azis occupied
czechoslovakia"his whole rr.irty j"*"f ir ii," r*rrtrnce. His son was killed
bv
the Gestapo. He helped orgarriio"and commandua tfr" Cr""froril;"k;y ;Hil
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liberation of Czechoslovakia, as President' In keeping wi'th the new
spirit, this vote, for the ffrst time in the history- of Czechoslovak,plgsid^ential eleotions, was not by a show of hands but by secret^ballot.
The old cabinet resigped andPresident Svoboda comirnissioned Oldrich
eernik to form r ,"* one which was sworn in on April 9. The new
government is entirely made_up of persons who favor the new system
Jf econornic management and firrther dernocratization of Czechoslovak
society.

Foreign Rel.ations anil Social,ist lnternationd'ism
NE of the hopes of the capitalists and fears of many socialists has
been that Ciechoslovakia would b,reak her alliance with the socialist countries and "turn to the West." The new government has
given a clear answer to this. spgaking in slovaha (where he is very
president Svoboda ruid o, May28: "Our s,ociety-is and will
flopular)
i"rirrin socialist. But we seek a corxisten[ democratization of our whole
political and social systern, in which all citizens of this country will
ira,re equal rights and duties not only ol,Paper but in fa-ct' ' : ' O*
friendsliip ani alliance with the Soviet Union is firm and. enduring"
(Prdce, May 24, 1968).
The new Minister of Foreign Affairs, Jiri HSjek'8 has repeatedly
emphasized the economic, geogiaphic and political as well3s SjtitaV
baJi, fo, this alliance with the Soviet Union. He points to the Munich
Agreement and to the fact that the revanchist Bonn government refuies to admit that it was invalid frorn its beginning. In Moscow at
the end of April he noted the rnany times in which the Soviet Union
had corne to-the assistance of czechoslovakia and sard: "There are
elements which are trying to cast a shadow over Soviet-Czechoslovak
friendship. But they will-never succee'd in shaking it. .-. . The-voice
of Czech-oslovakia iras always been the voice of a rnember of the socialist cornmumty of nations. . . . Our basic policy orientation rernains
rrnchanged" (Neut Times, May L, 1968).
On l4ay B0 at a Prague press conference Western correspondents
pcrsistently badgered Minister H6jek in an attempt to get hirn to adrnit
battles that liberated Slovakia,
of those who- signed the Ko$ice Program and became Minister
0f Defense. In the worst perioil of-the "cult" he worked as an accountant on a
rnopcrative farm. In 1S5E he became heail of the Klement Gottwald Military

f,rJht ,loneriile the Soviet troops, including the
tn igaS

he ivas one

A<'ndcmy.

aTiri H6iek. born in 1913 near Bene3ov, was imprisoned during the Nazi occurrurion. Tallnted lineuist, professor at the College of Politics and Economics, a
lii';i;;"ii;. -*, i"rtt rlpresentins Czechosloiakia at the United Natiors and
h,'Crcat Britain. hr6m 196E to 196i Minister of Education.
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that in_some way the soviet union was interfering in czecrlroslovakia,s
internal affairs. Insteld H6jek remarked: "I am iurprised at the ooncern
_expressed here by the correspondents from ,ilre united states
and Great Britain. They say nothing about the refirsal of the united
States to return to us the gsO milIion of our gold which she holds.
And
$ey do not protest that the united states Jenies our trad.e the mostfavored-nation treatment to which we have a Iegal right. These things
I do regad_as serious interferences in our affai-rs." dan there be any
doubt that the events that foroed out men Iike sejna and. Nwotnf ani
b,ro,ght in men like Svoboda and H6jek has strenthened socialist
security and deepened proletarian internationalism?

The Action Program
RADUALLY the dernand of the peopre, of parliament and of the
centual committee has become: Let us be done with emphasis
on reevaluation of the past and direct our ener$es to the new stage
in
the construction of socialism. with the changes-in governmont accomplished,
is now clear for this advanle, for ihe speciffc considt" -**ymany
eration of the
difficult and interrerated probleirs, econornig
political and
some idea of the scope and complexity of the
action needred-social.
is that in its English edition-thu propor"i Aciton program of the central comrnittee runs to g0 p"gur.^rtir program
is now
being widely discussed, with reading comir-riists *aitn"e, representative people explaining and debating the issues every day in a trury
goti"s and enlightening way in the press and on radio
t"l"rririor.
"ricommunist
This is partly in_preparation for the i4th congress of the
Party, which will take place in september aid eleot a new central
committee. The discussi,on also lays'the d,emocratic-scientific basis for
new
by the Parliamenl. ultimately changes in basic laws
-legislation
and in the constitution itself may be expected.
On the economic sidg the Action hogram proposes the democtatization of man_agement
!,1qiving the working p"opf" and managers
mor-e powers and responsib,ilities, while rerert iog -rltirrr"t oontrols
to the elected bodies, It readsr "Decision-making ibout the plan and
the econornic policy of the state must be botlia process
*"toa
oonfrontation andr harmonizing of different interestJ . . . a "?
Drocess of
a suitable combination of long term development and of inmediate
prosperity. Effective
protecting tf,u oorrrrrner against the
:neasures
.f the monopoly
position
and ecJnomic power of fr,oduction
.
"b:r:trading
and
enterprises must be a necessary pi:t of the ictivity
of
the state.
"The drafting of the national economic plan and the national
eco2,8
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nomic policy must be subject to democratic control of the National
Assernbiy and speciatzed control on the part of scientiffc institutions"
(pp. 56-7).
'The
basic purpose of economic policy "is the steady growth of the
standard of living" (p. OS). Many specific measures are proposed,
such as the organization of representative economic and management
couneils, the r:aising of pensions and further irnprovement of health
services, education and research.
It is on the potritical-legal side that the Action Pr'ogram has its
most unique proiosals--proposals of world significance. I" El spe,ech
to the Central Comrnittee introducing the Action Program, First Sec'
retary Alexander Dubdek said: "We have to a1ryly to 1 fulT e:rtent
the basic thoory of Marxism-Leninism, the principles of socialist construction in which we have already achieved outstanding successes,
the principles of the leading role of the Party. It was,and is a matter
of marching forward, of unfolding these pninciples. We are be$nning
a new stage of our proletarian socialist revolution. . . . Thero is therefore nothing r"ore ard nothing less at stake than a fuII application
of the fundarnental Marxist concept of the role of the broad Inasses
and the role of the Party and of politics. We cannot ignore the extremes which harrn this movement. . . . We'do not have in mind iust
any sort of dernocracy, but socialist democracy" (frorn-the dTK
translation, pp. 5, 7 and 9). In line with this, the Central Committee
at its ]une 1968 meeting, reaffirmed the decision taken at Koiice in
1M5 that the National Front would not permit any opposition parties
that are against socialisrn G"n" Prd,oo, June 2, 1968).
As an essential part of the education for full d.ernocracy, the Action
program states thai: "The Party stresses that it will oppose_all expressioni of anti-Semitism, racism and any anti-humanistic ideology which
would set the people against each othet'' (Action Ptogram, P. 17).
Perhaps the rnoJt important paragraph of the Aetion Program reads:
"In the past, the leading role of the Party was often conceived. as a
monolithic concentration of power in the hands of Party bodies. This
corrasponds to the false thesis that the Party is the instrument of the
rlictatorship of the p'roletariat. This harrr=-ful conception weakened the
initiative and reqponsibility of the State, economic and social institutions and damaged the Party's authority, and prevented it from carrying out its real funetions. The Party:s goal is not to become the univcrsal 'caretaker' of the society, to bind all organizations and every
stcp taken in life by its directives. Its mission lies primarily in arouslng socialist initiative, in showing the ways and actual possibilities
o[ communist perspectives, and in winning over all workers to them
29
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by srytya-uc p-ersuasion, as well as by the personal exampres of communists" @.n).
This is good Marxism. Lenin's slogan was: "Ail power to the sotiets." An essential part of regenerating parliament ind other elected
bodries is to restore to them their constitutional powers-no body can
be expected to have initiative and the respect oi the people uniess it
hlbgth powers and respons-ibilities. Ior"ph Smrkovsk],g iew speaker
of Parliarnent and mernber of the presid"iuirr of the central comrnittee,
has repeatedly emphasized this and the importance of the rule of
law: "Law should be adopted as a sorid inviirable basis of state and
social life. . . . In the first place_, we have to revise the rules of political
decision-rnaking._These mles have to remove privileges andpreferthe claim of infallibility, u **Jpory on being
"l:*, . particularly
right,
. . The Parliament, as well as the lower political Lnd adminl
istrative bodies cannot be regarded as rnere instruments, as the illfarned.revers11d gears. . _. .-The government of the repubric must
have all possibiliues to really govern-and create pohcy. . . .^tt parlia" main_
ment rnust-uncompromisingly fulfil its (constitutional) duty to
tain control over the whole executive apparatus" (]oseph Smrkovsky,
from a rp"""h in Parliament April fS, iOOAl.
_ shortly before this smrkovskf had written: 'Tve must deduce
theoretical and practical oonclusions frorn the fact that there no longer
:Ilst Sntagonistic classes in our country. . . . It is up to us, czechs ind
slovaks, to set out courageously on unexplored tei-rain and to search
in it for ou.r czechoslooak sociali* road.. Ii is actuatty et)en our obli.gation tousards tho enti,re international socialist moiement. This road
will lead us to consolidat", all over again and anew, our unity with
the soviet union and with all sociarist-countries, doing so o" tt b *"utested principles of equality, and. to establish a type if socialism
that
would have something to say even to Europe's industrial countries
with their advanced rworutionary rabor moiements" (Rud6 prdoo,
February 9, 1968. Emphasis in oiiginal).
The new czechoslovak leaders-crearry see that there are dangers
a bnoad process of democratizaion. Alexander Dub.ek said:
il,such
l nere are certain misgivings that such a broad meeting
of ideas
*ight grow into anarchy. . .I Aoti-oo**rnists, who
to b"
1l*::f

".. _i::^", 11fri
ly

was born

in

I'IL

"r" "#ui,

in the village of Velenka, Cenhal Bohemia.
posts in tlle Communist party. He rcmained active
lnlfoltalt

ly,l.,:s\f

+J6:il,.I#,1X?'irSIL%*i"{ffi'",iHE"*T,At'*}},j#,m.}*:l"j
of
Agriculture' From l95r to rs;s h" *u!';;;r;;d. Fr"l#
.,gJ"r-s'i#?

i'sos L"
worked as chairman of a coo.perauve f;;;liids
he was
il;w iufirir,",
of Agriculturs and in 1967 6";;;Mili;i"i"oi"ior".t
y anJwaterbonservanry.
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horse and even
found here, may feel themselves to be on their high
directly
huopv about our self-criticisrn, but it will not be they who ryill
.r ii6it""afy influence our developrnent' On the contrary' this process
the
*rfi^a"fri"f them of their breeding ground. . . . We believe in this
,rerrgtfi and rnaturity of our peoptr-e'ln no- case, howevel-f11s
o'ur
,r,"rri that we are sur:rendering the right to use power against
imperialist
the
in
of
ours-are
,,*-i"" who-through no fauli
:'*P'
life"
n.ra aguirrt whom ive have to safeguard our socialist way of
full
with
way,
thil
In
1968)'
ffro*"u speech in Brno, March 16;
Party
Communist
the
of
co.rfidence'in the people, the new leaders
,t o*it g tho way t^o advance leyond the stage of the d[otatorship
"."
of the proletariat to full socialist dernocracy'
ThJ Czechoslovak people, from students, workers and farmers' to
enthusiasrn that
,cnsioners, ur" ,"rporiinf to this confidence with an
i;;;artthl"g a,d^a *utitlty that is reassuring'- Some- extrernists do
,p"ut ,rp, ,id ,r" widely quoted 1|r.oad' But here they are either
iirored.In fully answe""a. 'it "y will have Iittle influence on actu,al
policies or legislation.
' Mury afficutt problems rernain to be solved, but they are being
tackled with confidence that with the use of scientific Marxist methods
tlr"y *illbe solved. As in the case of all pioneering s_ocilt effolts, there
,,re'risks. But, and this can not be overemphasized, the real-dange-r
socialIrcre lay in the inaction in the past, in the failure to conceive of
Czechoslovak
The
form
of_society.
developiig
i;;" ;', fiving and
Clommrrnist Pity realized this-and acted in time to save socialism
lrr,re frorn disaster and to lead the country to a new era of developPrague, Iune 5

rncnt.

7Ot/2 HOURS AWAY . . .
"ONCE A WEEK, beginning JuIy 15, the big
"Airport,

R'lu-""Cut-J"l'*ill}"-!:gig
pbi"ting toward New York' and Kennedy
is people and
i'ii"fr,il;;iTrid, ;-;ilti;A io*"'a" M-os9ow'
.rhe cargo
to 13 hours'
10,r'
from
takes
flight
The
Ir"ania,,'
ours
t:irviar-theirs Russian,
,,n at

SheremeWevo

,r"p""a*!^t-di;J;"

,"a uir"*tt.

First-"class

round trip fare is $1,109.

(Basic one-way economy fare $384, except peak eight weeks of summer
when it will be $429. )
"This ffrst direct commercial air service between the U'S' and Russia
lrus been brought to Pass after nearly a decade of delicate negotiaUons'
i',,,,ar"Jin the"final fitus. by George B' E' Hambloton of Pan Am ancl
lris Soviet counterpar't in the'soviet iirline Aeroflot' The service elimilltes
.i ,rtry u"a tedio*s' Moscow-New York journeying by way of intermediate
rrrrtions.

"The big jets sit at the airports. Contaetl $ncl the world moves an inch
roiiiy. U"p"*ive sa-iity, but sani'ty." N'Y' Post, July 16' 1968
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USSR AND THE NEW LEFT

One reason for this may be the fact that the e&tors consider the
Soviet Union to be a "have" nation, as contrasted with China and
Cuba, which are still in the throes of revolution, and thus are more
Iike colonial nations struggling for independence. Many among the
New Left support the policy of "many Vietnams," and this attitude
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with the position taken by Cuba and China.
The Bolshevik Revolution is now more than fifty years old'; many
have forgotten the struggle to overthrow the Tsarist autocracy. The
accords

Yith l"arg9 num.bers of American you.ng people mottng to the left, the
neecr, to exanxine the reDolutionary experience of the aDe;tieth ce*unt
be_
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HEN the october Revolution swept into existence the world's
ffrst socialist state, many people believed that utopia had ffnally
been aohieved-the fulftllment of mankind's dream of a society in
which all rnen would live in harmony; where rationality would rule
and all of the problems plaguing mankind would ftnd solution.
OT" person alive at the time of the Revotrution, said to me,

-

,..W.e

thgught tl,at Marxisrn would solve all probrems." socialists and
others conscious of capitalism's ills looked to th" soviet union, the
ffrst socialist country as the beacon in a worl that was groping
through one tragedf after another.
The stalin "revelations" and the soviet intervention in Hungary
created misgivings on the p"f
Tany, but Marxists and progressives
in Arnerica, as elsewhere, still 9f
looked upon soviet soaety^as"the embodiment of what they were struggling to achieve.
In todayt radical upsurge, however, its is rernarkable that some
radicals do not ffnd the erperignce of the soviet union important.
e9 list of publications available frorn the Radical Education^project
I"
(ori$nally set up.by the Students for a Democratic society tto"gtr
lo*-Td_rp-*dent), there are numerous iterns (syrrrpatheU"
hostile) dealing with People's china, but not one ardclidealing with
"id
the soviet union. It would appear that the REp efitors colsider
chinese experience oery impniint and soviet experience very tmim-

portant.

more recent Chinese and Cuban Revolutions are better remembered.
In fact, under the impact of a "Cold War" education, many among the
New Left, as among the American population generally, seem to lack
appreciation of the role of the Soviet Union. For example, its decisive
part in the defeat of Fascism and Nazism in World War II is not well
known to most radicals.
Another reason why radicals of the New Left ignore the Soviet
Union is that, unlike China and Cuba, the Soviet Union maintains

diplomatic and cultural relations with the United States-the aggressor. Cultural agreements are signed for the exchange of artists and
scholars, meetings take place between diplomats, and between leading
citizens of both countries, at the same time that the United States
is attempting to bomb Vietnam to smithereens. For many of the New
Left the Soviets' agreement with the United States and Great Britain
to take "immediate action through the UN Security Council against
the possibility of nuclear attack on non-nuclear countries" aroused
more suspicion than joy. Similarly, they were suspicious of the meeting last summer of Johnson and Kosygin; the attitude evidently being
that despite Vietnam the Soviet Union carries on "business as usuaf'

with the United States.
Certainly the whole problem of "freedom of expression' in the
Soviet Union contrib'utes to a feeling of alienation, of lack of identiffcttion with the Soviet Union. Even without knowing the full situation,
llrcy reject the Soviet explanation for the trials of the writers Daniel
and Siniavsky, and similar cases. Their position basically stems frorn a
tlt,cp-rooted belief in complete freedom of expression, and the right
of everyone to "tell it like it is"-or what you think "it is."
The disenchantment of the New Left with the Soviet Union is well
summarized in the following quotation from an SDS member, Jeff
Slrcro, writing about a visit he had just made there:

il,

. The difficult problem-[in judging t]re Soviet Unionl is does the system prorlttcc more than-the welfare'state-with its contented consumers; does if on
n large scale, create people with the initiative and drive to overcome the
ostsblished bureaucracies' deffnition of propriety and the fuII life?
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Apparently, the writer does not think so, for later on he states:
'Among average Russians the usual everyday concerns of family and
making a better life are primary and pohf,cs'and social issues are
treated remotely"; and ,further that "there is general fascination with
the accoutrements of bourgeois life" (meaning of course good living
standards); which leads to this abrupt and characteristic conclusion]
"But why not? It's not China" (VillageVoice, Sept. 7, 196Z).
..A3-*r3plu of emotional alienation frorn the Soviet Union is prouijld
ty Professor staughton Lynd, one of the leading intellectiars
of the New Left. In an article in Monthly Reoi,eus (Noiember rg67)
devoted to "Fifty years of Soviet power,,; he writes:

I would like to be able to regard the soviet union as an alry: r wourd like
of tho Sovfet Unionr ..Those are my comiades. I wonder
!o feel, when thinking-them."
how things go with
I wish r were able to resp6nd to the weal and
woe of the Soviet Union as if it were happenins to mvse}. or to the movement
of which I consider myself a part. . . . t^do oit ruguid the soviet union with
a xfuieaioe sense of comrad6ship (p. Zg, emphasls added).
Professor Lynd would like to see a new orientation of the radical
movement freed of the domindion of the soviet union's 'position."
P9r[gs this gives us another reason for the total ignoring of the So-

viet Union by the New Left.

MANY instances the New
critical of the soviet union for
*fNpractices and policies whichLeftareis overlooked
when practiced by

tho socialist countries trrat are cunently rnost popular with them.
For example, bureaucracy in the ussR is condemned while the total
cult of Mao Tsetung is ignored; the Soviets are roundly rapped for
tradinSi with Chile, while Cuba's trade with Fascist Spain and -Chirra,s
with West Germany is not noticed.
In the ftna1 analysis, however, the argument for the relevance of
soviet experience to the Left-New or oldr-is not to be found in the
various issues that arise concerning the actions and policies of the
socialist countries, but in the simple fact that a radical needs to be
familiar with the experiences of all socialist countries, of the experiences encountered in building socialism. A rafical cannot learn from
history so selectively that he rejects what he does not like or what
he thinks he does not like. The soviet union is a country rich in socialist experience-in short, one which must be studiedl by serious
socialists.

If it is correct to say that a radical

should be famiriar with the
the socialist movemen! then it is especintty true that he
should know the history of the world's ffrst socialist stite. Knowledge
S$o_ry _of

M
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is essential in gaining a balanced perspective on
the problems which have confronted the Soviet Union in building
a socialist society. Many on the Left tend to forget that, whereas the
Soviet Union as a socialist state is only fffty years old, the Russian
state has existed for over one thousand years and Russian history
goes back to before birth of Christ.
On visiting the Soviet Union one is made immediately aware of
the influence of the past. It is evident in the faces of the people, on
buildings and monu,ments, in the social life of the counhy. One becomes aware of the meaning of nationalism, not only as it has appeared
under capitalism (early and late), but as it relates to the socialist
countries, including advanced ones like the Soviet Union. We must
understand tlle roots of these "nationalisms" in the different socialist
countries, because it will affect the whole course of unity within the

of

Russian history

socialist world.

We can learn much from studying the infuence of traditional
cultural factors which are carried over from the old society into socialist society. It is abundantly evident that in the Soviet Union problems whose origin can be found in Tsarist Russia have remained
without solution. One must relate the problems and shortcomings
concerning freedorn of expression in the Soviet Union to the absence
of d'emocracy that characterized all of pre-revolutionary Russia. As
Engels said, Eastern Europe never experienced the "Protestant reirolution." Censorship was a basic feature of Russian society. Most
political writing in Tsarist Russia had to be done under the guise
of literature, and a whole sryle developed among the revolutionary
intelligentsia in order to fool the Tsarls zealous, though often, fortunately, ignorant censors; many brilliant examples of revolutionary
writings disguised as literary works were produced. These writings
were powerful stimulants to the gathering storm that ffnally erupted
into full-scale revolution.
Autocratig one-man ruIe has dominated Russian history. The inflrrcnce of Tsar Peter was profound. Stalin had great admiration for
Poter, and it is reasonable to speak of the infl.uence of Russia's autocratic past on the rule of Stalin. Imrnense power had been concentrated
ln the hands of the Tsars, as in Stalin's. Thus a thread runs through
tlro history of Russia and the Soviet Union. Of course, the "cult of the
lrxlividuall' is not a phenomenon which has haunted only the Soviet
Urrion. T'be ?eking Reoiew, for example, bears witness on every page
Io the cult of Mao, which borders on the fantastic. The problem conr,runing "the cult of the individual," whether in the Soviet Union or
utry other socialist country, is to understand why it has existed.
85
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Equally important is to understand how, despite such violations
of democratic norms, the basic material conditions of socialist society
were built, as was done in the Soviet Union during the Stalin period.
The foundations for socialism were laid during this period, not only
under the handicap of Stalin's cruel repression, and his often distorted
policies, but also under the intense Pressures brought about by the
Atti"d intervention, the Civil War, kulak opposition, and eventually
World War II. All of these problems faced the Soviet Union during
the Stalin regime, and what I think is demonstrated is that the Soviet Union had strengths which enabled it to survive all the Pressures
with its basic socialist struchrre intact, and then to openly acknowledge the terrible errors of this period and take stePs to correct them
and prevent their repetition.
The Soviet Union has a long way to go in its struggle to realize
the full potential of socialism. In the past there may have been a
tendency to think that under socialism problems would autornatically
take care of themselves-if there uere any problems. Nor can the fact
be ignored that certain leaders swept problems under the rug.

HILE denouncing the Soviet Union for its excessive concentration o{ power, the New Left claims that Soviet Power is not

used sufficiently on the side of the forces of liberation. There is par-

ticular concern over what they consider Soviet indifierence toward
Vietnam. However, there is no doubt that the Soviet Union is giving
large-scale economic and military aid to North Vietnarn. [See article
on this subject elsewhere in this issue for further details.] Paul Wohl,
in the Chri,stian Science Monitar (January 25), writes that "hardliner Suslov and his Soup in the Kremlin seem to be determined to
stop the United States military action in Southeast Asia at any
price, and Mr. Brezhnev has so far gone along with thern." The North
Vietnamese have repeatedly stressed the importance of Soviet aid.
Soviet leaders have repeatedly declared their willingness to provide

the DRV with everything needed to beat back US aggression, in
addition to what has already been given. The USSR has ofiered to

send volunteers if requested (as China and other socialist countries
have also) and thousands of Soviet youth have offered to go, but the
DRV has preferred so far to depend on its own manpower.
If one keeps atrreast of developrnents in the Soviet Union one ffnds
encouraging evidence of a recognition of the need to investigate the
role of the individual in Soviet society. They are beginning to pay
serious attention to his needs, wants, feelings, inadequacies-and,
yes, maybe the reasons for his alienation.
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A recent article in Soaiet Life (Febtuary 1968) rePorts on a symposiumofleadingSovietsociologistsandphilosophersconcerning
i.Th" Irrdi ridual in Socialist Society." This discussion reveals that at
Mr.
lcast certain leading soviet intellectuals share the concern of
with
state
q.rot"d eartiei with producing "more than a rvelfare
it
".o,
its cont*ented consumers." In addition to numerous leferences to
brrreaucthe needs and responsibilities of the individual in cornbatting
of
people
problems
to
the
approach
frank
a
reveals
racy, the discussiir
in Soviet societY.
SoOne sociologist cites a recent study compaling r'vykSrs in the
"iob
'it
that
concluded
tt"ay
States.
viet Union and the Unitecl
"
Union
satisfaction in the United States was higher than in the Soviet
gap
the
of
discussion
searching
a
io, uff labor groups." There follor,vs
job
possibilities,
and
attainments
in the USS{between educational
concreating a certain "surplus of education." Thus the:re are serious
that
is
point
important
the
tradict[ns that exist in Soviet society;
the
which
in
the
rvay
they are contradictions of socialist society, and
will
which
uSSR tackles them is important for all socialist societies,
undoubtedly face these problems in one- form or another'
This is why Soviet protl"-r anrl the efforts toward their resolution
are relevant ancl important for radicals in the united states. They
lelp us deffne moretea.ly rvha! we-mean by a "good'or "viable"
socialist society, something which often has not been thought out
clearly enough.
Serious altention to the Soviet Union-instead of the current
attitude of dismissing it-would help the New Left to clarify its
position on many vit"al questions. It would enable them to discuss
iontemporary issues and politics in a more comprehensive way' to
guin a t""p"t perspective on developments in the world comrnunist
,i-,n,n"*"rrt.^the Soviet Union will continue to play a critical role in
world afiairs and cannot be ignored. It is part of the total e'<perience
lbout which the movement needs to know.
.,Today wide sections of students in all the leading w'estern capitalist countries have come out in aetive progressive political struggle,
for such airns as far'reaching democratio reform in the universities'
ngninst racialism or against the war in Yietnam, and sometirnes fon the
,,.r-pt.t" trans,forrnation of the exis'ting capitalist order. This is a most
h"n"irr.*oritg sign of ttrre times and a [rarorneter of future soeial and
1r.rli,i.ul "huig". Tlt. most strihing claaracteristic of, theisoverwhelming
irrn.iority of thl students entering into the struggle today their se-rious'
u,riir. ut a practical approach, their ctndo*r and their cottrage"'

R. Falrne Durrt, I'about Monthly, July 1968
!)I
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On cohabitation, David Craig was forced to resign as Dean of Lancaster University-he ilid, make a public statement suplrcrting it. And
so the controversy around sex rages, and captures rnuch of the attentiron of student youth.
The rnanifest dissatisfaction of a large propo,rtion of the youth
of the Wes! especially the students, may be traced to several inter'

SLOATY

Today's Youth
West and East

penetrating causes.

fN A RECENT interview the editor of the 'with it'' magazine Oz
'r ("an intellectual forurn for a disenchanted generation"), Richard
Neville, said that "we recognize the need for an alternative society"
ttrrat ",there isn't a hippy Karl Marx." Instead, therds Bob Dylan,
and, Oz ran "a rnoral article on Bob Dylan, evaluating his lpics," but
the editor was rather self-critical about doing this, as it is now
considered "old-fashioned" to "evaluate."
Old-fashi,oned to ernhnte; to profess moral oalues. In the societies
of 'the West today, steeped in the crises of capitalism and the decline
of religious sanctions, a sort of anarchistic nih,ilis,m has arisen which
is called "moral chaos" by the old-fashioned and a "permissive society''

but

by the

tolerant.
This permissiveness,

in Britain at any rate, has gone far. Never
did the present writer imagine, for examplg that in his lifetime the
staid Snnday Obseroer, in a suwey of marriages, would include a contributi,on concerning a "married" male pair. But that is not the least
of the Surprises which the Obseroer has given its read€rs in an attempt
to be "with it" in the 1960s. A Soviet official working in London was re,cently sonrewhat shocked to see a couple apparently engaged in
sexual intercourse in a London park. "In the USSR," he said, "that
does not happen, at least not in daylight."
Again, at the time of writing students are demonstrating throughout Europe and the USA. These young people seek to irnprove the
educational provisions of the rapidly growing universities and to introduce elements of democratic student self-government; there is a
simultaneous trend which is prirnarily concerned with making son:
traceptives, cohabitation andl The PilI essentials of officially-sponsored
university life. On the question of the pill, Maloolm Muggeridge
resigned from the rectorshi,p of Edinburgh University-he did nof sup-

prt the idea of making it part of the equipment of female students.
ilrroo* is a formor editor of Bdtish-SoDiet Frienitship,and has writtem extensively on the USSR. He taught at the Ideological Insditute
coup in February f966.
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First, there is profound disillusion with capitalist society as eIrIF
bodied in the American invasion of Viebrarn and Harold Wilson's at'
tacks on living standards. These serye to jaundice youth against the
capitalist Establishment, whether admittedly such or whether wearing
the "sosialist" clothing of a labor government.
Secondly, there is the breakdown of traditional morality whioh is
linked with the collapse of religious belief. A century ago the phrase
"God is watching you" was efiectively used to rnold the morals of
children. Today the religious sanctions have fallen away, and in the
West nothing new has arisen to take their place. The historical evasion
by religion of the needlto apply Christianity to the economic immorality of exploitation, and its enonlrrous overstress on sex as the main
concern of rnorality, is now facing its reversal in complete senral
permissiveness.

But yet a third trend difierentiates todays youth frorn the generation of the 1930s.
In the 1930s the worldwide issue of Democracy os. Fascism, as
expressed successively in the Popular Fronts in France and Spain and
the Spanish Civil War, with the USSR as the world's only working
model of socialism, provided a relatively simple black and white
antithesis, in which he who was not for socialism and democracy was
against it. On one side were the fascist Establishments in Germany
and Italy in those days, andlthe Chamberlains and Daladiers who supported them; on the,other, the Soviet Union and all the forces working
for collective security, for dernocracy and peace.
Today things do not appear so simple to contemporary youth. The
Vietranr war*no; racism-no; imperialism-increasingly no; the old
traditional morality--no.
But how far does this take us?
Aro those who say 'hd'to the ab,ove able to say "yes'to socialism,
to the socialist states, to the USSRP Is the young people's search for
o personal morality transcending both Vietorian rnorality and selfdefeating license related to their response to the historical oontest
botween old and new social systems?
Here, it appears, is the great problem.
gg
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black-and-white presentation of the two social systems has
broken down in the years following 1945.

Here again there are two main reasons:
First, since 1952, it has no longer been possible for anybody (despite certain Soviet official formulations which still sornetimes appear),
to present the USSR in a wholly favorable light, even as viewed by
progressive people in the rest of the world. Since the death of Stalin,
the revelations of Khrushchev, the amount of self-criticism which has
achieved publication in the USSR itself over the past dozen years, and
certain matters of detail where Soviet internal policy has appeared,
or been made in the West to appear, to violate the principles reafffrmed since 1956, criticism of the USSR has been expressed by friends
as well as exploited by enemies.
Secondly, a number of additional socialist states have come into
being, each one of which has proved, in one way or another, that the
Soviet road to socialism was unique; thus forever putting an end to
slogans of the early 1930s which were still based on the idea of "Soviets ever)nvhere."
Moreover, it is now clear that even soeialist states with oommunist
governments do not necessarily agree. There is no need for disagreement to be stressed as far as China has pressed it for it to be clear that
the Cubans and the Czechs, the Romanians and the Poles, are all in
their own way charting out paths of development which, at times,
alarrn their Soviet friends.
The youth in the West is thus confronted not only with capitalist
Establishments which they increasingly don't like; but also with a
variety of socialist Establishments which do not agree among themselves. The issues are vastly more cornplicated than in the over-simpliffed days of the 1930s. Having said "no" in the West to the Vietnam war and racism, even to capitalism and imperialism, to which
socialism are the youth of today to say 'ies"?
fn answering this question, there are certain basic points on which
clarity is essential, and,of which all who were born since the last war
should be remindedr
The USSR was, and remains, the ffrst state in the world to have
introduced socialism-the public ownership of the means of production. It was the first county to introduce, on this basis, a planned
eoonomy. It has raised the peoples of the USSR from living conditions of absolute poverty to a level of prosperity, full employment
and leisure which today compares with the most advanced countries
(despite tJre many problems which are still in the course of solution).
This same Soviet state has introduced equality of the sexes, and
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between people of all nationalities, in a way which no capitalist or
imperialist state has even attempted. It has consistently used its growing power in the cause of peace and disarmament, as beffts a country
in which no person can profit from the manufacture of arms.
At the same time, in a conscious attempt to educate hurnan beings
to live in a cooperative society, everything possible is done to replace
the ideas of private profit by social consciousness.
Hence in 1961 the adopiion of the Moral Code of Communismwhich has received remarkably little notice in the Wes! even in publications friendly to the USSR-setting out a pattern of behavior, a

way of life, for the new society which is being built, which is in nb
way inconsistent with the traditional Christian "love thy neighbor
as thyself." For example:
". conscientious labor for the good of society . . . concern on
the part of everyone for the preservation and growth of public wealth
. . . collectivism and comradely mutual assistance; one for a1l and all
for one; hurnane relations and mutual respect between individuals
-man is to man a friend, cornrade an<I brother." An "uncompromising
attitude" is called for against 'injustice, parasitism, dishonesty, careerism, and money-grubbing" and also against 'hational and racial
hatred."
In British schools today, one hour a week is allocated for so-called
"Religious fnstruction," and this is the sole period in the school curriculum which is even remotely concerned with morality.
In the USSR the Moral Code has been introduced into schools
andl factories as a guide to contemporary living. The last time I visited
the USSR (1964) I saw extracts from it posted on factory walls rather
as religious texts used to be posted on drawing room or bedroom
rvalls in Victorian England.
On the basis of this Moral Code, of course, a good deal of pompous
cxhortation can be written. "Sermonizing" in Britain is nowadays
Iimited to church seunons, and not many attend. But in the Soviet
press, institutions and schools, "sermonizing" in the spirit of the Moral
Code of Communism is frequent, and to the eye and ear conditioned
by the "permissive society'' much of such sermonizing seems pompous
ancl smug. Our youth do not like sermonizing, from rvhatever quarter
it comes, but in the context of Soviet life, where a genuine attempt
is made to unite theory and practice, the atmosphere is difierent.
Maybe, even to Soviet youth, there is too much sermonizing.
But in practice, in day-to-day life, they are growing up in an
atmosphere of communal effort in which, from the start, their own
yrcrsonalities develop as part of a collective.
47
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In Moscour one Sunday I took
along one of the greenJined boulevards. I felt a hrg at my coat:
"Uncle, keep off the grass," said a boy of about ten or twelve, wearing
an arrn band. His "soeial work" this Sunday was to protect the grass
frorn loose-footed adults and he did it with a dipity far beyorad his
years by Western standards.
That same Sundan in the late afternoon, I saw trucHoads of scrap
metal being taken to a city collection center by children whose "social work" had been to collect it. In other words, from early years,
children grow up with a sense of comrnon propety and common work
in the public interest.
In this atmosphere of comnnunal social efiort, school children are
interested in achieving the best group results. Grading in educational
institutions is not on the indlividualistie basis of numbering everyone
from "top" to "bottord' of the class, but by a system under which
any number can achieve the highest mark of "ffve" or "four." Apart
from individual efforts to get this high mark, there is the collective
effort, expressed in organized competition between classes, to get
the maximum'number od "ffves" and 'Tours" and the minimum of
"tw,os" and 'bnes." And so a qpirit of colleotive effort results in the
classroom which we in the West only }erow on the football ground.
Collective effort to achieve something: this is the characteristic
of youth growing up in Soviet oonditions. With no unemployment,
and careers ,open to all according to ability, there is an optimism
of outlook which contrasts strikingly with the nihilistic anarchism so
prevalent in the West.
However srnug some of the published exhortations may appear to
be, this atrnosphere certainly does not dehumanize the Soviet younger
a short-cut acFoss

the gass border

generation.

fn recent weeks, British school visitors to the USSR have been
interviewed in our press. A grl of 17 said: "I didh't expect people to
be so friendly. We met ,other children in their schools and they took
us out." Others said that they were very imp,ressed with the Russian
stud'ents whom they met. "We were able to discuss with them such
things as Vietnam, religion, and communism," and the people were
"so friendly."
True, these brief exhacts give only the impressions of young
tourists. But young people are quick enough to detect anything phony
or unnafural, or stiff and smug in members of their own generation
whom they rneet. Neither group said a word of this. It was the "friendliness" which impressed them, illustrating the maxim: "Man is to
rnan a friend, oornrade and brother."
42

tfio the younger generation in the West today, the USSR s socialism
'r- is something which exists, Bu;t it takes some efiort to realize that

to be understood it must be seen as it has deaeloped. The primitiveness of Russia up ,to 1917 can only be learned from reading, and it
is not the rnost readily available material. M,oreover, the building
of a socialist (and thence a communist) society is a long historical
Process.

Even today there is a certain reluctance on the part of Sovlet
writers to recognize how m'uch the past can still hold back the
progress oj the present, though the Party Program of lgOI was quite
clear on the necessity "to eliminate completely the survival of bourgeois views and morals" and "to insure the all-round, harmonious
development of the individual; to create a truly rich spiritual culture."
In trheir endeavors to create the new culture there are still sometimes
smug self-congratulatory formulations that suggest that it has already
been created.

Youth in the world today has its eyes open. It is aware of the
faults of capitalisrn, and no longer can anybody pretend that the
new society does not also have its share of faults. Youth may well
accept the idea that a new social system is necessary, but the tendency
is to grasp at sorne "ideal" without faults-something which is never
in practice realizable in life itself. Even in Poland and czechoslovakia,
we hear, ryrrth have been dernonstrating for a better society, and
it is to be hoped that all their realistic proposals, which are consistent
with socialism, are speedily incolporated into their countries' systems.
But when reading that youth in_socialist countries is also expressing
criticism, there is a natural tendency for youth in the Wesi to say
"a plague on both your houses."
We are not concerned with "plagues." Criticism is a fastor in
real life which may play a positive or a negative role. The essential
question which young people must decide for thernselves is this:
will criticism uithin the capitalist system solve the basic problems
of peace and prosperity for themselves and future generatio}s, or is
criticism ol capitalist society necessary?
And, on the other hand, taking the complex of soeialist states, is
it criticism rtithin socialism or criticism of socialism which lnints the
way forward?
It is very important that the two types of criticism should not be
confused: To end tlle profttability of war and war preparations, for
example, criticism of capitalism is necessary. To end-monopolistic
anarchy in the economic system and replace
_it by social plinning,
criticism ol capitalisrn is necessary. But to malce a social plan worf,
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beonce it has been established, criticism ttsithin the planned system
progress'
comes the main implement of

s in the 1930s, the world is divided into two main social systems.
At that time it was the usSR-alone-and the capitalist-imperialist world outside. Today it is the system of socialist states (whatever
their difierences among themselves), the capitalist-imperialist- states,
..third world'' o"f newly independent ex-colonies which have
and a
come into existence since 1945.

Inthisworldoftodaytherearemanymolevarietiesofpathsof

the
social development b"comirg apparent than were conceivable in
this
in
Itis
as
the_1930s.
recently
o.-"r"ir-ur
days of Marx^and Engels
*orta that this yorrr["r generation has got to ffnd its political feet
and the job is not an easy one.
'. But ii is well worth while to take another look at the USSR, to
delve deeper into what are the conditions for real frr:edom, to com"I
pare the ihr"" *orulities-o1d-style authoritarian, p^rdery; m all
consocial
and
rieht Tack,, permissiveness; enlightened responsibility
moralthese
to'make the choice between the possible paths
"""rrr-'*d
ities indicate for humanity's future.
At least we can begin on one issue which unites all people: survival is preferable tJ annihilation. The avoidance of humanity's
suicide is surely a common aim of youth, in whatevcr social system
they happen to be living. So let this be the common ground from

which to start.

A BOLSHOI LIFT
THEwoRDBoLsHol,sincetheffrstvisitoftheRrrssiantroupestoour
rh;r, has become a part of the vocabulary of our own world of dance'
American dancers, fasiinated with the acrobatic prowc.s of the Bolshoi
artis,ts, ernulated them. one*armed lifts by stalwart sovict males as they
p.op"il"d Soviet damsels skyward simply challenged our own dancers . . .
' i'Todr',r. almost any choreographer for ballct, tnttsicnls, movies or
TV ;ill riy to ti. danc'crs, "Her6, i want a Bo]shoi lift'"
..Arneritan dancers have adiled such one-arm lifts, hurtlings through
space, leaping turns with wild backbends, and other cxamples of physical
diaring to ihei vocabulary of movement. But there has also 6cen recip_rocity.

The d'rst Bolshoi males tb be seen here were built rathcr likc truck drivers.
it"y*"r" undeniably strong but-not modeled along cst}ctic lines. Today,
the'Bolshoi gentlemen of the ballet have taken a note from the American
males. They are slim and lithe and even svelte, withorrt losing strength.
This was, indeed, a part of ,the US-USSR Cultural Exchange Program'
Both beneffted."
Walter Terry reviewing "Stars of the Bolshoi," Saturday Roaiew, May 25

ZBIGNIEW HERBERT

Report trom Paradise
In paradise a working week lnsts thirty hours
uages a.ra higher prices fall
physical toi.l d.oes not tire (due to ueaker graoity)
uood chopping is no rnore than typing
the social structure is stable and thosa in authority wise
honestly in paradise things ara better than anyrnhere

At first it uas to be diffetent

-

luminous circles choirs stages of abstraction
but it prooeil impossible to diaide exac'tly
body from soul uhich u'ould, arrioe here
trailing a drop of lard, a thread. of mascle
the conclusion had to be drann
a grain of the absolute had to be miq.ed w'i,th the grain of clay
one tnore departure from doctrine the last departure

lohn alone

had. foreseen

thist ye shall rise in the flesh

Only a feu behold God
he is for those of pure pneu.,ma
the rest li,sten to communiques about miracles and floods
in time all shall behold God
uhen this will be no one knous
Meanushile on satu,rdnys at noon
si,rens

bray ruseetly

heaaenly proldarians emerge from factories
carrying their ui,ngs clumsily liko odolins under their arms
Translated by Anar,,r CznnNrlwsxt
Courtesy P ol,ish P erspecti,aes

Hnnnunr fought in the Polish resistance in his teens. In 1956 he
published his ffrst c.ollection of poems, Ray of Light. He is an art historian, and
besides other collections of poctry he published in 1963 The Barbarian in the
Garden, a group of essays about his travels in France and ltaly. Penguin Books
has iust published in English Herberts Selecteil Poems.

ffirr",
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BULGARIA

NIKOII\ VULEV

Bulgaria's

Industrial Expansion
are showing increasing interest in what the smaller

RCONOMISTS
u
countries are doing to improve their industrial

development.

There are two principal factors behind this drive for improvement:
the fact that the highly indtustrialized states are looking for new
markets for their increasing output, and the desire of the smaller
countries to overcome their economic backwardness and build a
modern industry, comparable to the best world standards.
The experience of small countries which have launched extensive
industrialization prograrns over the past two decades is varied; different trends and id"as have evolved in the elaboration of their national industrialization programs.
Bulgaria did not begin its economic development until the postwar
years. In the past it was a backward agricultural country, with little
industry and a small home market. Bulgaria's participation in international trade was negligible; it imported certain industrial goods and
exported predominantly raw agricultural products. The country was
a poor market for highly industrializedl states.
The postwar years have seen an accelerated industrialization
rate. In 1967 industrial output was 25 times that of the last prewar
year of 19.39. Today more than half of the national income comes
from the industrial sector (until 1948 this ffgure was only 34 per cent).
In 1948 only 7.6 per cent of the labor force was employed by industry,
but by 1966 the proportion had risen to 27.6 per cent. In spite of the
rising share of agicultrrre in the gross national output and national
income, there has been a rapid drop in the manpower employed
by farming. Econornic progress has also meant grcater participation
in world trade.
Industry has been the main lever behind Bulgaria's econornic development during the past two d,ecades. The industrialization program
gave priority to heavy industry producing means of production, thus
speeding up the application of technical progress. This led to the
expansion of the material and technical basis of all spheres of production and to an extension of consumer services"

-ilr*oto
4A

Vur.rv is a Bulgarian economist.

Industrialization meant inaporting means of production, Soviet
machinery and equiprnent helped buitrdl and comrnission Bulgaria's
largest metallurgical, rnachine-building and chemical works. Marked
progress was made as well by ferrous and non-ferrous mining and
the metalworking industries.
Bulgaria started building many t)T)es of agricultural rnachines:
tractors, combine harvesters, threshers, drills, and others. The foundations lvere laid for an instrument and electronics industry. The
Bulgarian electronic calculator ELICA has won international awards.
In its ffrst stage the chemical industry was expanded mainly to supply agriculture with chemical fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides, and
drugs to ffght animal diseases. Later large petrochemical cornbines
came into existence, creating the basis for organic synthesis. Industrialization essentially changed the sources of raw materials used by
the national economy. In the past, light industry processed mainly
natural farm products (wool, cotton, hides and skins) and products
of the food industry (fruits and vegetables). With the discovery of
local oil and natural gas ffelds, production began of artiffcial leather,
polyester and other synthetic ftbers. A rnodern plant for p,olyester
ftbers will soon enter service, and three other plants for symthetic
ffbers are under construction.
Electric power is a determining factor in modem prodrrction. The
power-generating industry was also given priority, and today's power
supply is able to meet most of the needs of the country. Several 6CI
megawatt plants are under construction, and by 1970 (the last year
of the current ffve-year plan), the electric power output will reach
21 billion kwh.
Oil and natural gas plants also add to the country's power potential. Nevertheless, Bulgaria's industrial expansion and- gen"ral i*provement of living standards will require by 1980 (last year of the
long-term developrnent plan) some 65 billion kwh a year. An 800 to
1200 megawatt power plant will help meet the rising demand for
power.

The development of heavy industry has provided additional employ,ment. People continually come from the rural districts to the
larger industrial centers. The purchasing power of the people has
increased, and more consumer and durable goods are sold on the home
market every year. Many branches of industry have been modernized,
and new ones have come into being, especially in the light andt food
industries.

The textile industry now turns out 880 million meters of fabrics
a year (for a population of 8.3 million). Adequate supplies of local
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raw materials, skill and experience have stimulated the modernization
of the food industry, and Bulgaria now exPorts canned foods to many
countries in every part of the world.
Economic prosperity has increased the sale of durable goods
which in the past were considered to be luxuriesr household refrigerators, washing machines, automobiles, radios and television sets, elec'
tric household utensils, etc. The demand for such commodities on
the home market has been constantly growing. Full employment and
higher pay have greatly increased the standard of life in both urban
and rural areas.

tion has meant industrial expansion, better management, and cutting
down of production costs, sure marketing prospects.
Bulgaria's industrial developrnent program has greatly increased
sales on the home market, as well as increasing the importation of

U)ULGARIAS industrial expansion has also been influenced by the
count y's participation in the international division of labor, specialized production, joint enterprises, and mass production at lower

D

cost. Modern industry needs larger markets. Bulgaria is a small country, but on the basis of bilateral andl multilateral agreements for the
specialization of production among th" member countries of the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, and above all with the
USSR, Bulgaria has been assigned the task of using her local resonrces
to best advantage by the production of machinery and goods which

the other CMEA countries require: electric platform and highJift
trucks, electric hoists, electric rnotors, and others.
At present Bulgaria builds 28 series of electric high-lift and special
purpose trucks, which have found customers in 60 difierent countries.
All have been certified to be up to the best world standards' In 1968
they will be displayed at seventeen international trade fairs and exhibitions in Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America.
The markets of many countries have shown a steady demand for
Bulgarian electric motors, which Bulgaria builds within the framework

Mass production has meant the ilesign of reliable
and efficient models, with the highest operational coefficients.
Specialization includes certain types of agricultural machines,
which ffnd unlimited markets in the socialist countries. ]oint-production projects have been realized not only with the Soviet lJnion,
Czechoslovakia, Foland, Hungary, and the German Democratic
Republic. Long-term econornic cooperation agreements have been
signed with many other countries. For instance, the Bulgarian ind.uskial association "Balankar" has built assembly ptrants for electric
high-lift trucks in Italy, Austria, Morocco and other countries. Because of the rising demand for automobiles, Bulgaria has reached
agreement with the French "Renault" Company for the assembly
of several types of its automobiles in Bulgaria. International coopera-

of the CMEA.
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foreign industrial products. Industrialization has increased the demand

for modern and highly productive machines and flow lines, especially
for the machine-b,r.rilding, instrument and radioelectronic industries.
It is necessary also to import a number of industrial raw materials,
especially metals, chemical products, ores, etc. On the other hand,
Bulgaria has been increasing her own exports of metal-cutting machines, agricultural equiprnent ( especially the internationally popular
vineyard tractor "Bolgar"), electric and engine-driven platform and
high-lift trucks, electric motors, electrie hoists, and others.
Bulgaria's gowing export-import trade is illustrated by the following ffgures. In 1966, foreign trade was 11.6 times greater than
during the last prewar year of 1989. Industrial goods account for an
inereasing share of Bulgaria's exports, at the expense of farm products.
While in 19Bg industrial goods of non-farming origin accounted for
only 0.4 per cent of her exports, the corresponding ffgure in 1966 was
41 per cent. During this same period the share of industrial goods of
agricultural origin dropped frorn 62.2 per cent to 48.7 per cent. Exports of raw agricultural products fell from 37.4 per cent in 1939 to
10.3 per cent in 1966.
Imports have also increased, especially, of industrial goods, from
some 72 countries: equiprnent for entirely new industrial projects,
electronic computers, TV sets, automobiles, vacuum cleaners, etc.
This industrial development has opened prospects for more trade
with the United States, which still accounts for only a small percentage of Bulgaria's foreign trade. Compared with her trade relations
with France, Italy, Switzerland, West Germany, and other highly
industrialized states, so far little use has been made of the opportunities for trade with the USA.
The modernization of Bulgaria's industry and agriculture, and her
growing production and consumer capacities, suggest that the basis
exists for considerable expansion of trade with such a highly industrialized country as the Unitod States.
CLOTHBOUND, facsimile reprints of NW?, and its predecessor Sooia;
Russia Toilny, Vols. 1-28, for years 1932-1960, will be issued by Greenwood
Reprint Corp. in September 1968. Complete set will sell for $990. Individual
volumes will also be available for sale. Write Greenwood Reprint Co1p.,
211 East 48rd Street, New York City, N.Y., 10017.
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TREE WITHOUT ROOTS

And so there I sit at home. What am I to do? It's a big placg you
could ride a horse around that apartment! It's all beautifully got upeverything you could wish for. There are rugs to spare, one spread
after the other on the floor, so ftne you daren't step on them. The
parquet floort polished like a minor, and the minute you set foot
on it, down you gol

IIIKOLAY IIAITOV

Tree Without Roots

'Make yourself comfortablel"

This story about a reti.reil peasanf s li,fe in sofa aith his son and. dnugltettn-law preien* an, ospect of inifustuial groatth rwt usuallg fwnd, in $tatictical
reports. Nikol.ry Haitot> ds a lead'i'ng Bulgatlan arltur'

asked me my name. Thank you, tlrank youl I've been living
\fOU
I in this city for a year,I've come to sit on this bench alrnost every

single day, and so far no one has ever asked me ryhat my name is'
Uo[, ,o,1, I tell yout You're the very ffrst ,one, and that's why I thank
you. May you live long and prosper, and may you never get into the
state I'm in!
I linow neither hunger nor thirst-certainly not. I look perfeotly
all right, and there's ootttit g wrong with me really, everything's as
it shoirld be. My daughter's married, and lives at home in our village,
her child is all right, her husband is the chairman of our cooperative
farm and -y ,t r;, at the Ministry, the ffrst deputy, or something like
that, hds an en$neer with a diploma as long -as a be'dsh-eet; a car
comes to fetch l,im and brings him home every day. His wife's a doctor, their bathtub is of porcelain. I've got all the food I want, my bed
is as ffne as can be, I'v1 got a room to myself, and all the same I'm
in a bad way, so bad I don't know what to dol My health's going I
tell you, I'rr growing weak and thin. I've no appetite, I can't sleep,
and my mindis full of all kinds of nonsense, but there's no one I can
talk to about it, for if I do, they'll make me out to be crazy'
Take, for instance, iust the sirnplest thing: yogurt. I say to my son
Kircho:
"Now, Kircho, just let me go and buy the yogurt. 4 *T can go
out and get it, and see folks and be seen by them. Get a bit of exerciseo
too."
"Yomte not to go!" he says. "Yonr're absent-minded, and the ffrst
thing you know yo'u'll get yourself run over by a car, and who'll have
all the bother of it? I will of course! You stay at home and enioy yourself, take your kef!"*
*Turkish word meaning pleasantly relaxed mood of enjoyment, taking
ease and eniolng life'
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one's

*y

son says. 'Eat, drink, take

it

easy, enjoy lifel"
I ask you, how the devil am I to live? With whom? With the dining
room or the sideboard, when my son and daughter-in-Iaw are out from
morning to night? They go out in the morning and, come back in the
evening. "Good night," "See you soon," "See you soon," "Good night,"
that's about all we've said to each other for the last year or two.
Well, as long as the child was in the house it wasn't so bad. We'd
have a garne together, take a walk together, and rny old head would
become clear; but my daughter-in-law sent him off to the nursery,
so we only have hirn at home once a week now.
And do you know what she sent him off forP She didn't want him
to learn peasant words from mel She didn't want his language spoiled
because I talked to hirn like a peasantt You think I taught hi*l*e"t
words? Nothing of the kind. I made him a little switch, shibouclika.
Shibouchi,tsa is what we call little switches in our parts of the country,
a thin little switch to swish with. I gave it to my little grandson and
said to him:
"Here's a sh,ibouchifsa for yout"
You should have seen how his mother went for me:
"What's this'shibouchifsaiP Why don't you call it a stick like everyone else, why do you spoil his language with such words?"
"Why, daughter-in-law, why shouldn't the child know such a word?
A stick is a big, thick thing, but a thin stick is a switch, a shibouchitsa,
let the child know the word, he may need itl"
"He isn't going to be a cowherd, he won't need your'shibouchitsa'!
He'll go !o the foreign language school and, learn the right things
there! He'll never need yorn'shibouchitsd!"
And just because of that word, she packed. him off to the nursery.
"It would be better if I went home to my village," I said to lrer husband", my Kircho, "and let the child co ne homet"

But he cut me ofi short:
"Yo'r.r'll do nothing of the kindt You're not going ofi there to be all
alone! And have the busybodies and go,ssips all going for me and say-

ing I can't look after my own father. Make yourself comfortable here,,,
he said, "eat and drink your ffll, take it easy, enjoy lifel"
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Eatl . . . But I don't feel like eating warmed-up food, all of it out
of cansl Stuffed vine-leaves, kebabs out of cans, salami out of cans,
everything ,out of canst They just open a can, s[rake out the food, and
the daughter-inJaw always covers it with mayonnaise. She went to
Germany and saw that everybody there eats everything with mayonnaise, so she bought herself a machine and makes it, and when one
batch is ffnished, she makes another, so there's never an end to it . . .
Veal, por\ stuffed vine-leaves, it's all spoiledl with mayonhaise! But
you cant not eat it for she's short-tempered and would make a fuss.
Once I said to Kircho:
"That rnayonnaise'll be the death of mel"

"why?"

"It gives me a stornachachel"
"I hope to goodness you haven't got an ulcert" he says. "I'll take
you to the doctor tomorrow, and if you have, it'll iust have to be cut
out!"

"Take me, by all means, let them carve me upl"
I swear to you: I was ready to be cut up and have my stomach
chopped to pieces, only to be rid of that mayonnaisel
Once I rnade up my mind to pound sorne garlic with salt and
vinegar, and make a good meal of sorne proper food. After that awful
sweetish mayonnaise, the sharp taste of the garlic was like balsam
to me, so I made some a second time, and a third. But once I forgot
to open the windows, and our ladydsctor smelled the garlic.
"What's it stinking of here?" she asked.
Well, I couldn't lie to her, so I said, "Garlicl"
"And what's garlic doing in my house?"
"'Well, I iust made myself some sauce with garlic and salt and
vinegar, and ate it."
She rvent blue with rage! When she's angry, she doesn't shout,
nothing as oommon as that. She just talks quite quietly, but her
tongue's like a whip-lash, it cuts.
"Very good, excellent in factl Kircho and I have got this household
together with things we've collected from all over the world, and
you make it stink of garlic! There, that cupboard stinks of it alreadyl
I'll have to send for the cabinet-maker and have him repolish it, or
I won't be able to invite anyone in. ReaIIy can't have anyone here
with that stinkl"
It was all I could do to stop her rnessing up that cupboard:
"]ust shut your eyes to this shortcoming of mine and forgive me,
and I promise there won't be any more garlic while I'm in this homsel
So we'll have peace and quietl"
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but whatt the use of peace? I was in two wars: at the
front in the ffrst one, and in a transport unit in the second one, and
as you see, I didn't die from the war, but I ean tell you that a man
can easily die of too much peace and quiet.
And I'lI tell you how: put a rnan in an apartment, leave him without a job, feed him on mayonnaise, speak to him only now and then,
and he'll soon be done forl
I said to Kircho:
"When you go to those dams to stop them up or unstop them,
bring me some willow stalks, so I can make some baskets at least!"
"You don't need to make any more baskets," he said. "Take it
Peace,

easy no\M and enioy yourselfl"
He takes after his mother, God rest her soul; once he says a thing,
he never goes back on it. He may have said it last year, or the year
before last, it doesn't matter when; he sticks to what he says. Every
inch an engineer! Give him ffgures: two is always two and zero is always zero. Anything else is nonsense, "Good night, and go to sleeP!"

I go to bed, but I can't go to sleep. We're a family, they call
me Dad, we live together, eat at the same tab1e, but we're strangers.
WhyP

\Me're such strangers that when the time came to christen the
boy, they didn't want to give him my name, as the custom is. Ignat
is my name and they didn't want it, because the children would
call him Gatyu. My grandfather was Gatyu, my greatgrandfather was
Gatyu, and they lived in spite of being called Gatyu. They were
haidouks* and fought for the people. They went to war, they gave
the country two Gatyus who helped the partisans, but their grandson
is Krassimir! And as if that were not enough, his father began to
change his name frorn Ignatov to Ignatiev' He put his name down
in the telephone directory as Engineer Kiril Ignatiev. One day the
telephone rang and when I picked up the receiver and askedr
"Who do you wish to speak toP"
"Comrade Engineer Ignatiev."
When he came home, I told him straight out:
"My family name is Ignatov. Where do you think you are? Either,"
I said, "you'll give up your name through the Official Gazette, or if
you keep it, you'll keep it as it is and not mess it up!"
At other times he would have answered me back, br.rt that time
didn't
dare say a word. But I didn t have enough courage to ffght
he
him over my grandson, so the poor little mite is Krassimir.
That's a little worry, but there's a big one, too, that's eating me

--ibr*ri["

warriors who fought agairst the Ottoman

yoke.
fg
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it gets hold of me, it makes a hole that big in my soult
It-begins_to gnaw at me at night, about two in the *ri,irrg when I
ask myself why I left my home and my village, and let riyself be
:oop$ up in this gold cagel WhyP But if I say a word to my son,
he only knows his side of it all: '"What'll you do ihere all alone?,; How
can I make him understand that at home io *y own village I'm in
my own world. I've got cherries io -y garden, and mar:riws, and
and everthing a man could want. ooe thing rustres, another
9ni91s
burbles, another bleats-I used to have goats before I came here,
two little white kids, little devils they weie. They used to come up
to me when I came home and sat down tired on the dborstep. Theyit
come to me and lick my hands. we slaughtered them to roast thern
f-or my son. I still can't for$ve myself. When they heard the gate open

cant talk to my son, who can I talk to? And I want to talk,
I want to :talk so badly that I don't know what to do with rnyself.
But there's no one to talk to. In the gardens, there are youngsters
sitting on benches, kissing and hugging each other. A bit further
on th-ere are rnothers sitting with their babies and doing their embroidery. Here and there you see a few older people, but theyte
all bank clerks or office workers and my talk just doesn't go with
theirs. The other day I came on a retired colonel. I told him that
the vine-growers would be having a tough time of it t-his year, because
they'd have to spray their vines every day or every other day, and he
told me all about lasers. There's a kind of laser somewhere that

away. When

they used to bleat so sweetlyl
_ I'll tell you about the gatg too. It's on wrought-iron hinges, and
because it's oak it's rather heavy, and when it turns on its hinges to
close it makes a special sound. When it's damp, it,s Iike a
lamb bleating, and when the sun beats dovrn on it an]d the wood
gets dry, it'll play like a barrel organl I can tell by the sound it makes
when it's going to rain, and when the weather'll be ffne. And once I
even told the agronomist: "Get the sprayers ready, lad, and spray the
vineyards, because it's going to rain tornor:ow."
"The weather forecast didnt say anything about rain,,, he said.
"You listen to your radio, and I'11 listen to mine, and we,ll seel',
It rained the next day, just as I said it would, and from that day
on the team leader used to come every rnorning to ask what the
weather was going to be like that day and the next.
That gate of mine is surely growing rusty now. There's no one
to open it, and hear what it's got to say. I wrote a letter to my
brotjrer-in-law and asked him to see if things were arr right in my
house and with the gate, too, and he wrote rne a note;
"I- checked the gate, brother-in-law," he wrote, "and I'm writing
to tell you that it's where it should be and quite sound, but it doesn't
and it doe,snt play any tunes, it iust grinds its teeth, and squeals
9ing,
like a beaten {og. The team leader has been asking after you. And
so has everybody else. Don't you forget itl"
I gave my son the note to read, hoping he'd take the hint and
see that I'm of use to some folks, and you know what he said to me?
"You old. people are like children: you can't enioy your leisure,
you've always got to have something squeaking and squealing.,,
And now what? Go and make the garlic go with the rnayonnaise
if you can.

il

If I

it pierces everything.
"Lasers," he said, "are going to replace artillery sooner or later.
Artillery," he said 'is ffnished." And he began to tell me all about it.
Which'shells burst in which way and what a noise they make and
he seemed to be sorry that lasers would d,o their killing quietly,
as if killing peqple with a noise was preferable.
He talked to rne about war, but with other folks you can't
even talk about that: all they want to talk about is medicine and
their aches and pains. Some have a pain here, some there, one rubs
it vdth linirnent, another poultices it, as Professor Dinkov recommended him to do, and one chap from Krasno Selo was all for Yogis
-or was it Yorgis, he said-and told me how he stood on his head
somoonds invented and

every morning so that his brain would be nourished with more
blood. But his face was as pale as pale, as if not a drop of blood
had ever reached his head all his life. His neck was crooked, and
his left eyebrow twitched away almost all the time' That's the kind
of people I see here. They ought to let me deal with those Yorgis,
Ild-pui a spade into their hands, just to show them how it'd stir
up their blood. The year before last my laree-joints got troublesome,
and I thought: "Dear me, I'm in for it this time!" They made a
regular sieve of me with their injections, and a ffne lot of good it
did met Those lnees of mine kept on hurting like the very devill
But one day my brother-in-law came by \Mith his spade over his
shoulder.

"Where are you off to?" I said.
"The cooperative farm has given me part of a meadow," he said.
"I've got to work it and keep it right. I'm going to grow a crop of
hay for the sheep. Come along with met"
So I limped along with him. We evened up the meadow and
cut dovrn the bushes. By evening Id lost all my rheumatisrn and
hardly knew I'd had it. Somebody seemed to have taken the pain
DD
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away ir his hand, and buried it in the earth. I told our chairman
to give me a bit of meadow land, too, for I still had a lot of joints
to get rheumatism in, and I needed sornething to cure it with.
"Now, you've worked enough," he said, "take it easy and euioy
yourself. What do you need a bit of meadow land for?"
"You let me have it," I said, "and I'll teII yotr afterwards how
to take it easy and enjoy yourself."
He has great respect for me, for I'm the one who founded that
cooperative farrn, so he gave me a bit of meadow land, but do you
know where? Right away there where the wasteland begins. It
had been a meadow once, but it had been left to run wild and was
just choked up with bushes. You couldn't tell that anyone had ever
set foot on it. I'm more of a vine-grower, to tell you the truth, but I
made a good iob there, too. First I got to work on the bushes and
that took a lot of doing. The smaller ones weren't so bad, I cut
them and cleared them off and threw them away, but there was a
dogwood tree that had, thrust its roots deep into the earth! I dug
around it and under it, but it was tough. It held on and. wouldn't
budge an inch. I cut through all the roots and only left one, uut
still I couldn't get it out. I fought it for one week, as if it were a
wild man, I cut and dug, and panted and foamed, until at last I
brought it down, andl the meadow could breathe again. I evened
it up, raked it over, and fenced it in. Then I planted a cherry tree
where the dogwood tree had stood, put in a pear tree and a plum
tree, too, and brought along sorne clover seed from the barn. I sowed
it all over, then I watered it well, and left it to grow in peace.
,After a time we went to mow it, my brother-in-law and I, and
what did we see: the clover had blossomed, and poppies were
flowering there, too. The cherries were turning red and the whole
place was fragrant with clover and blossom, so that everything in
the forest that had wings had gathered there to get their fflI of honeyt
My brother-in-law cried:
"Let's get to work and mow itt"
"Not on your life!" I said. "We're not going to mow this meadow.
Let a1l the insects feast upon the nectar and bless old Gatyul"
That evening I said to the chairman:
"If you want to know how to take things easy and enjoy life,
come and see my little meadow tomorrow."
So we went together,
"There you are, ehairman, that's what enjoying life meanst"
"All very well," he says, "but if we had a demijohn with us full
of good red wine, and if we had a lamb to roast on a spit in that
DO
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clover, then that would really be enjo)ang life! It's a good thing I've
got a bit of bacon with me to eatl"
Out he took it, ate his fiII and went on without seeing the cherries
or smelling the fragrance of the cloverl
Since then, that business of taking it easy and enjoying life has
bothered me quite a lot, so I asked Kircho about it:
"Now, you often tell rne to take it easy and enjoy life. ]ust what
do you mean by that?"
"What do I mean? Not to have anybody bothering me about
anything."
"Stuff and nonsense," I said, "your way of enjoying life's no good.
Those ffIms you watch every night on TV, do you know what they're
like? They're like dipping into olive oil through glass. The fflms
that are good are the ones I make myself. And not to have anyone
bothering you-that's just like living deathl"
"It's perfectly natural to retire on a pension and not [rave any-

one bothering you any more," Kircho said. "It's grand to be able
to rest."
"It's not natural for a living man not to be bothered about anything. Are there any pensioner foxes in Nature? There arert't, and
what's more there never will be. Have you ever heard of an eagle
retiring on a pension? Did you ever find thern sitting around the
nest while the young ones brought mice to their beaksP An eagle
will fly to the last breath it can draw and then it drops to the earth."
And I told Kircho what happened to me once at White Waters.
I was having rny midday rest with the sheep and" whittling away
at a bit of wood under a pine tree. Suddenly something went whirring
above me. I looked up and saw an eagle swooping down frorn
Mount Persenk, down and down he came, swooping over me, then,
with a crash, he fell behind the pine tree. I jumped up to see what
had happened, and there he lay, his huge wings stretched out, without a scratch on him anywhere-deadl He had died while he was
flyrog. "That's it," I said, "that's the truth, my son: you should die
flyingl" And what I felt like saying to him wasr "And youve shut
me up here.as if I were in a cage," but I held my tongue.
Kircho stared at me, he stared as if he were seeing me for the
first time.
"I'll take you to the doetor," he says, "you look over-excited to me."
"You'd better hand me over to the doctors entirely," I said, "then
you can watch your TV in peace."
I thought he'd understand what I was telling him, but of oourse
he didh't. Words are like ffgures for him: two is two and zero is zero.
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I'm on my way to Shiroka Lukka, my village, and hds ofi to Baghdadl
And where can he and I ever meet?
So you see, that's the big womy that gnaws away at me through
the nights. It goes drilling into me, until it makes me burn and
sweat. Then I jump up and open the window, and let the breeze play
ovetr trne, but as soon as I open it, t-here cornes the sound of the
rnotor squad below: purr-purr-pur, ptt-ptt-ptt grr-gr-rr, pn-prrrrbou-oumt Down betrow the rnotorbikes go roaring along the street,
shooting straight through your ears and your heart. Such a big city,
nearly a million people in it, with a mayor and a regiment of assistants.
How is it they can't ffnd sorne way of driving out those thousandwell, let-s say ffve thousand-rnotorbikes, that deafen you and make
the air fflthy?
So I shut the window and put rny head under the tapt For the
time being that's my only salvation. But there's another way, tool
Running away! I want to breathe in the smell of the soil, crurnbling
and warm, the living soil! But talking to Kircho is iust like talking
to the icebox. Not that my boy's a bad boy-he's healthy and strong,
hardworking and honest, but you'd think he hadn't been born out
of his mothey's womb, but he'd come out of a gas tank for he
smells of gasoline and not of his mother's milkt So we've nothing
to talk about. I'll just write him a little note:
Kgircho, I'm going home to my village. You can transplant
trees and take thern frorn one place to another when they're
young, Kircho. You brouglrt me to town, and planted. me here
i, *y old age, but I've no,roots, here, my son, not even small
onesl My roots are in the village, so I'm going back to ffnd them,
or I'll wither away and, die, with my eyes open, as the saying goes.
Goodbye, my son, and dont corne to look for rnel
I'll be making for Shiroka Lukka, while you carry on for

Baghdadl
I lI
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MAURICE DOBB

Economic Reforms
in the
Socialist Countries
IS the year when the new econornic reforms in Soviet industry
are suplnsed to be completed, in the sense of the new system
of eoonomic management and planning being extended to the whole
of industry.
Already to date, at the turn of the year, the new systern has been
extended to (approxirnately) one-half of all industrial enterprises.
Some indication, at least, of what the changes have oontribu[ed to
the improved functioning of Soviet industry is given by the results of
induskial production for the past year.
After the growth rate of industrial production had shown a tendency to sag ,after 1962 (falling in the following years below the level
of the 1950s to 8.5 per cent in 1968, to 7.1 in 1964, and to 8.6 in each
of the years 19&5 and 1966), it has risen again in 1g67 to 10 per cent,
i.e., to what was the average rate of growttr of the 1g50s. In doing
this it has considerably surpassed what was planned for the year.
It is also to be noticed that for almost the ffrst tirne the indiustries
producing means of consumption (Gro'trp B) have done practically
as well as the industries producing rneans of production (Group A)per cent increase for the former and a little over 10 per cent for the
!latter.
(If everything goes according to plan in 1968, production of
consumers'goods should go ahead faster than that of capital goods).

THIS
*

Highlights ol thc Economic Retonn
AVING written previously about these econornic changes, I do
not want to repeat myself here. It must be sufficient to summ,arize
the main features of the reform as follows. Firstly, the multiplicity
of plan targets to which an industrial enterprise was previously subiect
Meunrcp Donn, world-renowned Marxist econornist, retired last year from his
as Xeader in
Fco-nomics at Cambridge University, He is regarded as a leading autlority on the Soviet economy; hG funs,tm, Economi.c DZoelopment Sinne
r9I7 appeared recendy in a revised paperback edition. professor Dobb's latest
work is Papers on Capitalism, Deoeloprnmt anil Planning.
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two (and two only): an overall total of marketed
output, expressed in value terms, and a maximum on its total uage
bill. All other details of its production plan are left for the enterp ise
itself to work out and decide, such as the detailed makeup of the
production total, the methods of production to be employed and
(within limits) its choice of inputs for the purpose.
Secondly, the main incentive to the enterprise and its personnel
to make a success of the job is to oonsist of an incentive fund geared
to the balance-sheet results of the enterprise over the year; this replacing all previous types of bonus payment, mostly geared to purely
quantitative fulffIlment of output targets. Thus, if an enterprise
manages to sell more by turning out designs and lines that consumers
want and like, or if it finds ways of producing more econornically
at lower cost, it will show a better balance-sheet, with a sulplus
of receipts over expenses of rvhich pnrt will go as payrnents into the
incentive fund. (The same applies to development funds which the
entelprise can use at its discretion for improving and enlarging production, and which are also ffnanced out of balance-sheet profits. )
Thi,rdly, certain new ffnancial arrangements are introduced at the
enterprise-level, designed to ensure that technical equipment in the
possession of the enterp ise is more responsibly and economically
looked after, to discourage the keeping of undue rescrve capacity,
whether of equipment or of stocks. These arranflements include a
new capital charge levied on industrial entelprises in proportion to
the size of their so-called "basic and tumover funds" (ffxed and
circulating capital); also provision for more of new investment (for
extension or renovation) to take the form of bank credit, for which
a charge will be made, instead of as free grants from the state budget.
Parallel with these changes has go re a readjustment and reform
of wholesale prices (the prices at which industrial enterprises get
paid for their output). Needless to say, such prices are crucial to
enterprise decisions and, industrial performance, since they afiect
both the receipts and the costs of output, and hence the balance-sheet
showing what is made frorn producing a given assortment of goods
by certain methods (i.e., with given inputs).
Looked at in the abstract, such changes as we have listed might
seem to be comparatively minor, difiering little in magnitude and
importance from the various administrative shifts and changes of
which one has heard or read during the past three decades.
To assume that this is so would be a serious mistake: what it
overlooks is that the changes in question involve, from their very
nature, crucial qualitative change in administrative and planning
has been replaced by
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rnethods. This has been variously described as a shift from direct to
indirect metlaods, or from administrative to "econornii' rnethods and
"levers." The rnore centralized is the system of planning and administration (in the sense of the amount of detail decided. at top levels
and stipulatedl in plans themselves or in planning directives ) the
greater dependence there must obviously be on instructions and orders
frorn above, passed down the chain of command until they reach

the level of the factory.
On the other hand, decisions taken at lower levels are always
taken within a centain economic frameuork, in the sense that they are
calculated ( and cornpared with other possible alternatives ) on the
basis of prices, costs, etc. Things like price policy, credit policy,
taxes, assume much greater importance in these circumstances.
Equivalently, planning uses them (price policy and the like) to
influence and steer the decisions being taken at these levels. There
is rnore flexibility in taking the latter, and to some extent greater
realism, because they are taken by those closer to the production
situation to which the decisions apply. But this does not mean that
they are quite "spontaneous" and uninfluenced by planning. Apart
from operating within a planned framework, as regards maim indica,
long-term targets, investment decisions and the like, such lower-level
decisions are continuously influenced indirectly by planning, but
by a neu set of instruments that were comp€rratively little used before.

Vanteil: Neut Ho,bits and, Personnl Qualities
T IS this change of kinil that gives the new changes their special
character and importance. It also creates some of the problems and
difficulties in carrying them through. The new system demands new
habits, experience, even personal qualities and cast of mind both
from adtninistrative 'higher-ups" and from plant managers. The latter
are required to show rnore initiative and independence in deciding
things for themselves, instead of being told. what to do..
When things don't seern to be going according to plan, administrators have to refrain frorn just giving orders, and must think again
about the situation and think up other ways and means of influencing
the situation. This explains, in p,art, why progress in operating the
new methods has often been slower than the advocates and designers
of the reforms had hoped and intended. Such complaints have been
Ioudest in countries like Czechostrovakia (to a less extent in Hungary)
where the reforms had been designed in a number of respects to go
further, if only because it was hoped thereby to make a clean break
with the old system of administrative o ders.
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Here it is that one has heard charges in recent months that the
economic reform has been held. up because it is too often operated by
the'bld hands," whq because they have been brought up in the old
system ffnd it easier just to "$ve orders," and pertr,aps at the back

CPSU, Septernber 27th, 1965) as "wholesale trade in individual types
of materials and equipment," creating "direct ties between producing
and consuming enterprises." This, he said, "should be more widely
developed in the sphere of material and technical supply": it was
"rre"eriary to shift gradually' to this system of trading or contractual
links. Logically this does seem to be a conselluence of the new system
of enterprise autonomy (on the basis of secalled l(hoztraschet, ot
economic accounting), if this autonorny is to be real and not merely
nominal. (If a plant or enterprise has rn'ore discretion about its outprt
pattern, and is to show initiative in pioneering new rnodels and designs,
it surely must have more discretion also in selecting its own supplies
and supply sources.)
But this involves a fairly radical break with the old system of
centralized supply allocations (the system whereby supplies of materials and components were allocatod by means of "funds" or "guotas"
to the various enterprises as a part of the plan-often with the suppliers
as well as the quantity to be supplied stipulated in the "quota" or
'permit"). This allocation systern, worked out at top levels, will need
to be modiffedl fairly drastically, if not actually scrapped, if "wholesale trade" links between enterprises are to play a genuine role. The
extent to which this has been done is, apparentl/, one of the ways
in which the economic reforrn and. i8 implementation have differed
in the case of difierent socialist countries. In the case of &e Soviet
Union the initial step in this direstion has been the setting uP in
various districts of depots or stores for surplus rnaterials and equip
ment to which enterprises with surplus stocks can send supplies
for disposal and at which other enteryrrises can "shop" for additional
supplies independently of planned allocation quotas. But this seems
only a ffrst step.
Another respect in which the extent of the change varies .as between socialist countries is the extent to which prices may also be
subject to contractual 'arrangement (in transactions between enterprises). In both Czechoslovakia and Hunga{I, while all important
Iines of supply of materials, equiprnent and consurners' good.s are
subiect to centrally-oontrolled price lists, there are certain categories
of things of which the prices are left free to be determined by contractual agreement or else are controlled by upper and lower "limits,"
between which variation is possible. In the Soviet Union the traditional system of centralized price ftxing by comprehensive price lists,
drawn up by state price-ffxing committees at either all-Union or
Republican level, remains (to the p,r'esent writer's }rrowledge) virtu-

of their minds oontinue to believe that this is really the only way of
getting things done satisfactorily. Whenoe apparently the personnel
changes witnessed in recent months in Czecrhoslovakia.
A rnore fundamental dlfficulty may be that continuing shortages
(for whatever reason) rnay limit the speed and extent to which ctrrange
can be introduced. Thus it would seem that in many cases in Soviet
heaoy indusby, where the now system has ,oorne into operation, other
indices than the two we mentioned (gross value market and total wage
bill) have continued to be set for the enterprise from above: for
examplg detailed stipulation about the "assortment" or makeup of
total output. This is frorn fear that, if enterprises are given latitude
about such matters, supplies may not be forthcorning in the required
quantiUes of certain key components and equipment (e.g., a particular type of machine-tool) on which production in other plants and
enterprises depend, so that producti,on lines elsewhere will be heltl
up and their output plans handicapped. This is probably no rrore
than a temporary and stopgap problern: in the long run it should be
met by enterprises making closer and direct contact with one another
on a contracfual basis, and making their needs known to one another
in this way. But in the transition from the otrd, system to the new it
may constituto a real problern as well as just a pretext for delay on
the part of the conservative minded who tend to cling to methods
that they already know.
Similarly with consurner goods: as long as there is any shortage
of these and insufficient reserves (and there ean be shortages, of
oourse, even when output is growing if demand expands faster),
special care rnust be taken to keep expansion of the total wage bill
(and hence demand) within the bounds of the planned expansion
of pr,oduction. Otherwise infationary pressure will result, of which
the familiar symptoms are shop shortages, insuficient range of choice
for oonsumens and even queues. It is petty certain that it is fear of
this (a fear that is by no means unreasonable) that is responsible in
the case of the Soviet reform for the retention of oontrol over total
wage disbursements by enterprises; whereas in some other socialist
countries the enterprises are being given greater freedom in this respect.
Connected with this is the slowness in going over to what Kosygin
spoke
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Market and, Plan Under Socialisru

T IS IN connection with this kind of innovation, which we have
been speaking of, that there has been talk of market relations-of
a "new type of market between socialist entelprises" and of the need
for a new-type "fusion,of market and plan." And it is in this oonnection that the appearance is timely and welcome of an English translation of a work by Ota Sik entitled Plan and Market Under Socialism."
Professor Sik has often been spoken of as a main architect of the
Czechoslovak eoonornic reform. As both Director of the Institute of
Economics of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences in Prague and
member of the Central Committee of the Party (now deputy
Premier), he has certainly played a very influential role in the econornic discussion and innovations of recent years. No Marxist wishing
to keep pace with new trends of thought in socialist countries can
afford to neglect it. The English edition, moreover, is not only clearly

and competently translated, but is unusually weII and pleasingl!
printed and produced.
The author starts by telling us that "the main ideas in this book
originated sorne time in 1957-1958-the period when the ffrst reorganization of planning and management in Czechoslovakia was being
prepared." Even at this time he was led "to recognize the fact that
the maturing socialist economy and the advanced social &vision of
labor, following on the industrially developed capitalist economy in
this country, would inevitably require a thorough-going use of socialist
market relationships." He speaks of "the over-simplified, mainly quantitative, approach to planning social production, an approach which
neglected questions of efficiency," prevailing at that time. Also "the
notion that planning under socialism must absolutely exclude any
influence of the market on production was still much too strongly
entrenched." He speaks of the old system as the "directive and administrative systern of management," that took "too little account of
the essential economic relationships" and sought to deal with negative
phenomena "by giving direct orders," instead of discovering and
removing the real causes. He wrote and p'ublished the present book
in Czech in 1964 to cornbat these notions. For the English edition it
has been revised and supplemented, together with a completely
new chapter on "Money under Socialisrn."
The work is largely theoretical in character, and starts with a
S*., Pl&n anil Marka und.er Soclali,sm (Trans.
Wheeler), Aca-rcta Publishing House of the Czechoslovak Academy ofEleanor
demia
Sciences, prague 1g67.
Arnerican edition published by International Arts- and Sciences piess. 382
pp., $12.00.
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criticism of some trafitional Marxist notions about the disappearance
of commodity prod,'uction under socialism; also a criticism of some
ideas of Stalin,-whq despite his having 'played a progressive role"
in opposing certain "sectarian ideas" on this subject, i5 sliticjzed' for
comm,odity relations with the existence of certain
-ownership (e.g.
"sro"iatirrg-socialist
collective farms)r in other words, with
forms of
cixcumstances external to socialist industry, rather than with the social
relations of production themselves under socialisrn. He also p,asses
in review contributions to recent discussion of Polish and Hungarian
economists.

This is followed by a useful and informative section (of over 50

pages) in which the eoonomic results and trends of the Czechoslovak
since 1948 are suryeyed, including those contradlictions and
""oro-y features that lay behind the "dificulties in growth (which)
negative
began to appear from 1960 onwards" and reached a climax in the
stagnation of 1962-63. Emphasis is here laid upon such tendencies as
the declining rate of increase of labor productivity since the early
1950s; tho "high and growing proportion of investments made in
heavy industy, especially in heavy extractive industries" (leading
to disproportions that required increased imports); in certain years
an actual dlecline of real wages (e.g. 1962-3). What is needed, he
thinks, is a change over from so-called "extensive development," the
possibilities for which are long since exhausted, to "intensive development," requiring technical innovation and increased effestiveness of
production and of use of resonrces. But he adds the warning: "the
old methods of rnanagement are so entrenched that it will not be
easy to overcome them deffnitively and to wipe them out frorn our
societ;r" (p. 9a).

Planning; Labor; Mcnerial and, Moral' lncentiaes
MANY wilI probably regard as the most interesting (and
TtrfHAT
YY least specialized) part of the book is one of the two middle
chapters, which deals ffrst with the necessity of planning under socialism, its general character and essential problems; secondly with the
nature of labor under socialism, which the author considers to be
the key to understanding the need for comm'odity relations under
socialism, the need to cornbine both material and rnoral incentives
and to do so in such a way .as to, fuse the sectional interest of the
individual working collective (the plan or enterprise) with the social
interest. In the forrner part he advances the view that "central
econornic plans should be expressly rnnttoeconomio plans giving direction only to the basic structure and most general propordors o[
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branches of production": in this way btrreaucracy, he thinks, can be
surmounted, and the initiative of the enterprise given full rein.

Regarding labor under socialism, Professor Sik holds that "the
of development of productive forces is characterized
primarily by mechanical and factory production where a relatively
great deal of manual labor must still be expend"ed; rnoreover, this
labor is more and more an appendage to the rnachine rather than
creative human labor" (the latter being characteristic only of the
higher stage of cornmunism). Hence it is inevitable that the motive
for labor in the mass shouldicontinue to be the obtaining of use-oalues
in consumpti,oru aortd from this follows the need for continued use
of material incentives, related to the results of productive labor
(individual and collective). Incidentally, he believes that incentive
payments should be related not to proffts made by an enterprise, but
to its so-called "gross income" (which includes the basic wage fund
as well as payments to the tsate).
Econornists will no doubt be interested in the chapter which
follows about soeialist price policy. Non-specialist readeri may ffnd
this rather technical. But it has interest in relating the requirements
of socialist pricing to Marx's categories of "value" and'price of
production'; and it points out that a centralized "administrative price
system" is a difficult problem, both technically and economically
when the number of separate prices (as is the case in Czechoslovakia)
amounts to one-and-a-half rnillion. Sorne decentralization is also
present level

needed here.
The boolc concludes

with an answer to "leftist" and Chinese complaints that "market relations arouse profft-seeking ,attitudes." These
are dismissed as 'lcornpletely speculative, abstraet statements that
preserve and reinforce the ideological dogmas tfrat arose in the Stalin
era of Marxist thinking and do immense harm to the actual develog
ment of socialist economics."
Whatever one rnay think of its speciffc emphasis, the appearance
of his work in Engtish is useful andimportani not only f#its corrtext in relation to the Czechoslovak reform and Czechoslovak thinking,
but because s,o few in this oountry are familiar with these discussions
and this type of rethinking that is going on in socialist countries.
Since Czechoslovakia is among the most industrially highly developed
sectors of the socialist camp, they may have sorne direct bearing on
our own problems in building socialism. At any rate, we need to
understand them if we are to have any insight into developments today
in the socialist sector of the world.
Courtesy Conunefi (London), May 4 anil 11, 1968
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GYORGY RONAY

The Statue
Soys

I

arn fed up usi,th standing in nW appointeil place,
with eaerE tire(l bi/rd,ligLting on nxA shouldnr,

roith etseryone roho gets dizzg chrtching mg mid.dle.
I loathe mg stately bearing, my noble smile makes me oomi.t,
and, I'm bored stondingforeoer a head, abooe the others.

I'd li,keP Get off this pedestal,
get deod, drunk in a bar, sit oacantly, blissfully in an arbor,
guzzle and sp'atier my spLendiil suit,loose the bdtons of my
You knou what

toaistcoat,

stop before another statue, piss on his feet raith a ioyful grin
and happ,ily roll in the mud,like a hog.
But ru.ddenly a pigean lands on my head
usith the ueight of allthe uear7 pigeons of the u:orld, on i,ts uings,
and I go on stand,ing on the pedestal. There's no usay off.
Translated by h-a EcoN
Courtesy The New Hungarian Quarteily

Gyoncr RoNev was born in Hungary in 1913, He has written many novels, essays
and Eanslated widely ft-om the_prose of Louis_Araggg, Q_artre, Turgenev, Virginia
Woolf and the poety of Michelangelo, Holderlin and Rilke.
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SOVIET NABBI

A

systems, difierent ideologies; but we must not come

Soviet Rabbi

Speaks

To American Jewry
_

We,are prinil3ged. to-present the full text of the aildress of Rabbiyehudn

Leib Leoin, Chief Rabbi of Moscow, at a meeting organized. bq the
Arnerican Courcil for ludaisrn, at Hwtter College, Nnw York Cl,tal lune
79, 7968. The tert is transl.a.ted, from the yiddish:

The Hunter Col,lzge- audience aas preDented from hearing the entire
ryeech by tha sha:rneful disturbance created by a small mirwily of representdioes of some adi,-Sooiet leuish groups uho attendeil the meeting
aith ilisruptiue ain$.
Elsewhere Rabbi. Leoin and Cantor Daoi Stiskin of the Lmingra.d,
Chnral Syna.gogue, uha accompanied him on his two-week tow of American
lewish comnunti^ties, haoe receioed, the toarmest utelconte from oarious
Orthod.ox and, other leuish groups anil from many inilioiilual rabbds, cl,ergymen and, others uho haoe expressed thair appreci.otion for his mission--of
peace and, friendship

to this cou,r*ry.

unto you, dear Brothers and Sisters.

I

bring you heartfelt

QHALOM
n
regards and brotherly wishes in the name of Soviet religio,us
J"*y. Although I dio not regard myself as a represen'tative of the
entire Soviet Jewry, I have been sent by the Jews of the Moscow

Choral Synagogue, and I think that the entire religious Jewry of the
Soviet Union is in agreement with it.
trt was hard for me to travel to you, because I have recently gone
through a difficult operation, but I came to you gladly because we
bring you a special message of peace-to promote friendly relations
between our brothers, but especially that peace rnay be effected
between our countries. You and I live in the two largest and stro:rgest
countries of the world and upon their relationship depends the general
peace of the whole world.
You and I ought to take all measures within our power to insure
that shalom prevails between our countries. And if you and I will contribute a certain effort to the general peace, for which the whole of
progressive humanity is struggling, it will mean that our mission will
have been accomplished and I shall feel great satisfaction; and my
jourrney will not have injured my health, for as our sages have said,
"The emissaries of a worthy commandlrnent are not to be injured."
(Pesaehim, B.)

Our respective countries are d,orninated by two different political
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to the conclusion

on account of tbis that there can be no Peace between our oountries.
As individuals of difierent opiniors and world conceptions may, and
actually do, live in a friendly manner among themselves, so also citizens of difierent systems and governments oould and shouldl live in
peace. I want to say that this thought is included in the Biblioal
passag", to the eflect that "God created man above the rest of tho
living creatures by giving him a tongue to speak in order that human
beings could get together on the subject of peace-those who are far
as well as those who are rlear."
War is the greatest misfortune in the world. Therefore in our
country, imrnediately following the October Revolution, Lenin issued
his decree, directed to all the peoples of the world, to conclude Peace
among themselves, saying that all peoples of all systems should and
must live in peace. Of all the misfortunes which come uPon the world
-elemental catastrophes such as storms, tounadoes, earthquakes,
floods and the various epidemics-the worst of all is war.
We older people are witness that the wars which took place between
Tsarist Russia and imperialist Germany, and espeaiully th" last war
with accursed fascism, which destroyed more than a hundred million
human beings and emptied thousands of cities of hundreds of million
of people-such wars bring the greatest loss of civilization, culture
ond the arts. Ihe whole world is in need of peace, and above all we
Jews are in need of peace.

In our long journey through history we have lived thmugh not
just one tragdy, but all the miseries and misfor,tunes of ancient
medieval and modern history mentioned in the Boolc of Lamentations and in the Prayers of Forgiveness (Slihot) that were created
at difierent times. All the horrible events which ]ews have lived
through at different times and in difierent countries-the Crusades,
au.to4o-f6, the Black Plague, inquisitions, pogroms-theso are as
nothing in comparison with the fearful genocide whioh was perpetrated on peoples in our own time, and especially against us !ews.

Such cruelty and crimes against humanity and also against Jews were
not known in the entire history of the world; and in the course of the
entire history of our people, which together formed rivers of blood
and tears, all these have not witnessed such a ffendish enemy of the
Jews as was Hitler. In memory of the 6,000,000 destroyed and sacriffced
Jews, our brothers and sisters, our fathers and rnothers and children,
we must all unite and raise our voice, shouting "Stopl" And then let
there be an end to wars, cold or hot, so that there be not a corner
in the world to tolerate conflicts leading to war.

@
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Our history is rich with the magniffcent heroism displayed by Jews
at different times, but the Prophet says that our strength is not in the
physical, but in the spiritual realm. Our problern now is to see that
fascism is completely eradicated; there should be no residue of it left
anywhere. In our country there is no semblance of fascism. Any
rnanifestations of fascism and anti-semitism are stringently punished
in our country. Fascism is so effectively uprooted that it can never
sprout again.
We ought to be very careful that fascism not return anywhere.
Unfortunately, the tears of the surviving orphans and widows, the
victims of fasoism, have not altogether dried; and in many countries
there are still to be found fascists, and they still occupy important
positions.

Dear Brothers and Sisters, rernember that as long as fascists exist
and wars occur in the world, and there is animosity among peoples
and countries, the danger still is very great that fascism will be resurrected. In our Torah it says, "Thou shalt surely eradicate tJre memory
of Amalek." An analogous incident oceurred in the days of King Saul,
whom the Talmudic sages classiffed as a righteous person. Saul was
the ffrst King who fought for the Jewish people and saved thero from
the Philistines who oontinually attacked them; but notwithstanding
his great kindness to the jewish people, he was removed from his
position by the Prophet Samuel and his crown was given to Kling
David, and only beoause he had permitted Agag, the King of the
Amalekites, to live. This remains as an exarnple in Jewish history as
to how potentially dangerous Judaeophobia can be.
Racism; fascism and wars are the greatest misfortunes of the
world. fn our country the ffrst decrees following the Revolution concerned peace and friendrship among the peoples.i{ll the difierent peoples who live in our land live among themselves in friendship and
do not engage in any discrimination. All false prophets in the vario'us
countries who spread derogatory information about the ]ews in the
narne of their respective governments and populations, build on false
prernises, their aim being to create strained relations among the governments.

In the last world war all the great nations took part in the victory
-America, England, France and the Soviet Union; but the worst
hardships fell to the lot of the Soviet Union. Apart frorn the fast that
our country suffered more than all the other countries and the victory
over fascism, following irnmediately after the great victory won in
Stalingrad that helped to destroy the fascists, that victory saved many
human beings who rernained in the concentration death carnps, and
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the remnant of ttrre Jewish people was spared in our country. AniI if
the remnant of the jewish people was saved in our land and in many
other countries, it is only thanks to the Soviet Union. This we must
remernber and never forget.
Sholem Asch, a writei who lived in your country, wrote in one of
his works: "We laughed at the Bolsheviks when they built -much
of their ffve-year programs while they were hungry and naked, but in
the end it turned out that the Soviet Union has helped the whole
of mankind get rid of the Fascist wildl beasts."

ND NOW, Ladies and Gentlemen, I want to speak of the position
and their aclrievements under the Soviet
Union. Now that the gates of knowledge, of art and teclurology, are

fl of the Jewish masses

opened to all, let us recall how our witnesses ilrad lived under the old
oider of the Tsars. I think that arnong you there are witnessos who
lived at that time in Russia. Sadr and bitter was the position of all
every
small people there. They were backward, they were behind.

in

education, and they had not participated in the
eco;omic life of the world. Now under the Soviet authority, they have
acquired education and have reached a high degree of attainrnent.
-Tsarist
Russia the position of the Jewish masses was worse than
In
any
other people. Among the limitations against us ]ews was
of
that
the prohibitiot ugtit it our living in the big cities in many Parts of
the country, outside of the section known as the '?ale of Settlement"
meaning plainly the Ghetto. This rneant that we were comPelled to
settle in the small town where there was no industry. We were forbidden to till the soil or acquire the right to participate in the economic life of the country. J*t were not permitted to work on railroads. The doors of government institutions were closed to them. In
the large factories and production plants Jews were not acceptedTo rnaintain existence we were forced to engage in srnall trade and
petty storekeeping, and so was developed a category of non-produciives, the "wi;d. p"rpl"," those who had no qualiftcations for work
but who lived on incidental earnings and led a life of semi-starvation.
They were idlers who drew their miser,able inoome from charity boxes,
and by begging frorn house to house. Perhaps there are in this hall
those who still remernber all these things, but if you have forgotten
you can still get acquainted wittrr them. They are memorializedln the
work of our Jewish classical authors, Mendele Mocher Selihorim,
Sholorn Aleichem, I. L. Perets, and others. Today if you would want
to ffnd Mendele, the "wind man," in the Soviet Union, you would not
ffnd him beoause in the Soviet Union today, instead of the

,"rp.&, for lack of
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Mendele ttrrere have grown up a wide number of doctors, engineers,
jurists, professors, academicians, and great writers-men with a universal reputation.
If in the older days the worker was not sure of his work, he had
to worry about his future. If he was a house servant he was afraid that
his boss miglrt dismiss him at will, or that the boss himself might go
bankrupt and he and lris family become subiect to starvation. lt was
as it is written in the Tora,h: "And you will be in fear day and night."
The great achievement in our country is that the worker and work
occrrpy-with us today a place of honor. Work is placed on a high
pedestal. Every person must work and everyone must derive liis
livelihood from personal labor, whether hand labor or spiritual labor.
No one has the right to exist at the expense of others. It says in the
Torah, "Thou shalt eat bread by the sweat of thy brow, but not by
th9 lweat of thy neighbor." The Talrnud says, "He who supports hims_elf by the labor of his handb is superior to the one who merely fears
God." In the Book of Psalms it is said, "If you support yourielf by
the work of your hands it will be well with thee." Many gieat
Jewisl
ffges (Tanain) were laborers: Rabbi Joshua ben Hananiah was a
blacksmith, labti Johanan Hasandler was a shoernaker, rnany of
our sages and philosophers were engaged in labor.
Our wise rnen coined the motto, "Love labor and hate domination." fn 9ur cgunby every person is judged by his work, physical
or spiritual, and by his usefulness to his countuy. For very substantial
and important work rnany have acquired the tiile "Hero of the soviet
IJnion," and among them are many Jews. In our country anti-semitism
i1--str_ olgll prohibited, something which carries severe punishment.
All the limitations which afiect the honor and the rights oi the Jewish
people have been dropped. The Jews have acquired the right to
worl to an education, to leisure. Ttre "wind peoplJ' have disaplLared.
Thgre- is enough work for everybody and a[l tlie doorr of laioiledge
a1d
the arts are open for our youth. This trras uncovered great talenlts
9f
previorrsly were hidden and lay dorrnant among the-vast nuuses
thigh
of
people. The Jews now occupy a pr<rminent place in science
-the
and techn_ology, in Iiterature and arti urd-*", like ail other peoples,
are contribuFs o* part to all branches of knowledge arrd, of the
economy' in building our socialist country. In the ffeld of science are
llany ]ews who are inventors and ,organizers. They may, and actually
do, occupy a_prominent place. Among the great learned jews, there are
also many who have earned the Lenin award and also tirose who have
received the Nobel Prize, and their names are linown not only in our
country but also abroad.
7Z
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OW I want to dwell upon the main question of judaisrn, which
rl\T\ is on the evening's agenda. Our religion and generally the whole

of tnaditional Judtaism is permeated with great ideals of humanism,
brotherhood, peace and love for hurnan beings. It is related tn tran-tat
.31" that one of the Romans appeared to the Nassi Hillel,
Sabbath
asking him to teach him the whole of the Torah while standing on
one foot. The Hillel answered that the whole of the Torah is included
fundamentally in the one injunction, "Love thy neighbor as thyself';
adding, however, the commentary, "Whatsoever is hateful unto thee,
that thou must not do unto another." Our relations with human beings
of different peoples, acoording to the Torah, is expressed in the passage, "There shall be one law for the native-born and for ttrre stranger
in the land." We ffnd many dicta that were issued in our country are
not only not against our Torah, but have m'any similarities with the
ethies and rnorals of our Torah. Many decrees which were issued in
the Soviet Union and which ffnd practice in life, have rnirrored the
great ideals for which the ffnest minds of humanity have striven at
different times.
fn our country there is no discrimination or racial distinction
among people. There is no differentiation between a skin that is black
and a skin that is white. All people are alike. That is exactly what our
sages have said: "Every man is beloved and precious because he was
created in the image of God."
In our country there is no differentiation whatsoever between important and unimportant peoples. They all have the right to independence. They all live in peace among themselves. The Jewish people
also receive in the Soviet land its rightrul place to live and to contribute to the advancement of our country and to the happiness of the
Jewish people as a whole.

Now I want to dwell upon our religion. At the beginning of the
October Revolution a decree was issued that religion is separated
frorn the govemment; that is, that the state does not take part in the
religious life of the religious communities. In our country there exist
difierent religions, and every person is assured of the right to meet his
requirements in accordance with the canons of his religion. We religious people utilize all the rights the government has given us. lhe
doors of our Mosoow Great Synagogug frorn the time of the Revolution to the present day, have been open to all worshipers and for all
visitors. Th3
-Crlt Synagogue in Moscow, during the Tsarist re$me,
on order of the Governor General, was closed from 18gl to 1g06] but
after the October Revolution the Synagogue was opened and has
remained open, and prayers are conducted there throughout the day,
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the Talmud is studied there, and the Mishnah, the Shulchan Aruch,
and the Humooh. There is available a slaughterhouse for poultry, a
ritual bath, and those who perform circurncisions. The Comrnunity
Council provides jews with matzoh, not only for N4oscow Jews but
also for Jews of other places.
But despite the fact that our government does not prevent religious
people from fulffIling their needts, we must confess that the number
of religious people grows increasingly smaller; the followers of religion are mostly elderly people who were brought up under the old
traditions, who remember still the Torah which they studied in their
youth, This is merely fulfflling the observation that a generation comes
and a generation goes, day after day. The younger generation in our
oountry is bnought up atheistically, has a passive attitude toward
religion, and has not the slightest rnental picture of our religio'us
literature which was created in the course of thousands of years. They
occupy themselves with literature and information which in the main
are opposed to religion. It is permissible to preach a religious sermon
in the Syragogue; but it is also permitted to propagandize the
atheistic knowledge which attracts youth.
For a long time after the Revolution there were in existence Jewish
schools in the cities with large ]ewish populations. But the parents
of the ohitrdren simply did not send their children to the schools;
therefore the schools have lost their existence. The number of pupils
grew small and the schools were closed.
In the year 1956, by consent of the government, we opened a
Yeshiva in Moscow, in which we haye hoped to educate rabbis,
slaughterers, performers of ciroumcision and of many other religious
services of which our religious comrnunities are in need,
In the early years there were sorne students who had once studied
in the Yeshivas and thus received the necessary information required
to ffll religious needs. So ne of tfrem have gradtuate from the Yeshivas
and are fflling the positions of rabbis, shohatirn, mohali,rn. and scroll
writers. As time passed the number of such studEnts grew smaller and
srnaller, and that is quite understandable.
In our country all the doors of the higher and middle schools are
open for all peoples and also for the children of our people. Education
is free. The pupils also receive stipends and everyone is in a position
to reach the special position for which he aims ancl for which he is
capable, so to secure his existence in life. It is therefore very difficult
to meet arnong the young those who will refrain from qualifying for
a lifegiving career and devote themselves entirely to spirituality.
In the old days, when religion was strong and, there were those

ready to sacriffce themselves for the Torah, many wanted to occupy
religious positions. Todan when the rationalistic education has spread
throughout the whole world and the bulk of youth is saturated with
atheism, especially in our country which is dominated by a rnaterialist
system, the youth have cornpletely rernoved themselves from Judaism
so that students for the Yeshiva are very dificult to ffnd.
Every father has the right to teach his children Yiddtsh; no one
prevents him frorn doing so. However, very few who teach them
Yiddish are to be found. On holidays the synagogues are fiIled, but
on weekdays and even on the Sabbath only a small percentage visits
the schul (synagogue), outside of Moscow. Regretfully, we must stress
the point that religion is growing progressively weaker. In the history
of our people we ffnd other such mornents, especially in Europe,
when through the infl.uence of education strong assimilation tendencies developed, but afterwards a new epoch in Judaism started.
The Prophet Isaiah said, "They shall not depart from Thy mouth and
the mouth of Thy children," and these holy words of our Prophet
rmrst be fulfflled.
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HAVE presented a short picture of our life in our Soviet Union
with details and color, in order to efiect friendly, brotherly relations between us in our countries. [The reference is to a ftlm shown at
the meeting about services at the Moscow Synagogue, with worshipers
dancing in the streets before it in celebrration of Simchas Torah.]
The rnain thing is to avoid false, hearsay information which will strain
our relationship. I indicated before the need for peace, especially
arnong us Jews. From this standpoint we are against the wars that
are taking place currently in different parts of the world. We rabbis
are far ftom politics. Our authority is the Torah in which it is said,
"That her ways are the ways of pleasantness andl all her paths lead
to peace." Upon us rabbis the mission is laid to increase peace;
"scholars are to increase peace in the world." We must, as King
David said, "Seek peace and pursue it, and when you seek and pursue
the thing, you find it."
The holy Prophets pictured that a time will come when universal
peace will reign in the world and they will break their swords into
plowshares, and men will cease to conduct wars and "when people will
not lift the sword against another" trecause all peoples will live in
peace. As we say in our Rosh-Hashanah services, "And all of them
will make one union and do Thy will with perfect heart." We hope
that peace wfll at last rule in the whole world and between our countries and peace by upon Israel.

rf
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MARTIN IIA.LL

The GDR's
Socialist Constitution
NE HUND,RED and fifty years after the birth of Germany's greatv ost social philosopher, Karl Mary the people of the German Dernocratic Republic in a free and secret plebiscite adopted the ffrst
socialist constitution on German soil.
This event has deep historical signiftcance. Fbr [n Gerrnany the
bourgeois revolution in 1848 and the proletarian revolution in 1918
remained unffnished. This inherent political wealmess led to the collapse of the Weirnar Republic and the advent of Hitler, which would
have been impossible hadlthere been the kind of democratic tradition
developed during the nineteenth century in some West European
countries.
In 1945 he nightrnare of the Third Reich collapsed. Utterly defeated by the anti-fascist alliance, Germany lay in ruins. In what was
then the occupation zone of West Germany ,r:nder the rule of the
United States, Britain and France, Western imperialism decided to
split the nation and to form the Federal Republic of Germany. In an
inevitable resp(mse to this act the Soviet Tnne of occupation was

transformed into the German Democratic Republic. Its ffrst'constitution in 1949 formed the basis for the gradual development of a sooialist state. This development has proceeded since that time in the
GDR, while at the same time West Germany has developed on the
basis of monopoly capitalism.
Millions of U.S. dollars were invested under the Marshall Plan
to rnake the Federal Republic of Germany an advance post of the
NATO Alliance against the Soviet Union and her socialist allies in
Easteno Europe, and in particular against the GDR. The CoId War
strategy of the West immediately started to use former Nazis for this
pu{pose, not only in the Bundeswehr but in the whole Administration
andl in the judiciary. The Potsdam Agreement among the Allies, providing for denaziffcation, dbmilitarization and decartelization, was

l*.^

Her-r, German-born US citizen, is a veteran of the anti-Nazi underground moverneot. Ho has lectured widely at universities and forums, and
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systematically broken by the Western Powers. West Germany's industries became the best and most modern in Western Europe. Her
armed forces developed into the very backbone of NATO. Her foreign
policy became one of revanchisrn and aggression. Today the Chanceltror of the Bonn Government is Herr Kiesinger, who up to the very
end of the Hitler regime acted as liaison between Ribbentrop's Foreign Office and Goebbels'Propaganda Ministry; its President is Herr
Luebke, a man who supervised the oonstruction of concentration
camps for the Nazis.

fhe Cpn's history since 1949 has been the exact opposite. The
GDR received the smaller, poorer part of Germany. While West
Germany had the rich and highly developed industrial region of the
Rhineland, the Rulr and the Saar, plus the richest farmland in Germany in Schleswig-Holstein and her two big ports (Hamburg and
Bremen), the GDR had only the chemical industry of the Leuna
Works, sorne soft coal mining and the textile industry of Saxony. She
had lost rich farmland in Pornerania and parts of Prussia and the mining industry of Silesia to the Soviet Union and Poland respectively.
Instead of being subsidized by her former enomies, as was West Germany, she had to carry a heavy burden of economic reparations in the
years immediately after the war. She was in the front line of the cold
war, with West Berlin a center for sabotage and espionage deep within

her own territory.
Yet with all these handicaps, the GDR by hard work and iron discipline achieved something far closer to an "eoonomic miracld' than
West Germany with its subsidized territory. The GDR has in many
respects the highest living standards among the socialist countries.
She has built an improved chemical indusky and an entirely new steel
industry, the latter by creating a new method of using soft coal for
making steel. Rostock has becorne one of the largest ports in Europe.
In the process of rebuilding the devastated cities, the socialist sector
of the GDR economy has become predominant in the cities and towns,
and in agriculture as well. National income has steadily increased,
as has productivity and the quality of manufactured goods.
IS against this background that we must appraise the new socialist
fT
I constitution adopted in April. It is the constitution of a peaceful

state, which in contrast to West Germany has eradicated Nazism
within its bolders and has recognized the Oder-Neisse Line as its
permanent Eastern border. It has no intention of gi"g up its socialist
character and its social achievements, which would be the con<Iition
for uniffcation,as far as Bonn is concerned.
ll
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Underlining the new and, difierent character of this constitution,

Article

I

begins:
The German Democratic Republic is a socialist state of the German

nation. It is the political organization of the working people in town
and countryside who are jointly implementing socialism under the
leadership of the working class and its Marxist-Leninist Party.
Exploitation of man by man is "forever abolistred," and the socialist
principle "from each according to his ability, to each sgc,olding to his
work' is embodied in the document. The "National Frong't which
combines various political parties and social organizations, represents
the alliance of all the f,orces of the people. The dominant Socialist
Unity Party, formed by joint decision of the Communists and the Social Democrats, is only one of several parties. Again and again the
statement emphasizes that all political power is exercised through
democratically elected representatives and that "at no tirne and undir
no circumstances can any but the organs embofied in the constitution
exercise political power." At least in this part of Germany the lessons
of fascism have been learned.
In its relations to other countries the constitution states that the
GDR has eradicated German militarism and Nazism and follows a
policy_of peace, socialisrn and international understanding. Friendship
with the Soviet union and the otler socialist countries -on the basis
of socialist internationalism is stressed together with support for the
struggle of all nations for independence, equal rights ;nd mutual
respect.

As in the constitutions of other socialist countries, any type of war
propaganda, incitement to hatred of race, creed or nationality are
crimes punishable under the law.
on the difficult question of relations between the two Gerrnan states
the constitution calls for "normal relations and cooperation . . . on the
basis of equality . . . and for the step-by-step rapprochement . . . up
to the time of their *niffcation based on democracy and sociarism."
The socialist character of the constitution becomes even clearer in
tle ry1gd gfapte_r dealing with the econornic basis. The economy of
the GDR is "based on the socialist ownership of the means of production." Its purpose is "strengthening of the socialist order, the constantly
better satisfaction of the material and cultural needs of the citizeni,
the development of their personality and their socialist relations in
society."
The p.lanned GDR econorny combines central planning and direction in the main aspects of economic development wit[ individual
responsibility of the socialist producers of goods and of the local or7B
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gans of the state. Socialist ProPerty can be state-owne'd property,
collective property of cooperatives, or property of social organizations

of citizens.

Personal property and the right to inherit is protected. A series of
articles deaf with the use of the land, consewation of resources and
proper use of developments in science and research. Of particular
interest is the formulation regarding cultural problerns:
The socialist national culture is one of the bases of socialist society. The
GDR protects and advances a socialist culture which serves peace, humanism
and tlie socialist community of man. It ffghts imperialist anti-culture which
serves psychological warfare and the degradation of man' Socialist society
promot6s'a rich" cultural life for the worliing people, cultivates all humanist
i,alues of tho national culfural heritage and-of world culture, and develops
a socialist national eulfure as a cornmon cause of the entire people'

A large part of the constitution deals with the rights and duties of
citizens. Participation in the direction of social development, protection of the dignity and freedorn of the individual are listed ffrst. Equal
rights for all regardless of race, creed, sex or nationality are guaranteed.
At the age of eighteen every citizen has the right to vote and to be
elected to local representative bodies. At 21 he or she can be elected
,to the "People's Chamber," the national Parliament.
Every citizen is obliged to serve in the defense forces of his country
"in accordance with the law." There is, incidentally, a provision for
alternative service for conscientious objectors in the GDR. The right
to work and to education is spelled out in detail. Ten-year school attendance is obligatory. Admission to institutions o{ higher learning
depends on intelligence, performance and interest. There is no tuition
at universities. Stipends are granted according to need.
On freedom of speech, assembly, press, radio and television tfre
constitution reads as foltrows:
Every citizen has the right, in accordance with the p,rinciples of the constitution, to express his opinion freely and publicly. This right is not limited
by arry servicd o,r employi:qent relati6nship.'. . . ft""do* o'f the press, radio
and t6levision is guaranteed, , . . All citizens have the right t9 assemble peacefully, within the framework of the principles and aims of the constitution,

What the phrase "within the framework of the prineip;les and aims

of the constitution' rnay mean in any particular
difficult to predict.

case is,

of

course,

The right to an annual paid vacation, to free medical care and to
protection from eviction frorn one's horne is oonsidered important
enough to be incorporated in the constitution.
The rights and duties of the trade unions are described in great
detail. Unions are independerrt, they negotiate agreernents regarding
79
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wages and working conditions, and administer the whole system of
social security. There is no mention of the right to strike.

,THE political structure outlined in the constitution

has two salient
Firs! this is a parliamentary democracy. In fac!
the dependence of all political organs of the state onthe elected ?eople's Chamber" goes farther than in the parliamentary democracies

I

characteristics.

of the West. Secondly, there is no division of executive, legislative and
iudicial p,owers. All power emanates from the People's Chamber and
all state officials on the highest level are elected by andl responsible
to the Chamber, which also has the right to recall thom.
The Peoplds Chamber is the highest organ of state power. It is
the only constitutional and law-making body and its powers cannot be
abridged. The Chamber consists of 500 members, chosen every four
years by direct election. It votes on the enactment of laws, btrt also
has responsibility for the observance of these laws. It elects the Chairman and the rnembers of the State Council, a collective body entrusted
with the functions usually discharged in other countries by the head
of state. The Chairman of the State Council submits to the Chamber
the narne of the Chairman of the Council of Ministers or Prime Minister, who in turn is charged with forrning a cabinet. He and the rnembers of the cabinet are responsible to the Chamber.
The Chamber also elects the President of the Supreme Court and
the Attorney-General. The latter works under the Minister of Justice.
The Chamber ratiffes and abrogates state treaties. It can order a
pleb,iscite.

While Chamber members have the right to dismiss any state functionary, even the Chairman of the Council of State, the Frime Minister
or the President of the Supreme Court, they themselves may be recalled at any time by their constituents if they "grossly in{ringe their
duties." All members of the Chamber are obligated to hold regular
consultation hours for their constituents. They must listen to complaints and forward them to the appropriate offices. Complaints and
inquiries by citizens must be answered \rithin a prescribed time limit.
Reflecting to so ne degree the changes in the Soviet Union after
the death of Stalin, the chapter dealing with socialist legality and
administration of the law readsr
Socialist society, the political power of the working people, the system of
state and iustice, are the basic guarantee of observante and enforcement of
the constitutio,n in the spirit of justice, equality, fraternity and humanism.
Society and state guarantee the rule of liw by inv6lving the citizens and
their organizations in the administration of justice and in thi social and state
conhol of observance of socialist law.
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GDR CONSTITUTION

A special paragraph recognizes "generally accep,ted norms o{ international law regarding the punishment of crimes against the peacg
c,rimes against humanity, and of war cfimes as directly valid for the
GDR." It adds, "Crimes of this sort have no statute of limitation." In
other words, such crimes can be punished no matter how long ago
they were oomm:itted.
No law can be made retroactive. If a person is arrested, he must be
brought before the judge within 24 hours. The judge must inform the
family of the arrested citizen within 24 hours after he has seen the
defendant. Every citizen has the right to defense counsel Setting up
special or extraordinary court is illegal.

HE history of the constitution throws light on the degee of involvement of the people in its coming into being.
On December 1, 1967, Walter Ulbricht, Chairrnan of the Council
of State, proposed in a speech to the People's Chamber the formation
of a commission to write a new, socialist constitution for the German
Democratic Republic.
After a detailed analysis of the changes making a new constitution
necessary, he declared:
Thus life and the development of our society ancl of our socialist state
order have grown far beyond the framework of the constitution of 1949. The
old framework has become too narow. . . . We have proved in the Gerrnan
Dernocratic Republic that a democratic road to socialism is possible in a
developed induitrial state. . We therefore need a new constitution which
does justice to the reality of today and to the plan for tornorrow,

The proposed cornmission was named by the Chamber. T1uee
months later a ffrst draft of the new constitution was ready, and was
submitted to the people for discussion.
Bleven million men and wornen participated" in these discussions
in some 750,000 rneetings. Sorne 12,454 proposals for changes were
made and later discussed by the commission: 118 changes were madb,
in the original text to incorporate the most important proposals.
The proposals accepted were substantive ones. For example, one
proposal ob1'ected that in the original text the Attorney General was
not responsible to the Peoplds Chamber. He was made responsible
in the ffnal text. Another proposal called for an explicit declaration
in favor of general disarmament as well as the statement supporting
a "stable peace." This was added. A Protestant minister felt that it
was not sufffcient to speak only of the heritage of national, i.e., German culture. The ffnal formulation spoke of the "humanist values of
the national cultural heritage and of that of world culture."
Perhaps rnost important: The eventual plebiscite was really secret
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and the number of No votes (409,733 voted No as against 11,536,803
Yes) gives this document added weight.
Thus the ffrst socialist constitution on German soil came into being.
BONIV'S NAZI.LIKE EIWERGENCY

LAVS

THE BUNDESTAG of the Federal Republic of Germany passed on May
30, by 884 to 100, the Emergency Laws, pushed through by the governing
coalition of Christian Democrats and Social Democrats. In contrast.to the
new socialist constitution adopted by the German Democratic Rcpublic,
these laws give the FRG Government the right practically to suspend the
constitution and institute a fascist military diaatorship. They are comparable to the enabling laws of the Weimar Repu,blic which paved Hitler's
way to power. Such laws were oondemned by the international tribunal
at Nuremberg. Th.y were approved by the United States, Britain and
France, the three occupying powers of West Germany, who made their
adoption the condition for relinquishing their own em.ergency controls.
The emergency laws contain measures abrogating vbtually all civil
rights of the people, They allo,w the Bonn govemment to transfer the
powers of parliament to a "special committee," to suspend all constitutional
guarantees of freedom of press, speech and association, to violate the
privacy of post and telephone, to cancel the right to strike. They empower
the government to use the army for pr:nitive actions against the population, to set up an auxiliary military police, to impose special taxes, to establish "emergency detention sites," (i.e., concentation camps), to introduce
compulsory labor corscription for women as well as men. They permit
the government to regulate production, to control and allocate raw materials
and power resources, to turn over industrial enterprises to military production or close them down.
These emergency laws were passed despite unprecedented popular
opposition, demonstrations and strikes by the trade unions, farmers, and ail
progressive and peace forces within West Germany.
There were numerous protests by the government and people of the
German Dmocratic Rpublic. GDR Prime Minister Willi Stoph warned, in
a Ietter to Chancellor Kiesinger on May 14, that conffrmation of these laws
would sharpe,n and worsen the relations between the two German states.
Charging that they were part of preparations for war and the revision
of postwar frontiers, he declared: "Such legal provisions are a preparation
for tlle annexation of foreign territory. , , . Th"y are a breach of the antimilitarist and democratic principles of the Potsdam Agreement."
The Soviet Government has also issued repeated sharp warnings against
the emergency laws. In a TASS statement, May 29, the Sovief Go-vernment callod impending passage of the laws "a big undemocratic and
militaristic aotion spearheaded against peace in Europe," and warned:
"The- emergency laws pave the way to power for the most aggressive
circles of German militarism, who have already twice plunged the wbild into
the abyss of devastating wars. That is why the adoption of such laws is
by no means an internal matter of the Federal Republic of Germany. It
affects the interests of other European peoples, the interests of universal
Peace.
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VALERY AGRANOVSKY

Mikhail Pirogov,
Soviet Truck Driver
IS NOT all at once that I found Pirogov. First I had watched
fT
I trucks on a new bridge across the Volga connecting the two cities
Engels and Saratov. Though in winter the traffic is less heavy, no
less than three hundred vehicles passed by every hour, from Moscow,
Baku, Yerevan, Kishinev, and all kinds of places. In my pocket I
had a sheet of paper from my pad with all the characteristics of my
prototype. A,t the newspaper office we had calculated, using relevant
statistics, the "average driver" I was to ftnd. Age: 25 to 85; education:
through seventh grade; service record: no less than 5 years, etc.
As might well be expected, in half an hour there was a traffic jam
and an hour later I realized that my method of finding statistical averages did not work. Next day I used a new method: in the office of
Viktor Khalaidfi, the head of one of the motor transport columns
of the Saratov Board, I rummaged in the files to choose the right
candidate for my feature. A man entered the room to sign some PaPers.
"Have a heart!" Khalaidzhi was saying. "Wh/, each of them is typical. I have five hundred drivers and each of thern is typicall Take this
onel" and he pointed at the man who had entered the roorn.
Though I had not checked any statistics on Pirogov, I agreed. Later
found
that he was 35, class 1 driver, had worked for 19 years, had
I
finished seven-year school, his tanker truck covered 85,000 kilometers
in 1966, etc. Well, that suited me fine. So Pirogov was destined to be
featured in the present profile about the driver of today.
To tell you frankly, we had not thought that a feature about the
driver should open the new newspaper column. What occuPation
should we take first? We believed that the most numerous occupational group was composed of salesmen, or teachers, or lathe operators,

V**r Acne.Novsrv, a lawyer by training, worked for five years €Is a barrister
in a Soviet court. Switching to journalism and a special interest in youtfu he
has written mrmerous articles in the past decade, and is presently a roving
correspondent for Kotxomolskaya Proada, the newspaper of the Young Communist
League.
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but certainly not driversl However, statistics exploded our delusion. Ac'
cording to the latest census, in 1959 there were about 1,000,000 lathe
operators, 1,200,000 salesmen, a Iittle more than 2,000 'teachers and
-guess how many drivers?-3,17 4,l98l

Morning, Day, Eaening
Pirogov wakes at 6 a.m., leaves at 7, gets to the garage of

MIKHAIL
rvr
his transport agency in twenty minutes, and at B he is "on line,"
as his

log duly registers.

Pirogov puts an old blanket on the seat, pulls down his peaked cap
(he never parts with it even in winter) and starts off without any
farewell honking or any other fuss. The same is done by other drivers,
and those of them who are to work in a team patiently wait outside
for their dawdling comrades. Then begins what Pirogov calls "Operation Turnabouts." First his tanker runs to the oil depot, gets its fill of
gasoline, and runs to an oil-fueling station to deliver the gasoline. Then
she runs back to the depot and then to another station, and so it goes
all day long. His routes take him all over the city, and sometimes beyond. Some trips are five kilometers long, others exceed fifty, and as
Pirogov puts it, "If things run smoothly, there is no time to have a
bite." Finally, he unwraps his lunch: a bread and sausage or a pair of

meat cakes or fried fish. His lunch is prepared either by the "old
woman," his wife Maria, or the "lcid," his daughter Nina.
Pirogov comes home between B and 9 because it takes time to hand
in the log, prepare the truck for the next day and have a shower. The
children will be in bed by that time, and Sunday Vitka will say, imitating his mother: "Dad, when are you going to live with us like a
human being?"

THE LAST five years the motor transport column has received a
rfN hundred new trucks while the remaining four hundred are pretty
old, including very old trucks, and the driver who makes a long haul
on such a truck always runs the risk of having the clutch or something
go out of commission somewhere midway and waiting for the column's
only emergency repair truck to come to his rescue. However, the
"wrecker" comes only in "real emergencies," and whether the accident
is a "real emergency" is determined accordin$ to the driver's skill:
'TVhose tanx"s clutch is out of order? Pirogov's? He'lI fix it!" Having
heard this verdict, Pirogov would be mad at ffrst but then would
think better of it: the "wrecker" cant get all of them out of trouble,
and surely there is no way out but ffxing the clutch himself unless he
wants to drop the tanker somewhere and clear out'
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The real problem is not only renewal of the motor transport stock,
also the s"pfily of spares. Give a good driver enough sPares and he
will make iny old jalopy run like a truck just off productionline. But
try and find a spare a*le or even a springl Why not? Mikhail Pirogov
believes that the production and supply of spare parts are planned
all wrong. Without taking into account the quality of roads_ or the
actual wJar and tear of automobiles. It is planned "by science" lagging
behind practice. Take the Iife of the dump's chassis. Three yegl,,they
say. Now suppose a dump is serving a brick worls. A crane would-bang
down three or four tons of bricks at once. In eight months the chassis
will be all smashed, though according to the "standard rates" you can'

not expect any sPare parts for it so soon.
Trucking offers another problem: a family orre. If a driver gets
home only in tt e morning because his truck broke down somewhere
far awan- there will be a fuss-his wife, especially a young -wife, will
be suspicious and will even make inquiries to check on her husband's
story. there are few women drivers in our country: only 22,000, and
tiherefore, "driving is alien to the woman's heart."
Mrs. Pirogova seems to be used to her lot. Yet she told me bitterly: "I doft like one thing about it: the children seem to be not
Mil<Irail's and mine, but mine only, they see so little of their father."
It should be borne in mind that Maria is also working-as a crane oPerator.
Grodes and.

Kinits

,TIHE reader probably knows that cabbies once rvere divided into
I numerous lroopr,'"dra;,,nanr" "smarties," "roadsters," etc' The

relations between these groups were quite complex.
There is a remote analogy between the cabbies of old and the
drivers of today. Alter all, drivers first competed with cabbies, then
ousted them and actually took over the iob.
Evidently, they took over some psychological traits too-. Especially
so since the horse-and the engine stand for the same symbol with them.
So drivers also have grades and kinds. Take, for exagple, the drivers of the same motor transport column. Five hundred persons seem
to be of the same kindl .truckers. But take a closer look. There are "riders,,, drivers who run a truck till it wears down completely and then
quit and get a job elsewhere: "I am not a repairmanl" There..are few
tn6y are thoroughly disliked. There are "georgies," though
"iid"rr"
"ia
perhaps they ar'e called diffirently elsewhere-the young drivers who
irave pst received their licenses. The "old timers" (the average 199 of
driveis is 85 to 40 years) say that the "georgies" are "pr*d of their
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"compression," though every sucker should know that "comfression',
is a stroke in the engine. The "georgies," for their part, bettve that
the 'bld timers" ar-e s':# and arrogant. But finally they hit it ofi.
There are also "sausages," the drivers serving shops. Then the
"plodders," driving dumps, tanks, eight wheeleri, etc. As pirogov
puts it, "the respect is the same for all, but there is precedence;,, Eich
driver chooses the type of truck he will drive according to his temperament. The divisions are especially marked when a driver gets into
trouble on the road. If a dump gets stalled, another ilump going by
will not be sorry to give him two bolts from his own ."ppiy. U"iif i
heavy is in trouble, the attitude will be somewhat difieri"t.

In 1926 there were 18,000 drivers in the country. In forty years
the-figure has multiplied 176 times. No other occupation has rho*,
such a rate of growth. There are 6.8 times more physicians, 18 times
more lathe operators, 23 times more research workers and 10 times
morewriters. 'Perhaps, because there are so many of us,,' said pirogov,
"we don't stick together like we used to."
The drivers of all grades and classes are at one when the discussion furns on poor roads, wrong rates, "impudent passers-by,', ..malicious" automobile inspectors and traffic controllers, and a[o motorcycles and bikes which all drivers call "semi-products."
Concerru
ASKED Mikhail what was his attitude to his chiefs. He answered
in hir characteristic style: "d-flection but not quite." I wanted him to
decode the expression and finally found out that pirogov "liked and
respected" his present chiefs because recently they had been working
'without pressures on drivers but trying to explain everything and t5
act in the_spirit of the new economic reform"" Now, why ',noi quitd,?
Because there are cases when the managers try to save "not by their
creative work but at the expense of drivers."
Here is an example: some time ago it became clear that tlle number
of tankers was insufficient. The way out was to increase the average
city speed. Let the drivers turn about more quicHy and they will meet
the demand. However, the roads did not becorne better, there are no
more underground passes, the street tighting was just as it was, and no
miraculous wings were rigged up on tankers to enable them to fly.
In other words, the speed of tankers was the same. The net result:
the_management met the target at the same costs, but it was a saving
at the expense of the drivers' wages.

rT
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science," "were taught too rnuch" and are "too big for their breeches,',
but they will readily go to the warehouse to ferch two kilograms of

"Now we proposed something difierent," said Pirogov a"nd I realized that I was facing not just a driver but also a responsible citizen.
"We proposed: nurnber one-to increase the cross section of the pipe
through which oil gets into the tankers. Second: to do away with the
weighing of filled tankers: every tanker has a rated tank, so what's the
point of weighing it and cheating the driver of thirty to forty minutes?
Third, the approaches to filling stations must be improved. Then every
tanker will do several hauls more per shift, and the plan will be met.
And not at the expense of the drivers, mind you, but owing to a greater
common efiort. I am saying this to you as a member of the workshop
comrnittee," Pirogov concluded. I may add that when I arrived in Saratov, the weighing of tankers had been done away with in compliance
with the drivers' proposals.
The trucker is "head over heels in such matters," according to Pirogov. Let me add that in these matters the drivers cooperate very
effectively, as a rule, with the engineers of motor transport agencies.
This suggests that social differences are of no importance when cornmon occupational interests are concerned. A significant fact deserving
close attention.

The Family Builget

qUNDAY I called on the Pirogovs. They introduced me to their bud- g"t, Mikhail supplied the initial data: he makes 130 rubles a month,
his wife 60, the total 190, minus taxes 170, which makes 2,045 a year.
Should we begin with the expenses on food? No. Pirogov suggested
another budgeting system. "Let's add up all other expenses in the past
year, and the remainder will be food," he said. I realized that this was
their principle of spending: if they wanted to save, they saved on
food, and this is why they had a refrigerator, a TV set, a radio, carpets
on the walls, etc.
What did the Pirogovs buy in 1966?

it costs more but it
A carpet: 90 rubles. A coat for
rubles. Clothes for the childrerr:

A "Rubin" TV set: we put down

150 rubles;

was bought under an instalment plan.

his wife and a suit for himself: 150
60 rubles. A set of four chairs: 24 rubles. Other erpensesP 140 rubles
for the upkeep of Vitka at a kindergarten, then the annual rent including gas, electricity, heating and everything else: 130 rubles. Then Mikhail's daughter Nina studies at a music school-playing the violin*
which costs another 140 rubles. For the cinema and other recreational
needs Pirogov sets aside 100 rubles ayear. Then, despite a certain opposition frorn his wife, he added another 156 rubles to this sum for
Sunday driuks, three rubles per Sunday. Mrs. Pirogov was shocked as
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total: 156, and Pirogov did not seem to have ever
expected that this simple Sunday item would add up to such an
impressive total. We added up all the above expenses and got 1,140
rubles. That left 900 rubles for food, or 75 a month, 2.50 a day for a
she saw this grand

set to a washing machine tucked away under a bed, and a radio on
a wardrobe. Outside we saw Chechnev's pet, his brand-new motorcycle with a sidecar.

family of four persons!
"Well, this seems too little," Pirogov agreed and suddenly suggested: "Let's strike out the calpet and the Sunday vodkasl That'll give

Clients utd, Driaers

us another 250 rubles."
I refused to cross out the sum and grew somewhat suspicious. The
fact is that I was just a chance guest and yet the hostess *eated us to
a tasty cabbage soup with meat and the second dish was roast beef. I
asked Mikhail bluntly whether he or his wife had any side earnings.
It was not likely that they saved on food. Neither Pirogov, nor his
handsome wife, still less the children, showed it. True, Mrs. Pirogov
told me that they bought potatoes and vegetables in the countryside

for a year ahead: they had a cellar in the yard. "After all Mikhail
a trucker and that should be of some use to

is

usl" Still, perhaps they had

side earnings?

"All right, this is off the record," said Pirogov, his iron hand vetoing my jottings in the pad. "My average pay is not 180 rubles but 170
a month."
"What was the point of pulling my leg?" I wanted to say. Indeed,
the next day I received at the garage an official certificate on the
drivers' wages and the figure 174 showed against the name "Pirogov."
He was not embarrassed. "You wanted to use me for a typical description of all drivers. Now, there are fellows who make less. So either you
take another driver for your feature or cross out that carpet and Sunday vodkast"

Instead I shall give some official data. Among the 97 drivers employed in the same unit with Pirogov the wages are distributed as
follows: 44 persons earn 150 rubles a month or less (out of these only
6 drivers make less than L00 rubles), and 53 persons earn more than
150 (out of them 19 make more than 200 rubles a month).
The problem lies rather elsewhere: housing. Pirogov has a 20square-meter room and believes that he has "normal conditions." MiIJrail took me for a tour visiting his comrades and I realized that the
housing problem had by no means been solved. As a rule, transport
agencies are not engaged in their own house building and it is difffcult for drivers to ioin a building cooperative. The worst impression
was made by the driver Chechnev's six-square-meter room (Chechnev
has two children and his wife is expecting a child). The roorn was
crammed up with all sorts of things from a refrigerator and a TV
BB

rnIIE truckers are convinced that working seven hours a day will
r only get them a standard pay-rate: B0 rubles a month. A ffrstclass or second-class driver does not think this is enough: "A healthy
man worth his salt and having a skill rating must earn more."
Now, what do the trucker's earnings depend on? First of all, on the
state of his truck. The problem is linked with the managers' permanent
complaint of the "fluidity of manpower." Where do those who quit
go and where do new drivers come from? The secret is no secret at
all; the "fuctuating personnel" consists of the same drivers who go
from garage to garage in search of higher wages. However, they move
in a vicious circle, and they have no one but themselves to blame.
Novices will never be entrusted with a new or good truck: they have
ffrst to show their work to get it. Now, a driver cannot make much
driri"g a poor truck. He quits. At a new agency the pattern is the
same. And so the driver starts "rolling" among personnel departments.
Now a driver who keeps his job will then get a decent truck and, stay
put. Here is a fact: out of the three thousand drivers employed by
Saratov's motor transport agencies, 2,300 had service records exceeding
ffve years. It is the other 700 that provide the "fuidity of personnel."
Then the trucket's pay depends on the clients, and in particular
the clients' good or poor organization of work. Pirogov expressed it in
this way: "The client must be 1rclite and he must understand life."
Let us consider the ffrst half of this formula. By "politeness" Pirogov
means that the driver must bring over his tnrck strictly on schedule,
and the client must load or unload it promptly, without idle time. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. For example, the 116th motor
transport column carries bricks for a brick works. Now, stoppages are
frequent at the works but there is no stock of ffnished products because
there is no proper warehouse (incidentally, it was the truckers who
ffrst brought up the subject of building a warehouse at the works).
Second, loading and unloading are organizedvery poorly: either there
is no crane or the crane is out of order or there are no crane operators
or they step out for a smoke or whatnot. As a result, trucks spend much
time in queues, or have idle runs ( the truckers call them "pleasure
runs"). Some motor transport agencies have gone to the length of
payrng bonuses to their clients out of their own funds for efiective
loading and unloading. Such bonuses look like bribes, but they pay89
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certainly more than ffnes: the thing is that a client pays a ffne out of
the state funds, while "bonuses" are charged to his own account.
By "understand life" Pirogov meant illegitimate additions to the
invoice. "There is a good fellow," says a driver to his client. "It is
through your fault that I suffer losses. It will cost you nothing to add
to my invoice a couple of extra hours of work or a couple of extra
rides." Legally, the client should do nothing of the kind, but in practice he does not always resist the temptation to oblige.
^depend
-we
This is what the iruckers' wages
discount their
on, if
own ability, skill and time. The truckers do not mention these factors
because they take them for granted and they indeed work very hard.
One day Mikhail told his wife: "You want me to come home
early? I will, but I'Il make less. Make your choice!" His wife did not
answer, but since then she has never made a fuss because of his being
late. In the middle of every month Pirogov figures out his prospective
pay. If it is less than the sum on which he has counted, he makes extra
trips, takes on a trailer, or asks for Sunday work.
Actually, he drives three trucks at once, so to speak. One: his

truck. Two: the trailer. Three: overtime. This is pretty hard, but

Pirogov's skill makes it possible. He must take special care of the
engine, or the shaft will crack. But it paysl For both the driver and
the state: twice as much cargo per driver and truck.
As for overtime, this is, of course, wrong. The driver is supposed to
rvork 178 hours a month, and the trade union local should see that the
limit is not exceeded: overtime is strictly forbiddenl A driver may work
as much as he wants to every day, but once he has topped the limit,
he may go on leave! But drivers do not want to go on leave.
Viktor Khalaidzhi, in charge of the motor transport column, franHy
described himself as sitting on a powder keg with two fuses: ono in
the hands of his superiors and the other in the hands of the drivers.
Khalaidzhi has done what is being done by all motor transport agencies: his "system" is an open secret. He has signed an official instruction forbidding any overtime-and has continued to permit pay for
overtime. No matter how many rides the driver- makes-ffve or ffftyhe will be paid accordingly.
Class

ol work

OR eleven years Mikhail Pirogov was a third-class driver. By the
close of this period he received second-class designation andr in
three years the first-class.
How does he benefft by this?
The "straight class cash," as he calls the money ob,tained directly
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for his class, amounts to 20 rubles a month. However, this is not the
only advantage.
First of all, Pirogov handles his truck excellently. Frorn outside
his old tanker does not look like anything special. But sitting next to
him in his cab, one immediately appreciates the elegant ease of his
driving when without any efiort or switching gear he runs upgrade.
"How do you manage it?" you ask. He would just smile: "Don't you
lnow that necessity is the mother of invention?"
Pirogov's tanker is aZ\I*I:€/.. However, he uses a ZIL-130 carburetor. He has also reconstructed the rear axle, using a rnotor-bus gear, as
a result of which the tanker has lost some of its speed (no loss at all,
considering the poor quality of the roads) but has gained in power.
"Modernization," sad Pirogov.
That is what his skill does for him.
Ultimately, this "modernization" will also raise his earnings, not
directly but through work over and above the plan, not to mention
the fact that the driver achieves "great peace of mind and high spirits,"
as Pirogov expressed it. What with the present-day state of equipment
and the shortage of spare parts, drivers like Mikhail Pirogov are simply indispensable fot motor transport agencies. Viktor Khalaidzhi told
me that [e *"s ferreting out experienced drivers, and in his personnel
department they were immediately invited to take the best seat in the
room, and the personnel executive would go to the door to block their
retreat if necessary.
Out of the 97 drivers of Pirogov's unit 52 are first-class drivers and
80 are second-class driversl
Prospectc

TIELL, what can the ffrst-class driver expect after he has won the
W n ri class? Does the ffrst class open iurther prospects for promotion? No. Rather the ffrst class is the point of destination: "Stop
here, we've arrivedl"
However, this does not depress Pirogov. In general drivers are not
ambitious about formal promotion, This is, perhaps, because their
occupation is a "take-and-keep-it job," as Pirogov deffned it: onco
a p"ison is a driver, a driver he will be, no matter how well or hard
he works. If he is appointed the column's mechanic'or the head of

a unit, he leaves his cab, for he is no longer a driver: just like in
sports there are no "playing coaches." The driver's ambition is peJuliar. The most pleasant thing for him is to have the reputation of an
ace, a crack driver. There are many first-class drivers but crack drivers

are

few. A week before I

came

to Saratov, Mikhail had learned the

9t
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trick of braking without letting up on the gas: this preserves tho
power of the engine so that the engine needn't pick up revs after
the braking. Some tricks are still unknown to Pirogov, long a ffrstclass driver. Can hg for example, avoid skidding under any circumstances by making skillful use of the road? In reply Pirogov would
only sigh.
Unfortunately, the passing-on of skill and experience does not hold
a place of honor, though drivers take a genuine interest in their trade.
This year Milfiail enrolled in the eighth year of an evening school.
When I asked him who had suggested this, he answered: "Life hadl"
Then we decoded his answer, and isolated three reasons which had impelled Pirogov to tum his life 'lnto a real nightmare," as he called the
resumption of his education.
Reason number one. Pirogov is now thirty-ftve. He has to work
another 25 years before his pension age. Is it possible that he will
drive a truck for another 25 years in addition to the years ho has been
driving it? It is possible but not highly probable. An accident or
failing health, and there you are. "Ours is a tricky job," said Pirogov.
"I mean you can't depend on it, it may let you down any moment. I
must learn another trade just in case. Here is Lyoshka Yeffmw: he
got asthma and is working now as the columrt's mechanic. Why?
Because he's learned the jobl"
Reason number two. No matter how "decent" the seven'year
schooling is for a driver, it may land him in difficulties. For example,
ton-kilometers prove to be not iust tons multiplied by kilometers;
there is some additional factor there that must be calculated. Without
complete secondary education a driver cannot properly invoice the fuel,
or study complex equipmen! or, last but not least understand how he
works, whether he works well and what his work means to society.
In other words, education is in line with skill, v/ages and security.
Reason nurnber three. Mikhail's daughter Nina comes home from
music school, puts away her violin and faces her father, strict and
serious as befftting a father who is to hear about his daughter's progress
at a music school. "Well," says Mikhail very sedately, "what did you
do today?" "Solfeggio," answers Nina. Her father exchanges glances
with her mother, then coughs and changes the subject.
The questionnaire which I distributed among 90 drivers of Pirogov's unit contained this question: "Do you want to study?" To this
81 persons responded with 'Yes." To the question "Do you think
you will be able to study?" 64 persons responded with "No." Some
added "Too old," "Too late," or "Too many obstacles."
This is true enough. Drivers ffnd ig perhaps, harder than anyone
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else to take up the textbooks. A flat tire on the way to the garage and
the ffrst lesson is missed.

Obviously, the opinion of a driver's wife counts too' {t p""t"ot
Mrs. Pirogov has no objections against her husband's studies. "Let
him study," she says softly, "if he wishes to. I don't overburden my
Misha with cares." Brrt I wonder what she will say when her Misha
collects for the ftrst time less than he used to.
Anyway, despite the drivers' yearning to study, only seven Persons
out of the 97 drivers of Plrogov's unit are studying.
Psycholo$sts deffne the word "interest" as "active cognitive- orientatiof' ot ,t thu "most essential stimulus for acquiring a deep lrrowledge, extending the range of vision, raising cultural standards," etc.
I would not say that the drivers have a weaker urge for knowledge and culture than accountants or engineers, However, they have
rathe, limited possibilities for making "activd' their "cognitive orientation."
It is true that drivers are not depressed too much by this fact; they
believe that they are Inowledgeable people without carrying on their
formal education. They are indeed unique in this sense.
"I am a man on wheels," says Pirogov, and hence his amazing
knowledge of intemational and domestic affairs, all events at Saratov,
in the country or the world, in Moscow's Union of Film-Makers or the
local City Council. It should not be assumed that the main source of
information for Pirogov is "roadside gossip."
"Drivers do a lot of talking, as a matter of fact," he said, "but they
value printed matter too." He subscribes to three newspapers and
three magazines. There is hardly a single driver in the garage who
does not read newspapers and magazines.
Drivers are indeed storage batteries of public opinion. It is part
of their occupation to learn facts, compare them, "ro11 them ovet" as
they speak with other drivers and their clients, and work out their
own point of view from which they never budge.
"Don't tell me!" the driver will say, "I lrrow what I'm talking
aboutl"

YOU sing while driving?" I once asked Pirogov. "Well, I do
sometimes-on long hauls." "\il'hat songs?" "All kinds of
songs," he said with an air of ffnality.
His loyalty to his truck, to the road, to the trade is so deeply engrained that it is hard to get the driver to confess it.
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From Komsomolskaya Pravda, February 9,
Translntiort by Novosti Press Agency.
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ls on aleaf, in a cup,there for yow pleaxtre,

ToaN after toast, each more beautiful than the

But sudd,enly you will put dousn gour emptied glass,
Your eyes, gone blank, tmn from one to another,
And something yodoe taken for granted. is missing.
It rnight haoe been right next to gou!

ZUIJI.A

Eoerythi,ng that lif e is full of is gone now
And there you stand. u:ith gl.ass upliNted
To drink to nobody. For you are alone
And from your face the ol.d, fr.re is quenched.

The Drop
You are

ffiy years old today, my friend,
And. fu a.rDaA, Aet closer than eoer before
As the mind. flies. For fifty yea.rs old. too
Are the sun, the still-fresh grass on the mead.oro.

The shock, the grief-they uill exhaust you,
Consume you eo'en as they sober you.
And like the teardrop of a ni,ghtingale
A lh:e drop is at the bottont. of your glnss,

My pen and paper are fifty gears old also and as I
write, the fira
Bloros bri,ght again by the breathing of leaoes.

Yas, pulsing and, all aglont, this drop,

So are the once-young happiness, the sorrou),
Seasoned nou by the slnking raans.

put it most clearly. (Not
they
reputed, to be uise men):
for nothing are
greater
There are no
distances in the world,
Than the distances between hearts.
The Arabs

lm.rse

But if the gulf is uide behreen usAnd roho can doubt the fi,ndings of the Arabs?-

And since it is not easy to cross from. hea.rt to heart,
Then I malce my uaA to you oDer a bridge of poetry.

shall not come in secret. Nor shall I intrude,
Nor drioe taedges imto gorw home, your destiny;
Neither shall I bring gri,ef upon Aou,
Nor ooerturn uhat gou haoe built,

Oh,l

But when friend and foe alike are gathered,
Then like daybreak,like a first poenx, like a f olk tale,
shall

I

HonorP DisgraceP What atre these to mo?

am a drop, and tha place of a d.rop, you know,
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But f or you-nothing, no rnore the heady giNt;
And uith none of tha old sustenance, it fades,
Burns itself out and, chtrms you no longer.
What uas it? The resid,ue of your ou)n te&rs,
The grief you chose to hide from the world?
A thought, briefly rekindled uhen memories
R.eoerberated down old, corrid,orsP

Or usas it the timid gift once proffered you
Of an easily frightened looe, como to life again?
Or the self-renewing ache of a usoman's heart
That knows too uell the icy breatW

it nray haae been, that drop is lam now. Do not tortura yourself.
Bo on your guaril against thi's limpdd drink,
'l'lils burning drop, bereft of happiness.

W?mteaer

I

as

I

Translated by Brmreno KorrN with the editorial assistance of Josreu Bnncun

come

Elbouing aside the mark thm angulfs
Your regrets anil your raptures ali,ke.

I

Last.

7.r"r*

(Zulffa Israilova) was born in Tashkent in 1915. Her ffrst book ot poems
was published in 1932. She is editor of Wonen and Uzbekistan, a deputy to tJre
Suprime Soviet, and a mernber of the Central Committee of the Commlu"i"t fatty
of Uzbekistan. She was awarded the title of Peoplds Poet of Uzbekistan in 1965.
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Trade Unionists
Visit USSR
Follnwing is a report by an lnternational Longshare Workers' Union
delegation, ushich oMteil the Susiet Union as guests of the Soaiet Sea and
Riaer Workerc Union. The report i,s qccerptod, from the ILWU Dispatcher,
Mag 70, 7968.

OUR trip to the Soviet Union, we had royal treatment wherever
IJN
v we went-the red carpet was otrt for us-and we were well received throughout our tour.

We took trips by planes, bus, taxi boat-everything you can think
of. Even by hydroplane. The Sovie,t Union is moving toward tourisrn,
but as of today, they cannot handle the tourist industry well enough
because they don't have enough hotels.
We traveled from Moscow to Leningrad, from Leningrad to Odessa,
from Odessa to Yalta, and then back to Moscow through Volgograd.
We found that the IL\MU is well-Inown throughout the Soviet
Union. If they dont Inow the ILWU tell thern you belong to the
"H*ry Bridges union." Everybody knows H*ry Bridges and the

ILwu.
At each of the cities we visited we heard severe criticisms of
the American policy in Vietnam. In Moscow, the chairman of the

Central Corrnmittee of the Union of Sea and River Workers repeated
this criticism but immediately added that he was aware of the
ILWU's stated policy and therefore they were not critioizing us-

the delegation-very strongly.
While visiting a collective farm approximately 75 miles from
Odessa, the delegation established a warm and mernorable friendship
with the people of the small farm village.
As we ffnished enjoying an ab'undant and delicious lunctrr, the
oonversation shifted to the Vietnam war. The manager of the collective farrn very honestly pointed out to us the past plight of the
Russian people, the wars his people have been plagued with throughout their histor/, and how he had grown old. and disgusted with wars.
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The oldest mernber of o'ur delegation, Ralph Abel, who had celebrated his 61st birthday in Russia, was very much concerned and
warmly touched by the farm manager's conversation.
He told 'the rn'anager that he was a veteran also, and a grandfather, that he presently had a nephew ffghting in Vietnam, and
of his wish for international peace and good will. Watching these
two aging wise men as they talked of peace in the world was truly
a mernorable experience, as silent tears streamed down their faces.
And for those brief moments we witnessed the true ring of
brotherhood in man, some 75 miles outside Odessa on a warm fall
afternoon, on a collective farrn in Russia.
Mod,ern Port

ol Leningrd.

of our ffrst stops was at the port of Leningrad, We were shown
flNE
v arouncl the harbor by the harbor marr-ag;er, Alex Budanov and

his assistant in charge ,of mechanization, Oleg Fomchenko. Alexander
Omelchenko, the secretary of the Leningrad" Basin Committee of the
Sea and River Workers' Union, was also with us.
At the outset it was obvious that the Leningrad port was a rnodern
one in almost all respects. Our hosts were proud to point out that it
had just won the Lenin Order of the Soviet IJnion, which is the
highest award in the country, for good" port management and irnplementation of mechanization.
The use of machinery to ease the dock workers' Iabor and to
increase t}:e pace of loading, discharging and distribution of cargoes
is cornrnon in the port.
There is alnaost lM per cent use of shoreside cranes as opposed
to ships' gear, which is very seldom used. As each area of the port
is developed, cranes of a specialized nature will be used to handle
different types of cargo in different areas.
The use of containers has not been pursued as much as in the
west, mainly because the cargoes have to go to such diversffied regions
in tho country, and in quite small volume for each particular
commodity.

There is no such thing as a basic gang size. Gang sizes vary from

iob to job, depending upon the ship, cargo and available

shore

equipment. However, gang sizes usually average between seven and
ten men on the ship and on the dock.
Our delegation was shown the training facilities for the Leningrad
dockworkers. Instructors are provided by the union and by the port
authorities to tra:in new rnernbers and those who wish to upgrade

their skills.

w
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Hand in hand with training is the understanding of mechanization and what it will do for the industry and the individual. New
rnethods, ideas and rnachines are welcomed by everyone. Workers
do not fear the machine and mechanization.
Dockworkers in Leningrad seemed to know everything that is
happening in the port including plans for expansion, tonnage, and
production ftgures.
Later on we were shown around the port of Odessa, in the southern part of the country on the Black Sea. As in Leningrad, the port
was rnodernizing as fast as possible. Cranes were everyrffhere, with
capacities ranging from ffve to 50 tons.
There is an evident lack of storage and assembly areas. This is why
they frequently use multi-storied warehouses in Odessa. If it were
not for open decks at each story that couldr be reached with the
shoreside cranes, the efficiency for quick ciugo rnovement would be
drastically reduced. Space that could be used for cargo goods is taken
up by Iarge support pillars.
Canvas tarpaulins are used to cover cargo. We suggested that
perhaps heavy plastic tarps would be lighter, cheaper to replace and
easier to handle. The workers said they would consider our suggestion but in the mearrtime as they had just ordered and received new
canvas talpaulins they would have to use them.
Dock machinery was used almost werywhere, and we were told
the port was approxirnately B0 per cent mechanized, the same as in
Leningrad. Small containers are used for srnall quantities of general
cargo, which are usually shipped to the Mediterranean region.
We again stressed the advantages of containerization, but were
told there would have to be a major overhaul of ships, docks, warehouses, assembly areas, rail traffic and truck feets and new distribution
methods created for containerizatlon to be efiective on a large scale.
These problems are being considered but there are no deffnite
plans as yet.

The port facilities at Volgograd are used primarily fon serving
transient ships and the consolidation of cargoes for transit up and
down the river and to and frorn the railroad which parallels the
river at this city.
Volgograd was formerly Stalingrad and was the scene of almost
total devastation during World War II. It is now completely rebuilt.
It cannot be recognized from the ftlms the delegation saw of prewar
and wartime Stalingrad.
Everywhere safety classes were held and there were roorns where
safety literature was availab,le for the individual worker. We were
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told by a stevedore in Odessa that it was not uncommon for a gang
to stop work if they felt something was not safe. Posters and signs
stressing safety are all over.
Incentives and bonuses are o$ered to workers to complete safety
courses. In some categories one has to pass a safety test before being
given a iob.
One of the big sulprises on our trip was the successful method
the Russians used to create electric energy at the Volgograd dam.
The 23 ge.nerators produce more power than the Grand Coulee Dam.
Their production costs were considerably less than ours.
Trade Unions anil Lfufing Stanilarils

rfiHERE IS no such thing as poverty in the Soviet Union, at least
r not as we know it. There are, however, dilapidated houses in
small areas, but there are plans on the drawing board to erase the
problem.

in the Soviet Union we saw mass construction sites.
every city we were shown housing projects under construction.
But we were told there is still a big shortage and long waiting lists.
It is interesting to note how large a part the trade unions play
in the ffeld of housing. The unions work in ctrose association with
the governmen! and have considerable inf.uence in the administration, coordination and,allocation of funds for buitrding new homes.
The unions have committees which inspect new and old houses
to determine their fftness for union members.
Medical care, legal assistance and education are completely free
to all. Rent is extremely low, depending mainly on the size of the
apartment. It usually comes to four or ffve per cent of a family's
income, but in any case is never more than 10 per cent. Food is
reasonably priced, leaving clothes and cars as the only really higlr
priced cornmodities.
The Russians have some of the best medical facilities in the world.
In Leningrad, we visitedl the Seamen's Medical Station, where they
have 43 doctors, B0 nurses and a whole slew of orderlies.
They believe in control andl preventive medicine. They have
medical stations even on the beaches and in the rest homes and
vacation resorts.
The total membership of the Sea and River Workers' Union is
700,000, and this covers all workers in the maritime industry including
longshoremen, harbor personnel, warehousemen, pilots, sailors, truck
drivers, mechanics and many others. As a result of more duties and
responsibilities being handed to regional and local areas the problems
Everywhere

In
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have to be handled by union personnel, and so the unions now seeln
to have trernendous power in many diversiffed areas'
It was explained io the delegaiion that the unions alrnost ""tit"ry
controlled prlour, wages, healtli, and welfare Programs' They draft
many laws ivt i"t afiect the oonditions of the working peoPle'

workers seek little overtime. This is where most conflict arises between the unions and the administrations. Pressure is put on workers
near the end of the rnonth to work more overtime than is permitted
to reach their quotas or overffll their quotas. The union must be
alert to police this part of the labor laws.
There are no strikes in the Soviet Union, because the labor unions
have so much power. They don't feel they have to strike, beeause
they usually get thefu way through bargaining.
The labor contract in the maritime industry lasts one year. At
the beginning of each year all matters to be settled are presented by
the union and the adrninistration, with the largest number of demands
coming from the union.
The contract is checked at each port committee every three rnonths
to see that it is adhered to and also to present other demands from

.

union officials were very interested in the labor situation in

America and had considerabll knowledge ,of our rnovernesnt-as much
as, of even more than we did. The unions here subscribe to many
foreign union publications and books.
T"he structuie of the Sea and River Workers' Union has not changed
since our last delegation to Russia in 1959. The elections to union
ofice are by secret"ballot and competition it \l-"ry sharp on all levels.

Almost all of the officers are rank-and-ffle workers who have
advanced from tho job.
Union mernbership is not cornpulsory, although if an individual
does not wish to join- a union he is usually visited by_union officials
or other workers-and told the beneffts of joining. This practice is
highly successful as around 96 per cent of workers belong to a
rrrrior, and attendance at meetings averages 60 per cent' One important inducement to ioin is that union members are the
only recipie-nts of benefits gained through collective bargaining, There
is no dois checkoff in the Soviet Union. The worker generallv pays
his dues when he receives his pay check, and it cannot exceed one
cent of his PaY.
'perThe
committie that collects the dues is also the committee which
borruses and premiums.
out
pays
- 'Therethe
is now a minimum wage that covers almost all workers
in industrial unions, and is equivalent to about half of a good factory
worker's wage. Beyond this, it depends on the union concerned in
each region as to what they can nego'tiate.
So the pay for dockrvorkers in one Port may be slightly higher or
lower than- in another. There can be a basic wage that is higher
than the state provides frorn one union to another and one region
from another. the lrdividual worker can then also earn rnore than
urrion scale by personal performance and initiative. Wages for dock
workers are comparable to ,our own.
The Soviets believe that the dirtier the iob, the higher Pay you
should get. The miners get about the highest pay in the country.
AIso, agricultural workers are paid very well.
The law restricts the amount of overtirne that an employee rnay
work to 10 hours per rnonth, and" two consecutive days in a row.
From our discussions with longshoremen we found that the

each side.

If an issue cannot be settled. at the port committee level the
problem goes'to a higher committee of the union and administration
and is resolved there, usually in favor of the union.
There are grievance committees in each port beginning at the
dock level up to groups covering the whole port. An equal number
of representatives from both sides are present and if a grievance cannot
be settled by mutual agreement then the decision of the union is
binding on management. If the union has sided with management in
the case of the worker, the worker has the right to take his case
to court.
Poliae, Trafw, and People
LENINGRAD the policemen are conspicuous by their

rTNWe counted four in the entire city. There are also few policemen
absence.

in Moscow, however there were more there than in Leningrad.
Yalta displays a plentiful supply of what we refer to as highway
patrol or traffic cops. These police use the double passenger motorcycle and travel in pairs on the highways of the tourist-infested city,

{
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giving traffic citations every other mile.
This was an especially familiar sight to the delegates from
California.
The most interesting point about the Russian policemen is that
they carry no firearms. Th"y all carry the wooden nightsticks. We
are sure that crirnes are committed in Russia, but compared with
the United States, the number seems very low.
There is no cockffghting and gambling in Russia. You cannot even
go on the street and bum because the people are the police of the
101
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the street
goverffnent. You canlt even tlrow a cigarette !utt""
want to
you
heck
the
on
you-what
6*n*" the peo5ile wilt iump
tell
you.
they'Il
dirty up my street for,
Thj bt of the worner in the Soviet Union has changed very
dramatically since the 1917 Revolution. Today women are over 50
per cent oi th" labor force, 75 per cent of the physicians and over
6f po cent of the teachers. The rdlelegation witnessed wornen tying
steef on a construction iob, working on equal terms with their
male lnrbrers.
while traveling on a bus we were told that it was not necessary
to vacate your seat for ,a standing woman beoause of the equality
of the sexls. But we saw two young women get uP to offer their
seats to two older men.
The Russians seemed to be making an intensive effort to refrain
from asking extensive questions about the racial issues troubu"g
the United States. However, lrye were approached inclividually and
once as a group ,about the race issue, and our uniort's stand on civil
rights, but the questions were limited.
- As far as their own race relations are concerned, we were in a
tourist hotel bar in odessa having a drink when we heard a Russian
(speaking English) '1accuse" another man of being Japanese'When the ]apanese replied very ffrmly that he was a Russian
citizen, the ffrst man boldly asked him {or his paPefs. The Japanese
then said, "I am a Russian citizen. I will show you nothing."
He later explained that he was a Japanese from the northern ?art
of Sal<halin Island in the Paciffc, and he seemed very proud of his
Russian citizenship.

But they don'[ seem to have a race problem comparable to ours'
We talked to a group of African students who seemed about evenly
divided in their opinions of the Russian system.

As to religion, it is a very touchy subiect, and the man on the
street, when questioned about religion, becomes excited and angry.
They oontendJ that for the younger generation there is no belief
in life-af,ter death, nor in God. We were informed that only the
very old attend church.

A Proudl, Sensitiae People

IYIE
YY

FOUND the Russian

people to be very proud of

themselves

and very sensitive. We thought overly so, but we could understand they had much to be proud of. They had b_rought the country
from backwardness to a maior Power in the world in every respect
in a short span of time inclufing wartime.
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This beoomes really striking when we realize that in World War
during the 900 day siege of Leningrad by the Germans, one
million people died. They died of starvation, cold and disease. We
were taken up to the cemetery there and we watched from a hill
as people went in and out, putting flowers on the graves of the
war dead. Many carne out crying.
And everywhere we went, it was the same. About 85 per cent
of the city of Stalingrad was destroyed during the war, but they
have reb'uilt a beautiful city.
A total of 21 million Soviet people died during World War II.
All in all, the delegation was sholyn a well-rounded program
which we feel enabled us to get a complete picture of union life
in the USSR and of life for the average sitizen in all aspects of their
lives. As close as the two ideolo$es allowed we felt that life in
general in the Soviet Union would compare with our own in America.

II,

PLAN FULFILLMENT,7967
The following table summarizes the main indices of the Soviet economy,
and how they changed during 1967. Figures are taken from the annuil
report- of the USSR Central Statistical Administration. The ffrst ffgure is
the planned pergentgge growth of the item; the seeond gives the-actual
percentage growth of the item.
National income

Industrial output
Capital goo&
Consumer goods

Agricultural output
Fixed assets put into operation
Capital investrnents
Labor productivity
Proffts

Total wage bill
Public consumpHon funds
Real per capita income

Public services

6.6
7.8

l.o

6.7
10
10.2

6.6
o

I
I

:

7
8

b

t4
5.6

7

t6
7.4

I

l.l

D.D

6

L7.4

l8

Output of basic indushial goods during 1967 was as follows (the second
ffgures gives the percentage increase over 1966):

Eleckic power, billion kwh
Oil, million tons
Coal, million tons
Steel, million tons
Mineral fertilizers, million tons
Automobiles, tfrousan&
TV sets, millions
Washing machines, millions
Rofrigerators, millions
Textiles, million sq. m.

589

44

288
595

2S

t02.2

5.8
4.2
58.6

40.1
728,8
5.0
4.8
2.7

8,042

l0

0.5
0.5
0.5
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Soviet Aid
To Yietnam
IHE ORDER to begin mass bombings of the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam was given on February 7, 1966. American aircraft
raided populated areas in a number of provinces, beginning systematic
raids which were later extended to Hanoi and Haiphong, irrigation
structures, pagodas, schools, medical institutions, and settlernents,
all of which were far from having any military signiffcance. Phumi,
the center of the Republic's textile industry, was turned into a Vietnamese Coventry.
After one of its regular bombings of a populated area in the DRV,

the American military comrnand repol.tedr that the US airforce had
raided "another military target" in North Vieharn. But if in the beginning these raids were carried on with relative impunity, they were
later answered by increasingly hear.y anti-aircraft and rocket fire.
The stand adopted by the Soviet Union in the Vietnam conflict
was, primarily, prompted by its deep' conviction of the lawlessness of
the USA's military iniervention in Vietnam' The past decade has demonstrated the broad. pop'r.rlar opposition to the p'uppet regimes in the
country's South. It should have become clear to the Arnericans that
it would be imp,ossible to solve the problem by military action, let
alone intervention, a method which has long since discrefited itself.
The experience of France was also a graphic illustration of this. On
the other hand, there existed a ready recipe for a peacefirl settlernent:
the 1954 Geneva agreements which granted the Vietnamese people
the right to ffnd an independent solution for their problems on a
democratic foundation, free frorn outside interference. However, this
alternative evidently did not suit the United States, which feared
the loss of its influence in this economically and strategically important
part of Southeast Asia.
The Soviet Union's assistance to Democratic Vietnam thus constitutes a reply to the bombings and other hostile aqts of the United
States. However, it would be a mistake to believe that this help has
Vrcron Bor-snexov is a cornmentator on Moscow radio, and also on the staff of

tte
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Novosti Press Agency, through whose courtesy this article was received.
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an exclusively military nature. Back in 1955, the USSR and the DRV
signed an agreement on economic and technical assistance. The USSR
committecl itself to build 144 industrial projects in the DRV and to
help in the training of personnel for these enterprises. This agreement
has since been implemented.
Neither the USSR nor the DRV were to blame for the fact that
the new agreements signed last September (1967) laid particular
stress ,on military deliveries from the USSR. The American raids and
other military operations cornpelled the DRV to pay particular attention to the organization of an armed rebuff to US interference. Under
the new agreements, the Soviet Union comrnitted itself to supply
the DRV, free of charge, planes, anti-aircraft and rocket armaments,
artillery and small arms, as well as ammunition and other military material. The agreernents also provide for the delivery to the DRV of
cornplete plants and sets of equipment, means of transportation, oil
products, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, foodstuffs, fertilizers, medicines, and other needed supplies.
Hailing these agreements Nhan Dan, the leading Hanoi paper,
wrote that they were proof of the "sincere, serious and valuable support and assistance the Soviet Government, Party and the Soviet
people extended to the Vietnamese people."
In mid-March of the currerrt year the Government of the Soviet
Union announced that it would increase its help to Democratic Vietnam by another 20 per cent. In the same month, the Soviet Union

and six other European socialist countries (Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Romania, the GDR and Bulgaria) p'ublished a declaration
on the increased threat to peace created by the extension of American
aggression in Vietnam. The declaration stressed that all necessary
assistance to the DRV would continue as long as it was needed for
the victorious repulsion of the US aggression. Volunteers were offered,
as had been done previously, if requested.

Ar S WE

have noted, military aid is only one ,of the ways of helping
Vietnam employed by the Soviet Union and the other countries
of the socialist community. The unanimity with which the Soviet people, irrespective of profession, age, education or religious views, have
censured the Pentagon's aggression in Vietnam has turned the move-

''

ment of solidarity with the people of Vietnam into a rnass-scale
popular undtertaking. It is a concrete manifestation of the thoughts
and feelings of people who have not forgotten the honors of the Second World War and the sacrifices made for the victory over Hitler's
Germany.
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the entire box-office take of a play staged by them. Royalties from
book publications, money collected frorn special evenings of poetry

Speaking at a meeting of solidarity with Vietnam held at Moscow
University, Marina Selitskaya, a scientiffc associate of one of the institutes attached ot the USSR Acaderny of Sciences, saidr "Today, nobody
can be at ease, no matter how quiet things may be at lrome, and however brightly the sun may shine. The pain of vietnam is also our pain,

and music have been handed over to the fund by such prorninent Soviet

writers and poets as Konstantin Simonov, Stepan Shchipachev
Sergey Vassiliev, Yevgeny Yevhrshenko, composer Vano Muradeli

the pain of.women all over the world. It is to them that I want to
appeal. The schools where Viehamese children are studying are in
flames. The fames rnay spread to our schools and our children. we
still remember the Second World War when almost half of the planet
was afame. And today, a country which boasts of its democtacy,
science, culture, a country which is huge and wealthy is trying to
outdo the nazis. No nation can be free which oppresses another nation."
To show solidarity with Vietnam is an everyday occurrence in
the Soviet Union. One day, the workers of an industrial enterprise
decide to fulffl orders for Democratic vietnam ahead of schedule;
then the students of a whole city decide to work at construction
sites and contribute the money thus earned to the Vietnam aid fund;
another day there is a telegram from Far Eastern seamen who declare
that neither the American raids nor any provocative acts in Chinese
ports will stop thern from delivering cargoes to the port of Haiphong
even for a day,
The work of these seamen is far from safe. A year ago, Rybachuk,
machanic from the M.S. Twkestom, was killed and several of his fellowcrewmen were seriously wounded during an American raid on the
port of Kampha. Huge red flags bearing th9 _hammel and sickle
imblem have now been painted on the sides of soviet ships heading
for the ports of the DRV, since US officia1 representatives have time
and again justiffed hostile acts by their aircraft by referring to difficulties in discerning the nationality of the vessel in question.
Another ship, the M.S. Rasdolnoye, arrived at the Haiphong port
toward the end of April, bringing to Vietnam foodstuffs and industrial cargoes, as well as 10,000 parcels containing a million rubles'
worth of tUay Day gifts. This was the second "solidarity ship" whose
cargo was purchased with funds collected by various Soviet public

and many others.
USSR gives all-round support to the efforts of the DRV GovTHE
r- ernment directed at reaching a political solution of the Vietnam
prroblem. It supported the declaration of the Republic regarding its

to discuss with the USA the problem of the unconditional
stopping of American bombings to be able to begin talla. The USSR
Government is of the opinion that this declaration indicates an effectivo
road towards a discontinuance of the Vietnarn war and a political
settlement of the problem in the interests of the Vietnamese people
and the restoration of normal conditions in Southeast Asia.
readiness

(Since the abooe a.rticle roas receiaed, a new USSR-DRV militarE
and. econami.c aid, agreement uas sdgnod. See

y^ge I.l0),

LION AND LADIB YOTB TOGETHER
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y., June t9-Lord Caradon, Britain's chief delegate, read today in the Security Council a poem he said was inspired by
Soviet support for the ,heaty to halt the spread of nuclear weapons.
The poem was dedicated to Vassily V. Kuznetsov, fust deputy foreign

minister of the Soviet Union, who heided his country's delogition
Security Council. It said:

in tfie

When prospects are da.rk and Tnpes are ilhn

We know tlwt ae must send for him.
When stmms and. ternpests fill the sky
Bring on Kuznetsoo is the cryl

He comes l,ike a dooe from the Comtnunist ark
And, kght appears uhere all usas ilark.
His coming quickly turns tho tide,
The propaganda floods subside.

organizations.

Contributions to the Vietnam aid fund started by the Soviet
Peace Comrnittee keep streaming from all parts of the country.
Special bank account No. 700L2, opened for this pupose, has acquired great popularity. For example, the workers of the Volgograd
Tractor Works have already deposited 5,700 rubles in it from their
own earnings; actors of the Moscow Art Theater have deposited

Ard, naus th"A he has changeil the useather
Lion and, lnmb can oote together.
Goil bless the lh$sian d,elegationI uaiae consecutiae trmtslation.

N,Y.

Times, June 2Q 1968
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Problems of W.ar and Peace
Vietnam

-

US-USSR Relations

Gro*yko Address

.

-

WORD uttered by
IIVERY
u

-

nl6u-proliferation Treaty

$6vie1 Disarmament Proposal

Fresident Johnson

in condemnation

of

the violence that struck rdown Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
Senator Robert F. Kennedy can be applied with even greater force
to his own policies in Vietnam. In naming a panel to seek the causes
of these killings, he declared: "We cannot sanction the appeal to violence-no rnatter what its cause, no matter what the grievance frorn
which it springs."
Physician, heal thyselfl The panel need look no further than the
violent US aggression against the Vietnam people and the violent
assaults here at home against the lives and freedom of Black
Americans.
US.USSR Relatians and,

V

iekuam

ILITARY defeats in Vietnam, worldwide opposition to the war, and
pressures from the American people compelled the President's
abdication and overtures to Hanoi to open talks, now dragging on
through their third month. Restriction of the bombing to the part of
North Vietnam below the 19th Parallel has in fact meant an intensiffcation of bombing in an only slightly smaller area, with constant reports
of the heaviest strikes of the war taking place. Vietnamese people in
both North and South are perishing in great numbers under US
assaults, and several periods since the beginning of the talks have
seen the heaviest US casualties of the entire war.
The talks can molre forward only if all US bombing and other acts
of war against the Democratic Reptrblic of Vietnam are stopped. It
was to achieve this first step that Hanoi agreed to enter upon negotiations. Dave Dellinger, chairman of the National Mobilization Cornmittee to End the War in Vietnam, charges that so far "the peace
talks have been used by the US Government as a sedative for
American public opinion," in announcing a national campaign to expose
the US blocking of serious discussions in Paris.
It is of the utmost urgency that new pressures be mounted to end
all the bombing, all the killing and destruction, and to bring about
108

withdrawal of atl US and allied troops, leaving the Vietnamese people
free to determine their own affairs.
Recent developrnents in American-soviet relations must be seen
against the background of the present world situation in which US
*ilitary aggression eonstitutes the greatest threat to the peace and
freedom of the peoples of the world.
Soviet leaders, while expressing the conviction that American-Soviet cooperation is essential in the long run in the interests of world
peace, hive repeatedly ernphasized that there can be no fully normal
relations as long as the United States continues its present aggression.
There is no inconsistency between this position and recent events.
The Soviet Government announced its long-delayed ratification of the
US-USSR consular convention only after the Washington-Hanoi agreement on holding the Paris talks, as a signal that prospects for peace in
Vieham would also open the way for improved Soviet-American relations. Future improvements in relations will depend on the outcorne
in Paris.
The signing by over sixty nations of the nuclear-non-proliferation
treaty, made possible by US-USSR agreernent, and the Soviet consent
to enter into talks with the USA on the curbing of ofiensive and defensive missiles, go far beyond Arnerican-Soviet relations. These are
rneasures which can only act as a brake on the growth of US military
might and serve as safeguards against US aggression and new world
war.

NEW cultural exchange agreement, the sixth since 1958, was
signed in Moscow by the United States and the Soviet Union on
July 15. The previous agreement expired at the end of 1967, and the
delay in reaching a new one and certain curtailments in the new one
are attributed to Soviet opposition to the US war in Vietnam.
Annual exchanges of university students have been cut to 30 from
the former 40 by each country. Exchanges of professors for research
have been reduced from 15 to 10. The new agreement calls for the
exchange of three major performing arts groups instead of ftve as in
the earlier agreement.
The new agreement provides for exchanges of motion pictures,
books, ioumals and radio and television programs, and for a continua-

nA

tion of the distribution of the journals Amerika in the Soviet Union and
Soaiet Life in the United States.
Scientiffc and technical exchanges are broad,ened somewhat. The
new program includes exchanges in weather control, treatment of industrial waste water, air pollution, studies of solar eclipses, and exL09
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in the ffeld of agriculture and medicine. While leading Soviet
doctors have opposed heart transplants pending accurmrlation of
greater lorowledge and skill, the agre_ement provides for exchange of
delegations of doctors to study progress in transplanting of human
changes

organs.

in the ffeld of

peaceful uses of atomic
energy was taken up in parallel negotiations after a two-years lapse.
July 15 also saw the inauguration, after a decade of talks, of the
fust direct airline service between the Soviet Union and the United
States, by Aeroflot, the Soviet airline, and Pan American World Air-

A program of

exchanges

ways.

That these moves signify no "softness" in the Soviet attitude toward
US imperialist policies, was made clear by CPSU General Secretary,
Leonid Brezhnev, at a Soviet-Hungarian friendship meeting in the
Kremlin on July 3. Denouncing US policies of violence and terror, he

declared that "monopolist Arnerica is decaying and degenerating."
He charged that the United States was still seeking a military solution
and delaying talks on steps for peace in Vietnam, and affirmed that
"the Soviet Union will continue giving ffghting Vietnam all necessary
assistance in its struggle against American imperialism and for the
right of the Vietnamese people to build their life in the way they
choose."

On the following day, the Soviet Union announced conclusion of a
new military and economic agreement with North Vietnam, after a
ten-day discussion with a DRV delegation. Details of types of military
equipment were not announced as in last year's agreement, which
included sophisticated anti-aircraft andl rocket equipment as well as
aircraft, artillery, small arms etc. It was noted that the talks took
place several months earlier than previous years. This led to speculation that supplementary help was provided in view of possible curtailment of Chinese aid due to the latter's internal disorders, and the
recent blocking in the transport of both Chinese and Soviet military
aid to Hanoi for a protracted period due to sharp conflicts in South
China, as acknowledged by Premier Chou En-lai (Neu York Times,
July 10).

THE NON.PROLIFERATION TREATY

J. s.

NEW great step forward in easing the threat of thermonuclear
war was the signing of the non-proliferation treaty in three capitals, Washington, Moscow and London, on July t.
This tueaty cornmits nations not now possessing nuclear weapons,
not to produce them or acquire them in the future. It cornmits the
nuclear powers not to share these weapons with the non-nuclear na-

A
'r
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tions while at the same time obligating them to assist the latter in
gaining access to the full benefits of peaceful use of the atom. It
pledges the signatory nuclear powem to take further effective steps
toward the banning of nuclear weapons altogether and complete disarmament.
The Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons was approved
by an overwhelming maiority in the UN General Assembly, June 12,
1968, by a vote of 95 to 4. Those who voted "Nd' were 'Ianzania,
Zambia, Albania and Cuba. Among the 21 abstainers were France,

India, Brazil, Argentina and Spain.
France, having withdrawn from the 18-Nation Disarmament Committee, has so far refused to go along with the treaty. ,China has denounced it as an imperialist plot," along with the latest Soviet disarmament proposals. Chancellor Kurt Kiesinger of West Germany,
which has long sought to possess nuclear weapons, has arrogantly
demandled a US guarantee against nuclear attack by the Soviet Union
as a condition for signing the non-proliferation treaty.
No treaty in the history of international relations has received such
wide &scussion and support among the nations and the peoples of
the world. It is the result of numerous cornprehensive discussions in
the UN General Assembly, where representatives of about 100 nations
spoke in the decisive debate. First Deputy Foreign Minister Vassily
V. Kuznetsov Ied the ftnal discussion ,for the USSR. The treaty has
been under negotiation for three years in the l8-Nation Disarmament
Committee in Geneva. It has been supported by millions of people
throughout the world who want an end to the nuclear arms race.
The non-proliferation treaty was further strengthened by the action
of the Security Council on June 19 in passing a resolution subrnitted
by the USA, USSR and Great Britain safeguarding the security of nonnuclear nations. This resolution emphasizes that:
Aggression with the use of nuclear weapons or the threat of such aggression against a state not in possession of such weapons, would create a situation in which the Security Council, and especially the permanent members
possessing nuclear weapons, would have to act immediately in keeping with
their commitment to the UN Charter.

The resolution was accompanied by special statements of the
USA, USSR and Great Britain pledging support to any non-nuclear
signatory state that should be the victim of aggression or threat of
aggression by nuclear weapons.
President ]ohnson declared in a speech at the United Nations
after the passage of the treaty that it was "the most important international agreement in the ffeld of disarmament since the nuclear age
began."
111
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While seeking to take upon himself a large share of the credit for
the treaty, the record shows that in this as in all steps toward nuclear
disarmament the Soviet Union has taken the lead, and was at Particular pains to try to reach agreement with the United States on this
treaty because not the United States but world peace is the geatest
gainer. While in Washington there are people still pressing for the use
of nuclear arms in Vietnam, this treaty rnakes such escalation of the
war in Vietnam all but impossible.
Premier Alexey Kosygin, at the signing ceremony in Moscow, declared that along with the treaty banning nuclear weaPon tests in three
environments signed ffve years ago, and last year's treaty prohibiting
the use of outer space for military purposes, the non-proliferation
treaty constitutes a further practical step towards limiting the arms
race. Mr. Kosygin announced that the Soviet Government was at the
same time addressing a memorandum to all countries proposing a
program for ending the arms race and for disarmament and calling
for a world disarmament con-ference (see p. 116).
Along with the signing of the non-proliferation treaty, announcement was made of agreement between the United States and the
USSR to enter into talks on the question of mutual restriction and
subsequent reduction of strategic vehicles for delivery of nuclear
weapons, offensive and defensive, including anti-missile devices. Due
to the Soviet lJnion's progress in developing anti-missile defensive
systems, the US Administration has long sought to open talks on their
restriction, to save itself a costly prograrn in this ffeld, but has not
wished to include offensive weapons, in which it clairns superiority.
The USSR has insisted that offensive weapons must also be considered,
as an essential step toward endfng the threat of nuclear war, and the
United ,States finally had to agree to include ofiensive weapons as
the only way to secure Soviet agreement on talks.
GROMYKO REVIEWS SOYIET FOREIGN POLICY
A reoiew of the international situation and of
bg

Soaiet foreign poli,cy aas preal the session of the USSR

Sooi,et Forei,gn Mi,ni,rter Andrey Cromyko
Suprente Sooi,et lune 27, L968. A summrtry follous,

sonted,

On Disarmament
MAJOR part of Mr. Gromyko's address was devoted to the
T'tHE
t question of disarmament and ending the arms race, in Pursuanee,
he declared, of the policy of peace which began with the establishment
of the Soviet Government, November B, 1917, in reiteration of proposals for banning nuclear weapons and their use made repeatedly for
the past 22 years.
LLz

Mr. Gromyko's concrete disarmament proposals were embodied in
the July 1 Mernorandtrm of the Soviet Government to all nations, a
surnmary of which is appended. In making his plea for the liberation of
humanity from the terrible burden of armaments and the threat of
new world war, Gromyko stressed the terrible toll of human lives,
totallingin World War I the number of men killed in European wars
during the preceding thousand years, and over 50,000,000 lives in
World War II. He continued:
During the ffrst half of the 20th oenturv the arms race and wars have
swallowed up, as shown by statistics, 400 trillion dollars. It is dimcult even
to imagine what boons this money would bring the people if it were at the
disposal of_a society rid of exploitition of man 6y ma-" ,id of the domination
of monopoliest Perhaps only ilectronic machinei could enable us to see the

prospects which would open up before the people of the world, if the astronomical sums now spent on the arms race through the fault of the imperialist
powers, were used for raising the peoples' living standards, for advancing
culture, education and public [ealth. Human reason rebels at the fact that the genius of scientists, the knowledge
of engineers and production organizers, th"e skilled hands of workers, tf,e

talents of peoplo in the arts, and femendous material funds as well are still
being squandered on the production of weapons of destruction and annihilation. The people have rthe right to demand an end to this insanity.

On US trllilitarislra and, Aggression in Yietnam

|THE

SOVIET Foreign Minister, anLalyzing the relation of forces in
the present eventful stage of the revolutionary epoch in which we
are now living, concluded. that "the process of the collapse of the
world of exploitation and profit with its usual cornpanions-aggressive
wars, unbridledl arms race, suppression of the freedorn of the peoples
-is progressing in scope and depth."

r

Vietnam especially, said Gromyko, has shown that the forces of
national liberation are irresistible. In the cruel and brutal war waged
by the United States against a country with a small population and
econornic potential, the US Air Force has dropped on Vietnam more
bornbs than were dropped on Germany in World War II and has
now more than half a million interventionist troops in South Vietnam.
Yet as a result, he pointed o,ut, the will of the Vietnamese people to
drive out foreign invaders has becorne even stronger and worldwide
support for them has grown.
In the section of his speech dealing with relations with other countries, Mr. Grornyko stressed that Soviet-American relations are still
burdened by the aggresive US foreign policy and especially the war
in Vietnam. Referring to statements rnade by President Johnson in

with the Soviet
Union, he said that the Soviet Union has always been in favor of
Glassboro on the desirability of increased cooperation

r18
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with the United States, but that such relations would
only be possible "if the United States does not encroach on the
security and independence of other peoples." He went on: "Out
country has never struck and will never strike any deals with anyone
at the e{pense of the peoples, circumventing their interests. It de-

good: relations

pends on the United States Government to what extent available possibilities in Soviet-American relations can and will be used."

On the Miilille East
ROMYKO stressed the concern of the USSR for the relaxation of
tension and establishment of a lasting peace in the Middle East,
where, he charged, Israel is responsible for the continuing tensions, because its troops are continuing to ocoupy the captured Arab territories.
The Arab troops have accepted the UN Security Council resolution
of November 22, LW7, and have informed Mr. ]arring, the UN Secretary General's envoy, of their consent to implement it but Israel, he
said, with the backing of the United States, has refused to fulfil the
decision and withdraw its troops from occupied Arab territories, which
is the ffrst requirement for the solution of the problem. Mr. Gromyko
expressed the hope that all governments would cooperate toward a
speedy settlement of the situation in the Middle East.
(It should be noted that in the Soviet disarrnament program the
idea of limiting the arms race in the Middle East is supported. )

l'-t
U

European Security and, Vest Gerrnan Militarism

the concern of the USSR
and the Warsaw Pact countries over the threat to peace in Europe
arising from developrnents in Greece and the growth of militaristic
and neo-Nazi dangers in the Federal Republic of Germany.
He warned of the menacing growth of the Nazi forces in West
Germany, where the National Democratic Party now has representatives in seven out of the ten Landtags.
Despite its vaunted "new Eastern Policy," the FRG Government,
he said, continues to call for a return to the 1937 borders of the
German Reich and to revive the ominous demandl for "lebensraum."
Relations with the German Democratic Republic are still determined
by the bankrupt Hallstein doctrine of refusing to recognize the GDR s
existence and new tensions arise over the continued attempts to annex
West Berlin. Hypocritical proposals to the USSR for mutual renunciation of force can have no meaning in the light of Bonn s revanchist
policy of revising its borders. The USSR would welcome such negotiations, said Mr, Q:omyko, if the FRG would respect the postwar

SOVIET Foreign Minister
T*HE
r
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stressed

agreements and also recognize the existence

of the GDR as a

state.

He reaffirmed the proposals made at the Bucharest Warsaw
Trgaty meeting for a European conference on questions of security
and cooperation arnong European states.
Relati,ons

with the Chinese People's Republic

REVIEWING relations with other countries, Gromyko

-a

outlined

especially soviet efforts to develop and consolidate relations with

the young national states of Asia, Africa and Latin America, He
the continuous resolute support of the USSR to all national
liberation movements and for the end of all colonial oppression.
while there were both successes and setbacks in the liberation strugstressed

independence struggles of the new states, soviet poriciJs
gle-s 1n{
had helped in many instances, he said, in withstanding imperialist
pressures as they would continue to do.
Mr. Grornyko expressed conff.dence that soviet-chinese relations
would, eventually return to their normal channel. we quote in full his
in_the

remarks on this subject:
Frankly speaking, these relations ar" a

f"r cry from what rerations

between

two socialist countries and eve,n simply neighbors can and shourd be, Evervthing possibl: is_being done from dri side"to prevent deterioration of staie
relations with china. This year the soviet G&ernment presented concrete
proposals to the PRC_ Government on questions of tradg -of
loi"t utilization
of border rivers for ship_ping and some-other questions. But ireking remains
deaf to any initiative reflecting concern for the-present and future "of SovietChinese relations,

Following its anti-Soviet course, Mao Tse-tungt grotp is internationally
to aggravate matters further. I can mention the rude provocations
against the crews of.the Soviet tanker "Komsomolets Ukrainy" -in the port
of Vampu, the. diesel -ships- "Zagorsk' and_"Svirsk" in the port of Dainy.
The."e plorro"ations evoked the just wrath of the Soviet peopli and are selfcontinuin-g

evident,

Mao Tse-tung's_ gloup is promoting hostile subversive activity against
our state. In their foul attempts to slander domestic life in the Sovlet Union
and.Soviet foreign policy, the Peking radio and newspapers vie with imper-

rausr Propaganoa.
Through the fault of the Peking authorities, the volume of Soviet-Chinese
trade has shrunl< 95 per cent since 1959 and has reached a negligible volume,
Cultural ties between our countries, not to mention public contacts, have
in acfuality been severed.
Unfortunately, it is the Chinese people, who are bound to the Soviet
people with bonds of old friendship, who have to pay for t"he adventurism
of the Peking leaders and their betrayal of Marxism-Leninism,
The CPSU, the Soviet people, have repeatedly expressed conffdence that
present events in China and the chauvinistic great-power direction of its
present foreign policy are only a historieally transient stage, We are conffdent
that despite all difficulties and zigzags the cause of socialisrn in China will
triumph and Soviet-Chinese relations will ultimately enter into their natural
channel.
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USSR DISARMAMENIT PROPOSALS

rnllE JULY I Memorandum of the Soviet Union proposed a
I Di."t*a*ent program for the "urgent consideration of the

Nine-Point

nations in

the world in t}e near fufure," herewith summarized'

l. A Ban on the Use of Nuclear

Weapons.

In order to facilitate the speediest solution of the problem of the complete
and total liquidation of nuclear weapons, the USSR urges the conprohibition
-vening
of an internatioial conference to consider the draft convention on the
prohif,ition of tbe use of nuclear weapons proposqd by the USSR at the 22nd
'session
of UN General Assembly and supported by the vast majority of UN
delegatiorx, and to consider as well any other proposals along jhesg lines. The
USS-R proposes

that the l8-Nation Disarmament Committeo take this uP as

a

priority item.

2. Meoxnes on, Eniling the Marwfactuto of Nucleat Weapons, the Redtu'tiott
and Liquidation of thoir Stockpilas.
The Soviet Government proposes that all nuclear Powers immediately open
talks on ending manufacturd of nuclear weaPons, reduction of their stockpiles
and liquidation of nuclear weapons under
and subsequeni complete prohibi,tion
-control.
The Soviet Government exPresses readiness
appropriate- internatiinal
to enter into such negotiations with all other nuclear Powers at_ any time.
8. Limitatdon antl subsequefut Reiluc'ti,on of Means of Deliaery of strategic
Weapons.

Thu sorri"t Government proposes reaching agreement on _concrete -stePs in
the limitatiolr and subsequenf re-duction of strategic means of -delivery oJ nuclear
weaDons. believinS that ihe destruction of the entire arsenal of means of delivery
o, ,:t ury rate iL reduction to an absolute minimum while temporarily preserving Jnly a strictly limited number of such means, would be a step leading
towaris removal of the threat of nuclear war. The Soviet Government is ready
to- exchange views with concerned states on such measures'
a. prEhlUition of Flights of Bombers catryi'ng Nuclea't -Weapons -Beyont
Natiorwl Frontiers,'Limitatdon of Nar:igdion, zones for submarhles carrging
Missiles,

The increasing crashes of US bombers with nuclear weaPons outside of the

territory of the inited Statos arouse t}e legitimate alarm of various countries;
such crashes could lead to a nuclear explosion setting in motion a chain of grave

events leading to a conflict endangering all mankind. The soviet Government
proposes imriediate banning of [ombirs carrying nuclear _weaPons beyond
ir"tibrral frontiers and agreenient on an end of patrolling of submarines carrying
nuclear missiles within missile-striking rango of the borders of the contracting
parties.

5. Banning of Undergtou.nd Nucleat Weapot* Tests'
Tho Soviet Governmefi is ready without delay to agree on the banning of

underground nuclear weaPons tests_on- the basis of the use of national means ol
detection for the control over such banning'
6. Prohibition of tlle Use of Chemical and Biological Weapons'
The soviet Govemment has repeatedly drawn attention to &e danger to mankind of the use of chemical and biological weaPons. Tho 21st UN General Asr"*Utu Session aclopted a resolution calling for strict observance by all states of
thu GLrre.ra protocoi of 1925 on Prohibition of the Use of Chemical and Bacterio116

Iogical weapons, condemning all actiors contrary to tihis and inviting all statos to
accede to the Geneva Protocol.
This important decision has not been implemented by sorne countries and in
the first place by the United States, which, mor@ver, uses chemical weapons in
its aggressive war in Vietnam. In view of this the Soviet Government proposes
that the l8-Nation Cornmittee should consider ways and means of insuring implementation by all states of the aforosaid Geneva Protocol.

7.

Elinnnailan of Foredgn Military

Bases.

Foreign military bases on the territory of other countries create a grave threat
to peace. Such bases are a source of military conflicts and endanger the freedom
and independence of peoples. This is convincingly proved by the continuing
aggressive war of the United States in Vietnam, by the tension and conflicts in
other areas of the world where foreign bases are situated,
The Soviet Government, in accondance with the instructions of the 21st UN
General Assembly session, proposes that the question of the elimination of foreigr
military bases be urgently considered in the 18-Nation Disarmament Committeo.
8, Measures of Regional Disarmament.
The Soviet Government supports the creation of nuclear-free zones in various
regions of the world. It believes that not only groups of states embracing whole
continents or major geographic regions, but even more limited groups of states
separate couatries could assume commitrnents to establish denuclearized

;;#:

The Soviet Government also supports proposals to implement measures of
regional disarmament and reduction of armaments in various regions of the
world, including the Middle East. The question of such measures to limit the
arlns race in the Middle East coulil be discussed, of course, only under t}e confi-

tion of the liquidation of the

consequences

of the Israeli

aggression against

Arab counbies and ffrst of all the complete withdrawal of Israeli troops from the
occupied territories of the Arab countries.
9. Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Beil and Ocean Floor.
The arms race can be reduced not only by limitation of the military use of
those environments where man lives and aets but by prevention of such use
of new spheres of human activities. The Soviet Government hails important
steps in this direction such as the Antarctic Treaty anil the Treaty on the Use
of Outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies.
The progress of research and prospects of conquering the sea-bed and the
ocean floor make it possible to raise the question of the timely establishment of
a regime that would insure the use of the sea-bed beyond the Iimits of existing
teritorial waters exclusivuly f* peaceful purposes. This woulil mean prohibition
in particular of the creation of permanent installations of a military character
on the sea-bed and also of other activities of a military nature. The Soviet
Government proposes beginning negotiations on this question.

Call for a Woilil Disarmament Conference,
"In proposing the above measures, the Soviet Government draws attenHon to
the need to spare no efforts to achieve concrete results in the solution of dhe
problern of general and com.plete disarmrnnent, The Soviet Government considers
it necessary to activate tlre negotiations on this problem in the t8-Nation Disarmament Committee. Along with this it stands for the implementation of the
UN General Assembly Decision on convening a world disarmament conference
and expresses its conviction that the convening of such a conference vrill contribute to the solution of t}is most important task facecl by mankind."
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W. E. B. DUBOIS
Reoiews

JOHN HENRIK CLARKE

\f,/.8.8. DuBois
Great American
of the governing rules of book reviewing is that the reviewer
1[-|NE
v should review the book and not the author. It is difficult to review
a book by W. E. B. DuBois without violating this rule. The publication
of his last major work calls attention to his long and useful life in the
seryice of his people in particular and the world in general. While
in this book* Dr. DuBois views his life frorn the last decade of his
ffrst century, the total of his life is also refectedl throughout.
This soliloquy is a personal commentary on the last phase of his
extraordinary life. In his lifetime his infl.uence in shaping the life
of the black American was far-reaching and profound. In fact, the
story of their struggle for freedom and dignity in the first half of
the twentieth century is, in the main, the story of W. E. B. DuBois.
He was both a participant and an intelpreter of this struggle. His
writing and his ceaseless activity helped to make racial oppression in
the United States a world issue.
It is a mistake to think of Dr. DuBois only as a great leader of
black Americans. His range and achievements extended far beyond
his best known activity. He was one of the greatest American citizens
of his tirne. He was an American and a publie man who took his public
responsibilities seriously. He Isrew that in order to change the status
of his people in this country and in the world he would have to strike
at the roots of wo,rldwide colonialism and lift his voice against the
exploitation of all the oppressed people of the world.
fn a recent article on Dr. DuBois, the Afro.Caribibean writer C. L.
Autobiography ,! W.l. B. Du Bois. A, Sotitnquy onyiewing My Li,fe
7r^:
From the Last Decaile of its Fi"rst cerrt*y. International"publishers, isod. a,ia

pp',

$10.00.

ftr*.o. Cr,anxs is Associate
ffi
of the Negro freedom movement.

Editor of Fteedomuaqs, a quarterly review

He is director of the Heritdge pr6sram of
c-ndedited
the
recently
book Williai SWrils Nat
$aryou-Act,
' published
'
Turner-Ten Blatk Writers Responil.
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R. ]ames has listed what he considers the main achievements of
DuBois.

"1. He educated and organized black people in the Uni,tedr States
to claim, and white people to acknowledge, that racial prejudice in
the United States was a disease against the material wellbeing and
moral health of the American people.
"2. More than any other citizen of Western civilization ( or of
Africa itself ) he struggled over many years and succeeded in making
the world aware that Africa and Africans had to be freed from the
thralldom which Western civilization had imposed on them.
"3. As a scholar he not only initiated the first serious study of the
American slave trade in his studies of the Civil War, and of the Negro
in the United States after the Civil War, he also laid foundations and
achieved monumental creat ons surpassed by no other scholar of the
period."

To this may be added the fact that in the beginning, the development and the conclusion of his life's work, he symbolized certain stages

in the

dreveloprnent of, American thought

which are a pointer in the

examination of dorninant currents in the role that the United States is
now playing in the world.
As early as 1911, a year after he had founded the Crusis Magazine,
Dr. DuBois was a participant in the First World Races Congress held
in London. The congress was attended by representatives of most of
the people of the world. Dr. DuBois represented the N.A.A.C.P. and,
supposedly, all Americans of African descent.

-

At the end of World War I, Dr. DuBois started a movement for
a Pan-African Congress to be heldr in Paris in 1919. DuBois and the
N.A.A.C.P. hoped that such a Congress would lead to "self-determination' for the African people and wo'uld also serve, perhaps, better
than any other means that could be taken, to focus the attention of
the peace delegates and the colonial world on the just claims of black
peoptre everywhere.

This is only one of the main events lead[ng up to the last phase
of the life of Dr. DuBois. He has written two other books that were
reflections on his life and mission. The present Soliloquy is more of
an autobiograptriy than Da.rkuater written in his ffftieth year and
Dusk of Dawn written in his seventieth year.
In many ways the Soliloquy is both historical and topical, and it
should be required reading for all civil rights militants, especially the
young ones who need to know that a man like W' E. B. DuBois opened
the door to their age and worked to make their movement possible
long before n:,ost of thern were born.
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IMAGES OF SPLENDOR
War and Peace, a Walte,r Reade-Continental release. Directed by
Bondarchuk. Screenplay

by

Se,rgey

Bondar-

chuk and Vassily Solo'vyov. English
version by Lee Kressel. Color, 878
minutes,

fnHE pictorially magniffcant motion
I picture made from Tolstoy's VTcr
and Peaao by Mosfflrn in the Soviet
Union is declared by its American distributors to be "the greatest fflm ever
made," and some critics havo echoed
this view, I do not share this opinion.
But the fact that such a question as to
whether it is the "greatest fflm" is even

of its
accomplishment.
First some statistics. The fflm, directbeing raised indicates the extent

ed by Sergey Bondarchuk (who also
collaborated in the screenplay and en-

acts the leading role of Pierre Bezukhov), took ffve years to make. Close
to 300 indoor and outdoor sets were

built to recreate faithfully the Russia
of 1805-12. Aside from 30 actors with

prominent roles, tho extras range from
800 for the great ballroom scenes to
120,000 for the battle scenes. In the
original Soviet version, the showing of
the fflm occupies four evenings. The
version shown in this country is somewhat cut, and corsists of two "superfflms," each about three and a quarter
hours long, to be seen either afterrnoon
and evening or on two separate evenings. English dialogue has been dubbed
in. This is a flaw, since speech is an
organic part of acting. Yet this dubbing,
carried out by Lee Kressel, is one of the
most smooth, expert jobs within my experience.
The camera work, color and collective

acting are splendid. The storytelling
( sayrng the most with svrift touches
)
and the ffnely planned pacing keep the
audience coqrtinuously enthralled. Scenes
120

crowd upon one another, each a miracle

of cinematic power and beauty, so that
the eye is almost surfeited, Iike going
through a gre.a;t gallery of ffne art and
seeing one masterpiece after another.

Tolstoyt word-painting of scenes and
characters is brought to life urith such
scrupulous ffdelity that

it will probably

be impossiblo to read tJre nwel again
without those camera images rising in
the mind.
However, I feel that a vital aspect of
the novel is missing. This is not apparent
in Part I, which opens in 1805 and
moves slowly towards 1812. We see the
Russian aristocracy in their sumptuous

city festivities and on their

country

estates. Conbasting personalities appear,

like the jovial Count Rostov and

his

wife, who like to be in the center of
activities, and the stern old Prince Nikolay Bolkonsky, who lives in a tyrannical
austerity far from city activities and far
in mind from l9th century currents, And

there are difiering types among the
young generation. Bolkonsky's son,
Prince An&e/, is an intellectual and
philosophical skeptic, who believes in
nothing and keeps a ffrm check on his
omotions. Rostov's oldest son Nikolay is
brave, high-spirited, loves to drink and
hunt, and never troubles his mind with
an idea. Pierre Bezukhov, illegitimate
son of a wealthy nobleman, is a social
critic and visionary. Anatole Kuragin is
a handsome, dashing, urscrupulous
woman-chaser and adventurer.
And so an entire society takes shape,

within which there is the tragic love of
Natasha Rostov and Prince Andrey.
Their prospective marriage is broken by
his excessive reserye and her temporary
infatuation for Kuragin. There is the
equally sad tale o,f Pierrds marriage to

the beautiful but unfaithiul

Helene

Kuragin. Russia is also engageil in alliance with the Austrian Empire in the

war against Napoleon, and there are
powerful battle scenes of the Russian
troops in Austfia.
Part II, dealing with the events of
1812, is scenically even more speetacular, but Tolstoy's social irsights seem
to slip away, There are the magnfficent
epic scenes of the Battle of Borodino,
on the doorway to Moscow; the burning
of Moscow; the retreat of the French
army through mud and snow, and its

is the touching
Prince Andrey from war

decimation. And there

death

of

by Natasha, to whonr
he has been reconciled too late. We feel

wounds, nursed

the tremendous upsurge of patriotism
that met and beat back Napoleon's cruel
invasion. But Tolstoy was interested in

rnore than this, The greatness of his
novel is that it portrayed an entire
society in the throes of change. In fact
he had originally planned to write a
novel about the 1825 "Decernbrist" uprising of the liberal nobility against tlxe
Tsar, but found that the roots of their
ideas lay in the impact of 1812 upon
Russian society, and so he moved to
War and Pe,ace. As the novel shows,
new forces were set in motion by the
impact of Napoleon's assault, and the
heroic effort to combat it. Criticism rose

of Tsarist autocracy. Unrest gre$/ among
the peasantry. And so the roal conclusion of the novel is not t-he cnxhing defeat of French arns, as it is in the ffIm,
but the changed Russian society tlat
emerged.

And it is this aspect of the novel that
fflters away in Part II. Nikolay Rostov
disappears from the scene, The Peasant
uprising, so graphically recounted by
Tolstoy, is missing. General Kutuzov

emerges as a hero, as he is in the
book, but Tolstoy's criticisms of the
Tsar, which help show Kutuzot's stature, are absent. Also missing are the
necessary insights into Pierrds intellectual search, such as his joining the
Freemasons, and rrithout *ris his actions appear incomprehensible.
Perhaps these omissions are due to
the whittling down of the original to

make a version suitable for American
distribution. I don't know. But the fflm
as it is being shown here should be
described,

I

think, not as a translation

of Tolshoy's War

and, Peace imlo cine-

matic terrns, but as a serios of stunningly beautiful, authentic and vivid
illustrations of it. As suclu it is a
thing of splendor.
SroNrv FrNrur,srrllg

66TYGER! TYGER! BURNING BRIGIIT"

Ho Chi, Minh, by

Jean Lacouture.

Translated frorn the French by Peter
Wiles. Ranilom House, 1968. 813 pp.,

tailed description and understanding
analysis of all that has led up to the

J Uo Cni Minh, has painted a viviil

present situatio,n in Vietnam makes
that situation more understandable.
Ho Chi Minht long life started on
May 19, 1890 in a small village in Central Vietnam, where he grew up 'in an

and credible picture of the man who has

atrnosphere of bitterness" against French

for the past ff{ty years boen the

colonialist exploitation and bnrtal

$5.e5,

TEAN Lacouture, in his biography of
stan-

dard-bearer of the revolutio,n of the
colonial peoples. Written between October 1966 and February 1967, its translation into English has become available

only a year later, when its later chap
ters have been somewhat onrtdated by
subsequent developments,

but its

de-

op

pression, and has been an exceptionally
varied one. It has taken him over much

of the world, and it is interesting to
note that ooe of his early enthusiasms,
when ho wonked in London as a restaurant kitchen-hand, just after the outbreak of the First World War, was for
12t
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the Irish uprising. It was not long afte,r
that that he ffrst achieved publicity, not
only fo,r himself, but for his country, the
very name of which had been sedulously
suppressed by the French. At the paris
Peace Conference,

in

1919, he put forward a claim for the emancipatioql of
his country, with a very moderate eightpoint program based on President Wilson's "Fourteen Points." It was ignored,
of course, but it served as the starting

point for a sustained campaign for

a

free, united, democratic Vieb:am which
has engaged the efiort and attention of

Ho Chi Minh and his small band of
disciples for close on half a century.

During the whole of that long and
arduous period, Ho Chi Minh, under six
pseudonyms, of which the best known
is Ai Quoc (under which he presented
his demand to the Paris Peaci Conference), has been tlle guide and leader of

his people, by whom he is regardeduniquely among the worlds leaders-as

being "both inventor and

protector,
source and guide, theory and practice,
nation and revolution, yogi and cornmis-

sar, good-natured uncle and great war
leader." Yet he has remnined modest
and unassuming, and always frugal in
his way of life, though sometimCa bit
of a play-actor, without, howwer, any
hypocrisy.

Lacouture writes of him as follows:
'One thing about Ho is beyond dispute;
his passionate desire to persuade peo.
ple, his thoroughly democratic *gi" to

win

acceptance

to

measures

by

argu-

ment rather than by compulsion." He
has also, writes his biogapher, "an exceptional gift: ,that of maintaining harmthe center of a controlling group
-ony _at

faced with problems of every le"A ot
preserving a stability without precedent
in the history of mode,rn revolutiors."
As the result of this, the governmental

team with which he went into action
agairut France in 1946 has survived
almost intact to this day, and it is notewortly that this applies also to the nonCommunists among it.

t?2
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Ho is guileful, of coursg as he

has

had need to be, especially during the
early days when his movement was
weak, and could survive only by decid-

ing which was "the main adversary"
and then playug ofi the other adversaries against tllat one, and by strik-

ing at "the favorable mornent." To get

the Kuomintang Chinese out of the
north of his country, which the United
States intended them to annex (together

with Hong Kong) at the end of the last
war, he had the guile to attract in the
French, saying to a friend: "It is better
to snifi France's durrrg for a ahile, than
to eat China's all our lives."
He has also had to be patient, in the
face of dirty tricks and deception pelpetrated against him, ffrst by the British,
then by the French, repeatedly, twice
in 1946 and again a,fter the Geneva
Agreoments had been negotiated on
most concilintoty terms, when they sold
out to the Americans in South Vietnam;
and most recently, by the Americansand by those countries which stand by
and let the Americans proceed with

their evil intentions.
We see now, once again, the under-

fferceness of this patriot-revolutionary, which he expressed at the time
when he was reluctantly forced to call
his fellow-countrymen to arms against

lying

the French, in 1946, by an allegory
about a ffght between a tiger and an
elephan! as follows: "If the tiger stands
still, the elephant will t}en pierce him
with his mighty tusla. But the tiger
does not stand still. He lurks in the
jungle by day, and emerges at night.
He will leap upon the back of the
elephant, tearing chunlcs from his hide,
and will then leap back into the jungle.
And slowly the elephant will bleed to
death." Ho repeated this allegory to

the English journalist Felix

Greene,

more recently, in relation to the American "elephant " which he admitted was
bigger-but no less vulnerable, as events
are now proving.
It should be noted that Ho Chi Minh

recognized very early

in his career

that his struggle for the emancipaUon
of his beloved Vietnam was part and
parcel of a worldwide struggle for the
emancipation of all oppressed peoples.
This attitude has been maintained by
him consistently throughout his career,

and is maintained today, so that he
would certainly subscribe to his biographer's dictum: "American intervention in Vietnam was to provide an enduring examplg a permanent lesson to
all underdeveloped cor:ntries which
might presume to question the validity
of a regional power stn-rcfure guaranteed

bj, the United States. Vietnamese

peas-

to die in ever-increasing mrmbers for the greater peace of minil of
the Brazilian bourgeoisie, the Morocoan
royalists and the ruling clique in Manila . . ."
ants were

'?eople of the Allieil nations," cried
Ho Chi Minh, when he was forced to

take up arms against France in 1946,
'the French colonialists are launching

a war of

aggression,

The

Vietnamese

people earnestly call on you to intervene." The call went unheeded-largely

it

was never heard by those to
was addressed, sinco it received no publiclty in their newsPaPers,
which deigned to notice Vietnam only

because

whom

it

when the French were defeated at Dien
Bien Phu. The self-same call has broken
tluough this time, however, and is producing powerful reaction all over the

world, including in the United

States,

and this time the USSR and other Socialist countries are in a position to Pro-

vide powerful material help to

the

he,roic Vietnamese.

Epcen P. YouNIc

CANTERBUEY'S RED DEAN
Searching

for Light, by Hewlett

John-

son. Michael J*"ph, London, 1968.
446 pp" about $6.00.

,TIHE "Red Dean" of Canterbury

was

nized the Russian Revolution as "the
dawn of something new and better in
the world's history'' (p, 50). But only
vdth the Spanish war and the rise of
fascism did the Dean turn his attention

I k ro*, throughout the world. This more eamestly towards the Soviet
is his autobiography. From cover to Union where "they were producing

cover

it

embraces two worlds: the

world

of Christian values, and tho wo,rld of
socialism and communism; in this
meefing of worlds, Hewlett Johnson is

unsurpassed in breadth of vision,
idealism, and consistent adherence to
his basic principles.
The Dean had been born of a business family in Manchester, trained as

an engineer, and tfien turned to the

church. Born in 1874, he was already
forty when the First World War bnoke
out, and already, he writes, he hail bY
that time begun to realize that "the old

capitalist order, social, political
economic, was cracked

to its

arrd

founila-

tiod' (p. 49).
For a way out he ffrst lookecl to
Social Credit, but in 1917 he recog-

goods for the needs of the people; hunger was abolished and mass education

was being given with greatly increased
opportunity for higher education' (p.

149). His famous Socialist Sixth of
the. Woild appeared in several millions
of oopies in twenty-four languages, inc1ufing Nazi-occupied territory, disguised in an innocuous cover.
Unlike so many who hitcheil a personal bandwagon for a time to the
Soviet star in the 1930s, the Dean never
embraced utopian views of Soviet society. From the start he saw it as a
process , starting with socialism, with

"an adequate reward for work

opportunity for work . . . a Planned
economy," and thence progressing to
the higher stage where "to each accord123
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ing to his need' would apply (p. 152).
This clear understanding of the USSR
as in a process of constant growth and
development is perhaps the explanation
of the Dean's unwavering attitude when
so many jumped ofi the bandwagon as
each turn in policy brought new surprises.

In the

Soci,ali,st Sixth,

conscious

the Dean was

"of pointing to those aspects

which seemed to me to be truly creative
and essentially good," with a "moral
purpose" (p. 156). After a1l, it was
these aspects of Soviet society which,
above all, had to be made lorown in

the West.
Because

of his

courageous stand on

political issues-starting with

Social

Credit and ending with socialism, the
USSR and China-the Dean was con-

stantly at loggerheads with various
Archbishops and the canons of Canterbury. In 1940 the canons published a
warning against him, saying that it was
"a

dangerous illusion to hold that

...

reform will wer be achieved by the
methods which have characterized the
Soviet regime." The Dean was able to
get a detailed reply to this attack published both

h

The ?irnas and

in

the

Naus Chronicl,e,

The Dean received an invitation to
lecture in the United States in 1948,

SOV IET

While tlere, "he found four plainclothesmen spending the night outside

my door, and

I

never learned whether
they were protecting me frorn the USA
or the USA from mel" (p. 267).
While in the USA, whatever Govern-

ment policy might be, the Dean was
warmly welcomed by Henry Wallace,
"a close nrnner-up for the Presidency"

(p.267), Charlie Chaplin, and religious

and progressive leaders.

Interested

in

socialism as such, and

not only in one country, the Dean's interests ranged far beyond the frontiers
of Britain and the USSR. He early made
the acquainttance of China, in the old
days and paid his last visit there in
1964 at the age of 90. On this visit he
told Premier Chou En-lai and "everyone else, that we had been friends of
the Sorriet Union since 1917; we had
also been friends of China; we deeply

deplored the present disagreements
and believed they would in time be
solved' (p. 429).
Today, when the dialogue between
Communists and Christians is spreading all over the world, it is a profound
pity that Dean Hewlett Johnson cannot
be with us to see the fruits of work in
which he was surely the most outstand-

ing

Pioneer'

Per

Sr-o^N

AGRICULTARE 7977.65

From Peasantry to Pooer Farming, Tha
Story of Sooi,et Agriculture, by Lement Harris. National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, 1968. 60c.

Beginning with the Revolution and
Lenin's "Decree on Land," one of the
ffrst enacfunents of tho Bolsheviks, Mr.
Ha:ris traces the difficult stuggle to win

the minds of tho

peasants, overco,me

rI\HIS pamphlets, published recently kulak opposition and lay the agriculI by the National Council of tural foundation for industrialization of
American-Soviet Friendship, is probthe country. The story of those Ameriably the best thumbnail sketch of a cans who, in the midst of the civil
difficult subiect that exists in English. war and widespread famine, went to

The author is a four-time visitor to the

help the young Soviet republic

Soviet Union, and the present account is
enriched by his personal experience as
well as by his knowledge of the sub;'ect.

tractors and modern techniques is told
here; Lenin wrote to the American So.
ciety of Friends of Soviet Russia in

t2a

wi,th

atficulture. The larger and better orsiotzed, incerrtives for collective farmers

"express to you o'ur profoun{
gratitude, ani ask You to bear in mind
1922,

lo

Xnd state farm workers have resulted
in c'onsiderable higher production, with
cotton, milk, meat and eggs reaching
record outputs in 1967. "Th,ere is every
reason to anticipate that with the con-

ih"t ,o form of asiistan"" is as timely

and important for us as that which you

are rendering."

There follows the story of the intro'
duction of tractors and the collectiviza-

tinued pouring in of capital invesfunent,
risine i;centives and cutting down of

tion of agricultue. The author deals

cornmitted against tho

with the
this time, and the teirnPorkulaks at"i""tt"t
ary losses in livestock and equiPment
due to kulak resistance, and shows the
slow but steady rise in rural incomes
during the thirlies. He also deals with
the ploblems of the postwar period,

incluiing the "cult of corn" that

wastI, Soviet agriculture can easily
meet its plan to increase production
25fi bv l97O;'

Mr. Harris's essay should be required
readinE for all who believe that Soviet
asriculhrre

is falling apart; this pam-

pf,let demonstrates the gairs that have
Leen made without over-estimating or
glossing over the real Problems and

de-

veloped-during the time of Khrushchev.
The pamphlet explains the beginning
of the 6conomic reform as it applies to

mistakos that have occured'

Delno LelgueN

NEVS FROM NOWHERE
Williarn Monis: IIis Li.fe, Work anil
Frimds, by PhiliP Henderson. Foreword by Allan Temko. McGraw-HilI,
1967. 388 pp., 92 illustrations, $9'95'

towers greater and greater above the
horizon beneath which his best advertised conternporaries have disappeared."

of Williarn Motis, bY Paul
Thompson. Viking, 1968. 300 PP.,

(\o WROTE Bernard Shaw about
D- wit["* Morris in 1936. The

1968.204 pP., PaPerback, $1'95'

that strange Victorian triangle in yhi-ch
he shared his wife Jane with his

The. Work

growing number of publications both
24 illustratiors, $10.00'
ibout rtorris and about his work seem
Wiltiam Motis as Desigwr, bY RaY to bear out the value Shaw Pl'aced
Watkinson. Reinhold, 1967. 84 PP', uoon him.
'Philip Henderson gives us the clear90 illustrations, $16.50'
so far of
Three Works bY Willian Mottis, ed- est ac6ount we have had
Morrisof
life
private
troubled
the
International,
Morton.
ited bv A' L.

'Morris was

tweNrtY-one

I

before

I

was born; and am now eighteen
vears older than he was when he

'ilieil.

I who was very much his
iunior now write as almost equallY
'his senior. And with such wisdom

I note that
as U has drawn further and

as my years have left me

further awaY from the

of our

hurlYburlY

Perional contacts into the

impersonal perspective of history he

friend, tho Poet anil Painter Dante
Gabriel Rossefti. Hendersorfs account

of Morris's potitical life, however, needs
very much to be corrected bY the exhaustive studY made bY E. P. ThomPson in his Willianl Moris, from Romantic to Rao oluti,onarg.
The books bY Paul ThomPson and
Rav Watkinson will be verY helPful
to'those interested in finding out exactly what Morris' contributions were
L?5
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in the decorative arts. The illustrations
in both books are handsome and give
a very good idea of the achievements
and the limitation of Morris as artist
and craftsman.

The three works included in the
book edited by A. L. Morton are:
News from, Notohere, the Pilgrims of
Hope," and A Dream of John Balt.
These are products of the later years
of Morris's life, of the period in which
his energies were poured without stint

into spreading the

message

of

social-

ism as the only solution for the help-

less dilernma the rich industrial
society of l9th century England had

got itself bogged down in.

Neos from Nutshere, with its
entrancing picture of a pre-Raphaelite
socialist England is, of oourse, one of
the classics of socialism. The poems
tlrat make up The Pilgfm"s of Hope
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show what a man of Morris's creative
gift could do in writing songs meant
to inspire the working class in whom
he had come to place all his hopes
for the future. A Dream of ]oh.n Ball
is a characteristie story of the med-

ieval rebel who hoped to help the ordinary people of his day live a fuller,
more human life.
Morris ends the story
characteristically:

of John Ball

"Men ffght and lose the battle, and

the thing that they fought for comes
about in spite of their defeat, and

it

comes, turns out not to be
what they meant, and other men have

when

to ffght for what they meant by

an-

othor name."

$8.95.

This ffrsthand account of the travels
of Adam Oelschlager ("Olearius") in

Muscoly and Tartary was ffrst pub-

in

in 1647. The present
edition is the ffrst in English since
Iished

German

1669, and has been annotated to aid the

non-specialist reader. Contains illustrations from the orginal edition.
Rnssda's Protectmates in Central Asia:
Bukhara a.nd, I(hdoa, 1865-1g24, by

Seymour Becker.' Harvard University
Press, 1968. 416 pp., $12.50.
The history of two small Moslem

states under varyrng conditions of
Russian domination, later incorporated
into the Uzbek and Kaza}h republics
of the USSR.
Religiorn Fermont dn Russia; Proturtant Opposition to Sooiet Reli,gious
L%)

University .Press, 1967. 268 pp.,

$9,50.

Using materials

this selection of Morris

available
Munner YouNc

Policy,

by

Michael Bourdeaux. St.
Martin's Press, 1968. 255 pp., $8.95.
Focusing mainly on the Baptist

in

Russia (and on a reform
it), the author, an
English curate who studied in MosChurch

movement within

to refute the view that
religion is dlng out in the USSR.
Basing his conclusions entirely on
cow, seeks

internal movements in the Church, he
holds "Christianity may yet prove itself to be one of the most dynamic
forces in the future evolution of Soviet

of the

Legislative

of 7767, the author exthe legislation of Catherine

Commission

amines

II, who became Empress of Russia in
L762, He attempts to show 'the limitations placed upon her domestic
policy by the prejudices and desires
ol the nobility," as well as the class
attitudes shared by those who were
close

to

her.

Sooiet Rrl.,ssir- and Asin. A Studg of Soaiet Policy Touarils Twkey, lran anil
Afglwnistan, by Harish Kapur. The

Humanities Press, 1967. 265 pp.,

We are very much in .the debt of
International Publishers for making

REYIEWS IN BRIEF
The Traoeb of Olearius in SeamteonthCentury Russia, translated and edited by Samuel H. Baron. Stanford
University Press, 1967. 849 pp.,

Catherine the Great and the Russian
Nobility, by Paul Dukes. Cambridge

$8.50.

"The

pre-revolutionary

'uvere driven,

of

their political and economic outlook,
to aim at the elimination of British

influence

in

order rto move into the

of pur-

suing a policy which would be, more
or less, similar to that of the British.
The Bolshevils, on the other hand
. . . were driven by a policy of
strengthening nationalist governments

in the independent

countries and ex-

tending moral and material support to

the nationalist movement in countries
which were still striving for their independence."

Red Virgin Soil; Soaiet Literatune in

society."

the I920's, by Robert A. Maguire.
Princeton University Press, 1968.

Pobed.onostseo; His life. and, ThougW,

482 pp., $10.00.

by Robert F. Byrnes. Indiana University Press, 1968. 495 pp., 9i5.00.
A biography of a man "known to
historians as the arch-reactionary of
nineteenth-cenfury Russia," "a bureaucrat, legal scholar, editor, propagandisg tutor and advisor to the last
two tsars, theologian and powerful
religious leader," who affected "nearly
every aspect of Russian life,"

of

wdters,

Political Memoirs 1905-1917, by Paul
Miliukov, edited by Althur P. Mendel. University of Michigan Press,
1967. 508 pp., $9.75.
These memoirs

of the prerevolution-

ary liberal leader were written in
France in 1940-1943. Th"y cover the
1905-7 revolution, the ffrst, second
and third Dumas, travels abroad, the
war, provisional government, and revolution. The memoirs end with the
Congress of Soviets and the formaUon
of the Sociallst Government, after
which Miliukov, who had once sided
with the Marxist and populist movements, joined the anti-Bolsheviks and
ffnally fled the country.

Russians

by the very nafure

vacated areas for the purpose

shape an entire generation
readers and critics, . ."

"Red Virgin Soil' (Kramaga NoD)
was an early Soviet literary journal,
published from 1921 until 1928; it fell
into disrepute with the rise of Stalin,
along with its editor A. K. Voronskii.

Life anil Work, by
Konstantin Mochulsky, Princeton
University Press, 1967. 687 pp.,

Dostoeaskg; His

$12.50.

This biography by a Russian emigr6
intellectual, ffrst published in Russian
in Paris, 1947, purports to deal with
Dostoevsky from both the literary and
biographical standpoints. Mochulsky,
who underwent a religious conversion
in the early 1980s, holds that Dostoevsky must be understood in terms of a

"spiritual unity" between his "profoundly tragic" life and his literary
heritage, which are inseparable,

The lmpact of the Russian Reoohrtion,
l9l7-I927, issued by the Royal In-

stitute of International Affairs. Oxford University Press, 1967. 357 pp.,
$7.50.

This compendium on "the influence

of

Bolshevism on the world outside
Russia" has as confuibutors Arnold J.
Tolmbee, Neil Mclnnes, Hugh Seton-

that it de- Watson, Peter Wiles, and Richard
the first consistent Marxist Lowenthal. Toyrrbee, characteristically,
in Soviet literature, and that sees the communist and non-commun-

Professor Maguire ho,lds

veloped
esthetic

it

"represented the ffrst serious attempt
haLf a century to create and

in nearly

ist worlds as porforming a "reciprocal
service as substitutes for the traditional
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devil," which "in an age in which the
historic religions are Iosing their former
hold on human consciences," 'may be
one of the necessities of social iife."
The other writers are variously predictable.

Rdionalism anil Nationalisrn

sian

in

Rus-

Nineteenth-Century political

Thought, by Leonard Schapiro. yale

University Press, 1967. 178

pp.,

Tha

Peasant

in

Nineteenth-Cmtury

Russia, edited by Wayne S. Vucinich.

,rrOW-

Stanford University Press, 1g68, 814

N,EAD

PP.'

SOY'EI

$8.50.

Western specialists on various aspects of peasant life in old Russia.

Dealing witlr religion, literaturg the
army, the village commune, and peasants as factory workers, the book
argues for centrality of the peasant experience to Russian cultural his ory.

This survey of nineteenth-c.entury
life is based on six
Iectures delivered at Yale University
by the noted British historian of Russia, and centers on the "confrontation
of the two principles-nationalism and
rationalism." While nationalism in RusRussian political

sia was essentially conservativg

it

was

Lenirt's genius to see that the 'hational realities" of Russia required political tranformation to be "efiected
from the top," The rest, says Schapiro,

is all ideology.

Rationalism

was

doomed to failure.

The Crisis of Rwsian Popilinn, by
Richard Worknan. Cambridge University Press, 1967. 211 pp., 96.50.

The rise and fall of the groups of

Russian intellectuals who based their
hopes for the future on Russia's pea-

santry. The author focuses on t}re
"psychological dimension of populism,"
and the relation between .the crisis
associated with t}le disintegration of t]ro
countryside and the personal lives of
the three leading writers of the school
-Engel'gardt, Uspenskii, and Zlatov-

ratskii.

VISIT THE USSR
When the theater, concert, ballet season is in full swing,
when ,the schools andJ colleges are open, when people
are back at work again after their sumrner vacations.

SEPTEMBER 18th

OCTOBER 9th

A

For full details and brochure write to Travel Committee,

National Council of American-Soviet Friendship
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